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merely follow the forms of
his work.
Despite the partisanship,
Wright's original ideas and design
principles are still comparable to
"discoveries" in a nearly scientific
sense, in that they are nonproprietary principles, basic to the
nature of architecture, that can be
followed and used by anyone else,
with productive results. Recent
history bears this out, and it might
be a suitable subject for some other
symposium.
Even if Bruno Zevi may have
been carried away by the
John A. Busby Jr., FAIA
heightened feelings generated by
President
this large gathering of architects,
American Institute of Architects
artists, Wright enthusiasts, and
Washington, D. C.
curiosity-seekers, that, too, is
The AJA Code of Ethics was passed understandable, for Wright has
at the Institute's June convention become a genuine cultural
phenomenon. The growing number
in San Antonio,-Editor
of publications about him and his
work, even a quarter century after
RECORD's July editorial [page 9]
really says it all (or at least most of his passing, testifies to the
continuing influence of his design
it) about architects and housing
discoveries.
design. I'm glad you called
Even in my student days it was
Gutman's book to my attention.
apparent that there is essential
The University of Illinois
partisanship in this great art of
Graduate School, where I'm
privileged to be a visiting professor, architecture. Yet, if "The Wright
Hand" symposium was a partisan
has for many years been attacking
performance, can you think of a
this problem in its housing design
better cause to be partisan about
studio. This program, available to
than the enduring influence Wright
masters candidates, deals not only
with physical design issues but with has left for creative freedom and
economic feasibility models,
cultural relevance in architecture?
problems in which real people
Stephen W. Osborn
(individuals as well as developers)
Architect
East Lansing, Michigan
are clients, and other aspects
intended to prepare architects to
Corrections
understand "the practical aspects
of housing."
The silicone-coated fiberglass fabric
The whole housing market, not
specified for the Ontario Pavilion at
just "the rest" of it, is in need of
Expo '86 in Vancouver (RECORD,
"truly professional attention," and
July 1986, pages 120-131) was
inadvertently omitted from
it is this which the University of
Manufacturers' Sources (page 190).
Illinois School of Architecture
addresses, along with other optional The fabric should have been
identified as Vestar by ODC, Inc.
programs that help students get
real about architecture.
The model photograph of an office
John B. Hackler, FAIA
tower currently under construction
Peoria, Illinois
next to Carnegie Hall in New York
Now that there has been some
City (RECORD, June 1986, page 71)
commentary about "The Wright
should have been credited to
Hand" symposium held at the
@Wolfgang Hoyt/ESTO.
University of Michigan in April
[RECORD, June 1986, page 91], it
The news item on the restoration of
may be timely to add my own
the Custom House in Boston
questions and comments about the
(RECORD, June 1986, page 71)
event and those involved.
incorrectly named Bruce and
Among things to be questioned
Robert Beals as the developers. The
today, one is a tendency on the part Beals are actually only one
of many who are most enthusiastic development team of several that
about Wright's legacy to carry their have submitted proposals to the city
partisanship almost to the point of
for the building's rehabilitation.
making organic architecture into
some kind of new orthodoxyThe photograpli of the New York
certainly the last thing Wright
Shakespeare Festival Theater that
himself would have wanted to see.
appeared in RECORD's July issue
He brought design freedom to the
(page 73) should have been credited
architectural profession that came
to Stephen Senigo.
after his time, spending much.
verbiage in early, middle, and later
life warning against attempts to

September 5 through January 4

Thank you very much for your
editorial on the new AIA Code of
Ethics [RECORD, March 1986, page
9]. We have played this one with
proper procedures, many questions
have been asked, and the challenges
have been answered. Your focus on
the issue is timely and appreciated.
Harry Harmon and his committee
have done an outstanding job. We
should adopt this new Code of
Ethics, not because it is our
professional obligation but because
the public deserves to know the
standards we wish to bear.
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The Function of Ornament: The
Architecture of Louis Sullivan, an
exhibition of sketches, working
drawings, photographs, building
fragments, and recently
commissioned models of the
architect's work; at the Chicago
Historical Society, Chicago.
September 21-November 16

The Architecture of Frank Gehry,
a retrospective exhibition of
photographs, drawings,
freestanding structures, and models
of the architect's work from 1964 to
the present; at the Walker Art
Center, Minneapolis, Minn.
October 3 through December 21

New Architecture: Foster, Rogers,
Stirling, an exhibition including
photographs, models, film, and
video, devoted to the work of the
three British architects. A series of
lectures and panel discussions will
accompany the exhibit; at the Royal
Academy of Arts, London.
October 8-9
"Building Professionalism:
Preparation for Excellence," a
seminar that will recognize the
accomplishments of women and
minorities in architecture and focus
on career planning and
development; at Florida A & M
University. For information: School
of Architecture, Florida A & M
University, Tallahassee, Fla. 32307
(904/599-3244).
October 8-11
Designer's Saturday, the annual
contract furnishings market and
design symposium; in New York
City at manufacturers' showrooms
in Manhattan and at the new
International Design Center in
Long Island City, Queens.
October 9-11
"Designs on Montreal: Plans for the
Future," an international
conference and workshop series on
urban design and the revitalization
of the inner city; in Montreal. For
information: James Forest,
Communications Coordinator, 4530
Clark St., Suite 400, Montreal,
Quebec H2T-2T4 (514/849-2449).
October 26-29
IFMA '86, the seventh annual
conference and exposition on
facility management, sponsored by
the International Facility
Management Association; at the
Merchandise Mart, Chicago. For
information: Kathy Thomas, IFMA,
Summit Tower, Suite 1410, 11
Greenway Plaza, Houston, Tex.
77046 (713/623-4362).
November 8-9
Rehab Fair Northeast, the third
annual exhibition of products and
services used in the rehabilitation
and maintenance of older buildings;
at the New Scotland Avenue
Armory, Albany, N. Y. For
information: Historic Albany
Foundation, 44 Central Ave.,
Albany, N. Y. 12206 (518/463-0622).
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Free Bradley guide helps you tame every challenge.
High-usage washroom jobs pose many different
challenges. That's why Bradley offers you so many
Washfountain models- and our new, 16-page
Washfountain guide.
Our free guide will help you select the
Washfountain that's best for each application.
It's indexed by type of job for easy reference.
Return coupon or circle reader ser vice number
today! Or call: 1 414 251-6000.
•
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YOUR HOMES
AFEW CUTS
ABOVE THE REST.
~$/11//$4·

Why do some
'·
houses just sit
while others sell?
We think it's the
same old problem.
The ones that
don't move have the

same old look. The
Just a.few Fancy Cuts con make
same old lot. An?
your homes speak with on accent. the same old boring
siding as every other house on the block.
Yet, we can help put something extra
into homes like these. We'll just make a
few cuts.
Shakertown Fancy Cuts.
These sculptured cedar shingles don 't
take the place of your regular siding. They
accent it.

Here's a smal l step towards better
sell ing homes.

Fancy Cuts look rig ht at home in the
'80s- The 1880s and the 1980s.

The idea is to make your homes
stand out from the crowd by adding a
small finishing touch. One that can turn a
0 1986 Sho ker town Co rporatio n

yawner into a winner.
Take a look at these photos and
you'll get the picture.
The accent skirts under those w indows, for insta nee, took two boxes of
Fancy Cuts. That's a $100 investment to
make a $100,000 home pay off.
Now check out how a few Fancy

For openers, a few Fancy Cuts co n
make on entryway soy "welcome."

Cuts next to the entry opened the door to
a faster so le.
And, if you haven't noticed by now,
Fancy Cuts look right at home on any
home: Contemporaries. Traditionals. A nd,
of course, Victorians.
To find out how this small change
in siding can make you more than small
change, send for our free Fancy Cuts
architect's kit.
We'll show you how to make your
homes a few cuts above the rest. So you
can cut yourself in on more business.

SHAKERTOWN FANCY CUTS®

For free arch itect's kit, ca ll toll-free 1-800-426-8970; In Washington state, 206-785-3501; Or write P. 0. Box 400-ARFC9, Winlock,WA 98596
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INTRODUCING ARIEL.
THE SLIDING PATIO DOOR
PEACHTREE REINVENTED
FROM THE FLOOR UR
HOUSE-WIDE DOOR AND
WINDOW COMPATIBILITY.
Peachtree specifical ly designed
this door to match the Ariel window
system- opening up a broad range
of beautiful mi x ing and matching
options. Shown here is a Peachtree
circle head window mulled to an
Ariel door.

THE MOST SECURITY EVER BUILT
INTO A SLIDING PATIO DOOR.
The exclusive 3-point locking
system is extremely resistant to
tampering and break-ins.

5-PIECE FRAME FOR
UNMATCHED STRUCTURAL
STRENGTH.
Ariel is the only sliding patio door
with the strength and stability of a
5-piece frame.

A TIGHTER WEATHER SEAL
THAN EVER BEFORE POSSIBLE IN
A SLIDING PATIO DOOR.
Ariel 's ingenious projecting
fin engages the most effective
weatherstripp ing system ever
designed for a door of this type.

SUPERIOR INSULATION.
Peachtree uses 31.." insulating
glass, bonding it to the frame
with a special silicone to create
an impervious weather seal.

EASIEST MAINTENANCE.
Ariel's exterior is made of
weatherproof extruded aluminum
with a permanent baked-on finish
that wi ll need no repainting. The
beautiful wood interior frame
snaps out for easy staining
or painting.

WINDOWS & DOORS
PEACHTREE IXX>RS INC/ OC)X 5700 NORCROSS.GA :»:>91/ 404/ 449-0800
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On architectural criticism

It is in the air. Almost everybody is doing it. Many leading newspapers around the country now $.·.
have their own architectural critics, and just last spring architectural criticism was aired on
~
public television with the "Pride of Place" series by Robert A. M. Stern, prompting rampant
~:,
criticism of this particular criticism, including an assessment in RECORD (June 1986, page 77).
Next year the noted architectural historian and critic Spiro Kostof will bring to the public yet
r@~
another television series, giving the critics of critics, who seem to be all of us, another happy
chance to assess the assessors of our built culture, while, it is to be hoped, learning something at
the same time. And the critics, generally a self-invented, self-taught group (at least in the
methodology of criticism), are soon to be joined by a brand-new contingent of the specially
trained. This month, here in New York City, Parsons/New School is launching a three-semester
graduate program in architecture and design criticism, the first of its kind, directed by
architectural critic Herbert Muschamp under the auspices of Parsons's head, James Wines.
Curiously, all this is occuring at a time when several outstanding architects, acclaimed as much
for their theoretical writings as for built work, have completely withdrawn from the critical
milieu, saying goodbye to all that in favor of devoting their energies to building buildings. Some
of the younger architects we talk to seem to be of the same mind. Said French designer Philippe
Starck to RECORD editor Karen Stein, who sought to discover the theoretical concepts which
underlie his design of a tiny Parisian shop: "I have no theories, I have no ideas about esthetics,
and I don't give a damn." She wrote up his shop anyway ("In the pink," which will appear in
RECORD, mid-September, 1986).
We notice that a great many architects are trying to understand how the media work, some
because they consider the press and television to be the root of all evil, their effects catastrophic,
the cause of everything that is wrong in the world of architecture, or the world at large for that
matter; others, more pragmatic, because they hope the media can be made to serve their
purposes, a sensible idea if there ever was one. At this year's AIA Convention in San Antonio, the •.· .
AIA Committee on Design sponsored a symposium on American architectural journalism, the
subject being criticism and critical independence. Chaired by architect Mark Simon, there were
three events: a series of short speeches by Robert Campbell of The Boston Globe, David Dillon of .~
The Dallas Morning News, Tom Hines of the Philadelphia Inquirer, and Michael Sorkin of The
Village Voice; an interview with Manuela Hoelterhoff of The Wall Street Journal by Suzanne
Stephens; and a panel moderated by Ms. Stephens consisting of Progressive Architecture's John
Morris Dixon, Architecture's Donald Canty, and myself. The newspaper critics set to rest the
widely held belief that no newspaper can publish genuine architectural criticism because of its
real-estate advertisers. (We all know of newspaper critics who have been fired or, at the very
least, demoted to the society page for offending developers.) Admitting that their papers may be
exceptions, they each claimed total freedom to write what they choose, their messages
diminished only by limited space and poor or non-existent graphics. "Our tiny drawings,"
said Ms. Hoelterhoff, "make every building look like an appliance."
We three on the editors' panel, while possibly making the mistake of telling our audience more
about our magazines than they needed or wanted to know, attempted to set right certain
commonly held misconceptions, particularly the idea that the architectural trade press does not
publish much criticism, presumably because of its advertisers. Actually, the building-product
manufacturers who advertise couldn't care less, since the type of criticism that gets published
rarely includes evaluation of specific product performance. If criticism in architectural
publications is muted, this reflects the desire of the magazine's editors not to offend the architect
or his client, period. In spite of this very real constraint, however, the architectural press
regularly and consistently deals with major critical issues.
RECORD, for example, critically evaluates projects we deem to be worthy of such effort, namely
buildings or urban schemes of great public importance, or those that aspire to High Art. Our
Observations section, begun almost three years ago, has featured articles by, among others, Ada
Louise Huxtable, Denise Scott Brown, Michael Sorkin, William Hubbard, and Roger Kimball.
This month, in Observations, Michael Sorkin takes on Philip Johnson once again, but for the first
time in our pages, while in the feature section RECORD editor Deborah Dietsch deals with I. M.
Pei & Partners' Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. Dietsch's story has many layers: esthetic,
technological, economic, political-and critical. There will be more like it.
Mildred F. Schmertz
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Finally, carpet tiles

that give a little

and take a lot.

The days of stiff, unyielding and rather unimaginative carpet tiles
are past.
At Karastan , we've applied our 60 years of experience in carpet design
and technology to our new Kara-Squares™ carpet tiles.
The Kara-Squares seen here, for example, are densely packed with
DuPont ANTRON"' for durability, static-control and soil-concealing easy care,
so they can take a lot of abuse. And Karastan's non-toxic polyethylene
backing provides superior cushioning, so they give as much as they take.
Of course, performance isn't everything. So Kara-Squares come in 9
elegant styles and 296 sophisticated colors that coordinate
with a wide range ofKarastan broadlooms.
While we can't say the mix and match
possibilities are infinite, we do believe you
couldn't ask for anything more.
Karastan Rug Mill s , a Di v ision of Fi e ldcrest Mill s , Inc .

A Prime discovery:
There are four sides to every building.
Nobody looks at a building design quite the way architects do.
When a contractor sees a plan, he thinks of materials and schedules.
Engineers envision system design and analyses. And facility managers look
at your project with the bottom line in mind.
All of which can make designing a building that pleases everyone virtually
impossible.
That's why Prime Computer offers this solution: An
integrated approach to automating the building process that takes all sides into account. It not only ties
together all of the people involved in the building
process but also offers management tools for
Structural grids
created automatically
making the business profitable. Plus you can start
anywhere in the automation process and grow at
your own speed.
When you use our program for Computer Aided
Design (we call it PRIME MEOUSAT" AEC software)
you're doing a lot more than just drafting. You're also
Symbol and detail
creating a database that can be used by others on
libraries with CS/ format.
the project team.
The database contains information that engineers
and contractors can begin to work with before you
even finish your design. Facility managers can use
the database to put together floor plans, budgets
and schedules.
Visualize design
with 3-o solids modeler
And if you make a change in your plans it doesn't
take days or weeks for everybody to find out about it.
In short, Prime can help make your job as an architect a lot easier by
bringing everyone involved in the building process closer together.
But then, you'd expect that from a Fortune 500 company that offers total
solutions. You see, like you, when we design something, we look at the total
picture, instead of taking a one-sided view.
Call Prime at 1-800-343-2540 (in MA, 1-800-322-2450; in Canada,
1-800-268-4700). Circle 6 on inquiry card

Prime,.
It's time you knew

·-

PRIME is a registered tradema rk and the Prime logo and PRIME MEDUSA are trademarks of Prime Computer. Inc .. Natick, MA.

Building and landscape architects joined forces to give the
new Showboat Hotel and Casino a roof that will stand outeven in the flamboyant world of Atlantic City casinos.
Landscape and site design specialists Cairone Mackin &
Kaupp, of Philadelphia, worked closely with casino architects
Martin Stem Associates, of Beverly Hills. They produced a
nautical design that combines multicolored crushed stone
graphics (such as the compass rose above) with live plantings,
trellises and other traditional garden landscaping elements.
Underneath it all went a 45 mil Firestone RubberGard®
EPDM roof and Firestone-supplied Foamular® insulation, the
value-engineered recommendations of Thomas Roofing &
Sheet Metal Co., the Atlantic City contractor for the job. "It
would have been prohibitive to put down a built-up roof-more
labor, more materials," said Mike Thomas, of Thomas Roofing,
explaining why he chose Firestone EPDM.
Dave Rudzenski, the Martin Stem field rep on the job,
agreed. "I personally feel it's a better product. Much easier to
work with. And the life is long."
Architects across America are finding that Firestone
RubberGard®EPDM provides the strength, durability,
economy and ease of installation they need to feel true
confidence in a roof. And that confidence is increased by
Firestone's unsurpassed field support, from architectural
consultation to installation to final warranty inspection.
Firestone's good name insures your good name, even on
the most distinctive projects. Call 1-800-428-4442.

J'trestone
ROOFING SYSTEMS

NOBODY COVERS YOU BETIER.

Firestone Building Products Company, Division of The Firestone Tire & Rubber Company, 3500 West DePauw Blvd., Indianapolis. IN 46268.
RubberGard"' is a registered trademark of Firestone Building Products Company. Foamular"' is a registered trademark of UC Industries, Inc.
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In one way at least, they make 'em
exactly the way they used toon Clearprint paper. The 1986
Riviera and the 1956 Buickboth
started out the same way-on
a sheet of Clearprint lOOOH
drafting vellum.
Clearprint has been the first
choice of engineers, archit'ects
and draftsmen since 1933.
And we still make it exactly the
way we used to-by the same
proprietary process we perfected
more than 50 years ago.
We've seen many changes in
our industry through the years.

We are prolia oft e f~ct that
Clearprint alone has remained
unchanged, not only in product
quality and integrity, but in customer satisfaction as well. And
it's still the industry standard.
We make more than 1000
types and configurations of
sheet and roll stock, both plain
and printed, including papers
for electrostatic copiers and
CAD plotters.

(LEARPRINT@
Making paper work
Circle 8 on inquiry card

Try it yourself. Return the
coupon below for a free kit
containing all the tools you
need to prove why they still
make 'em the way they used toon Clearprint paper.
1---!

i

I
I
I
I[

----------------------

Please send me
my free kit
Mail to: Clearprint Paper Co.,
P.O. Box 8703,
Emeryville, CA 94662

AR!C0/96
I use drafting paper for _ _ _ _ _ __

I Name_ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _
II Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i!
i

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Company·--------Address· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ state-Zip _ __

TURNOFF
WATER FOR KEEPS
Plug big holes...
patch cracks of any size
Waterplug® is a permanent
water stopper. It'll amaze you
how it shuts off even flood-size
leaks, and in minutes. Men who
build tunnels have known
about it for years.
Waterplug is unbeatable for
patching cracks in concrete
and masonry, too. It's as tough
as they are, and can be coated
without bleeding through.
Knowing Waterplug exists,
there's no reason ever to tolerate
leaks or seepage or cracks in
foundations, walls, floors, swimming pools, tunnels or anywhere
else. Case closed.
For specifications and application
information on Thora products,
call or write:
Thora System Products, Inc.,
7800 N .W. 38th St., Dept. AR-5
Miami , FL 33166, (305) 592-2081,
Telex 51-9674
Circle 9 on inquir y card

WATERPLUG
THORO
SYSTEM
....__,.,,.
= PRODUCTS

8

Waterplug is
a registered
trademark
ofThoro
System
Prod ucts, Inc.
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Preserving the past. Protecting the future~M
© 1986 Thora System Products, Inc.

BUILT-UP ROOFING SYSTEM
GlasTtte™ Flexible

Expand-0-Flash®

MODIFIED BITUMEN ROOFING SYSTEM

SINGLE PLY ROOFING SYSTEM

BOTTOMLINE
BRILLIANCE.
Tum subflooring into a
Structural
subflooring;
smart flooring system in
noise deadenone step with environmentally ing;
resilient
carpeting
safe Homasote 4-Way® Floor
underlayment;
and insulationDecking.
all in one step.
Smart builders have discovered
Brilliant.
that ordinary, hard, noisy, noninsulating wood subfloors are
beneath them.
And they've found a better,
smarter, more profitable alternative: '
the Homasote 4-Way® Floor
Decking System.
Better, because it's more than
just a structural subfloor.
It provides resilient carpeting
underlayment. Adds up to R/ 4.5
insulation (six times the value of
5/8" wood subflooring). And
deadens noise (system test
ratings*: IIC-72; INR21; STC 50).
Smarter, because it's 100% environmentally safe, with absolutely no asbestos or
formaldehyde additives. And it installs in one step.
MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS
More profitable, because its added performance
can help convince today's energy and quality
Nominal
Nominal
Weight/
Thickness
Size
Sq. Ft. Joists
conscious buyers to sign on the bottom line.
.x .
1-11132"
3.o lb. 16" o.c.
Build this proven bottomline brilliance into your
2
8
4.J lb. 24" o.c.
1-314"
next commercial or residential job.
For full details, and free sample, call (609) 883-3300. Or write:
*Kodaras Acoustical Lab. Test Report 370-14-66; 370-17-66.

homasote
c

0

M

p

A

P.O. Box 7240, West Trenton, New Jersey
Circle 12 on inquiry card
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>W there's a low-cost,
ain-paper engineering
1pier that can do what
1ur diazo machine
1es. And much more.
~Xerox

2510 Engineering
pier gives you sharp,
manent, black-on-white,
I-sized copies up to 36" wide
many of your drawings ,
1ts, or sepias.

this productive composite
drafting technique at your
fingertips. You ' ll wonder how
you ever worked without it.

Odor-tree, and tits
anywhere.
The Xerox 2510 Engineering
Copier is easy to use, odor-free,
and has no special venting or
electrical requirements . And it's
small enough to fit on a tabletop ,
so you can put it anywhere you
need it.

•pies bluelines.
igine the convenience of
king copies of bluelinesn marked-up bluelineso bond, vellum, or film right
~n you need them. Now
one who needs a copy can
eone.

For all it can do to make your
job easier, the Xerox 2510
Engineering Copier is a
breakthrough product at a
breakthrough price.

res productivity a lift.
'Y' cut, and tape. The Xerox
DEngineering Copier puts

See us at the NYC Fall Design
Engineering Show in Booth 3537
(Sept. 16-18). Circle 13 on inquiry card

1d 25 10 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION .

XE ROX"' 25 10 des ig ned and manufactured in the U.S.A.

It's yours tor just $3,695.

\,·.·

XEROX@

For more information
call 1-800-448-3400 Ext. 514
Or fill out and mail this coupon to:
Xerox Technigraphic Products
Department SP
317 Main Street
East Rochester, New York 14445
(Please type or print)

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company--------------~

Street _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ county _ _ _ _ _ __

State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Telephone..:.(_ _...:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AR9

Outperforms"Stone ~e"methods!
Now!Gettlme-tested high rise construction
benefits on your mid and low rise elevator
shaft projects, too. Today more architects
and builders are opting for faster, safer, anyweather USG®Cavity Shaft Wall Systemsat considerable savings over labor-intensive,
space-wasting concrete block. Weighing in at
only 10 psf, these proved working walls install
from the corridonlde. Less bulk and weight to
tote and Install means less structural steel, less
. manpower, less work all around. Even electrical
USG is a registered trademarl< of USG Corporation

conduit Installs faster, thanks to built-In vertical
chaseways. Elevators run weeks sooner, too.
Doesn't It make sense to incorporate the engineered design of the USG C-H stud system into
the vital life safety walls of your buildings?
Superior in every respect, these unique systems
deliver fire ratings up to4hours and sound ratings
from 39to 50STC.Call your USG representative.
Or write to us for specifics at101 S. Wacker
Drive, Chicago, IL 60606-4385, Dept. AR986.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY
BUILDING AMERICA

C!:ll 985 U. S. Gypsum Co.

Circle 14 on inquiry card

Details
you never
thought
possible
with
exterior
insulation
systems.
STO exterior systems
create a flexible ,
seamless thermal
covering for the entire
outside wall with all
of its unexpected
corners and turns.
Even where the edges
meet other materials,
STO provides efficient
weather-resistant
seals for the most
complete building
protection. So ...
while you 're designing
magnificent details
(or simple ones) , STO
is perfecting exterior
systems and finishes
that perform-right to
the last detail.

STO INDUSTRIES, INC.
Quality Lane , Bo x 219
Rutland , Vermont 05701
Toll Free : (800) 851-5533

Ci rcle 15 on inquiry card

Exterior
Insulation
Systems

Circular windows have been a staple of
architectural design for literally hundreds
of years. Featured in homes of gentry,
of substance, those who desired style,
even some who just simply thought
they looked nice. However, even with
their aesthetic qualities they have lacked
certain details. Not the least of which
is the absence of the Andersen"' label.
For you see, nothing bears this
label until it promises the same precision
and quality you've come to know and
recommend in other Andersen products.
Therefore, it is with considerable pride
that we introduce this several-hundredyear-old concept into the Andersen line.

Our exclusive pre-formed
rigid vinyl sheath on frame
continues to form a full perimeter
flashing and anchoring fin.

Andersen offers 4 exclusive
glazings. Including special glass
for high altitude.

Perma-Shield exterior
is available in either -----.....__
white or Terratone.
~

Grilles snap out for easy
cleaning and can be painted
or stained to match any interior.

ONE STYLE
NEVER FITS ALL.
Most window manufacturers feature a
universal circle top unit to be used with
all window styles. It would seem that a
shade of difference here and there is
acceptable.
Perhaps to some, but not to us.
We not only offer more stock sizes than
any other manufacturer. We produce
them in two styles. One compatible

861S3 Cl 1986 Andersen Corp.

with the Andersen Narroline"' doublehung window, the other a perfect
match with the Perma-Shield"' casement/
awning window. This allows only
Andersen circle top windows to blend
with the profile of both window styles
inside and out. Which, if you follow the
logic, makes any job you complete look
like you planned it that way.

THE ONLY CIRCLE TOPS
WITH ANDERSEN WINDOW
DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE.
The soul of every Andersen Perma-Shiel
window is its exclusive construction.
Andersen circle top windows are no
exception. A solid wood core, nature's

Frame and extension jamb are
laminated, for a smooth surface.
No finger jointing, here.

Natural wood interior
trim in either maple
or oak, in modern
or colonial profiles.

Plus, we offer 4 exclusive glazing
options: revolutionary High-Performance and High-Performance Sun;
plus, for installations where altitude
exceeds 3,500 feet, we also offer a
high-altitude option for both of these
energy-efficient glazings.
So, no matter what the climate or
location, Andersen circle tops add
beauty to the design and intelligence to
the construction.

SOME FINAL THOUGHTS TO
ROUND OUT THE PICTURE.
In creating our new circle top windows,
we sought to add details and options
the others had somehow left out.
Take interior trim, for
example. Two standard
interior profiles
are available,
modern and
colonial. And,
they are available in either maple
or oak. There's no finger jointing on the
face here, either. The detailing is smooth
and rich looking, instead of looking
puzzled together. The exteriors are
available in either white or Terratone.
Even the grillwork has the exclusive
Andersen touch. The grilles are vinyl
but have been treated so that they can
be painted or stained on the inside.
There are, of course, a myriad of
other details and finery regarding new
Andersen circle top windows. And, we
would be delighted to talk at length
about them. For more information and
persuasion, contact your Andersen
distributor or see Sweet's File 8.16/An.
Or, write us direct. Andersen Corp.,
Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.
Circle 16 on inquiry card

finest insulator, with a rigid vinyl
sheath that makes for a nearly
maintenance-free exterior, while the
natural wood interior lends its beauty
inside whether stained or painted.

APPEALS TO THE MIND
AS WELL AS THE EYE.

Andersen circle top windows deal in
two concepts of performance that have
a beauty you can't necessarily see.
Weathertightness and energy efficiency.
Since Andersen circle top windows
were designed to be a perfect fit with
either Narroline double-hung or PermaShield casement units, the fit will be
precise and tight.

Looi< mom, no hands.
New! An extraordinary group of AutoPilot and
TouchButton warm air dryers featuring solid
state reliability, elegant low profile design, vandal
resistance, and amazing durability. Want that
good warm feeling ? Specify Bobrick's new Aircraft™
Warm Air Dryers in your next washroom design.
AutoPilot models with touch free operation, and
TouchButton models with on-off feature (for energy
savin gs), both with automati c shut off. Seven gorgeous cast iron vitreous enamel cover colors, 5-year
field proven electronics. Handcraft™Hand Dryers
have a unique 2-position nozzle for drying hands and
face. HairCraft™Hair Dryers are ideal for health clubs.

All with low noise levels, even-flow air volume vo id of
hot spots, vandal- resistant cover and nozzle, low
profile silhou ettes, 5 and 10 year warranties, and
competitive prices. For further informati on contact
your local Bobrick representative, or write Bobrick,
11611 Hart Street, North Hollywood, CA 91605-5882.
818/764-1000.

•

BOBRICI< AirCraft™ Dryers
New York

Los Angeles Toronto

Circle 18 on inquiry card
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E&WATER SHIELD

PRESENTS

THEFINEART
OF PRESERVING
AMASTERPIKL

When you create something innovative, dramatic, substantial. you ought to give
it the best protection possible from costly water damage.
Ice & Water Shield-developed by the makers of Bithuthene '
Waterproofing Systems- offers the most cost effective, long-term
protection against ice dam and wind blown rain damage on
the market today.
This tough. flexible self-adhering membrane
installs easily under shingles. slate, shakes, tile, metal
and around all building details where additional
waterproofing is needed.
What's more. Ice & Water Shield never interferes
with the integrity of your design because it's
completely invisible after installation. For more
information, contact E.R. Davis, W.R. Grace
Construction Products Division , 62 Whittemore
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140. And protect your
landmark from watermarks.

lce&Water Shield"~
Circle 19 on inquiry card

DURABLE

SIGNS

1

~DECALS

Consistent Graphics and Colors
Rigid MODULITE® panels come in any size, in three styles, opaque,
translucent or combination, can be framed or installed unframed .

STUD-EZE is a flanged aluminum
housing, with slotted heavy duty steel
insert, designed to work with metal
studs/dry wall application. Concealed
slotting holds brackets for shelves,
cornices, hangrail, etc.

·-- l .......

MODULENS® panels provide sharp, clear
identification day or night, indoors or out.
Color and light transmission specifications
are satisfied.

Flexible MODUCAL® decals wi t h
magnetic or adhesive backing
can be used on flat or curved
surfaces.

MODULITE®• MODULENS®• MODUCAL®
Fiberglass Embedments
Pannier Graphics can be your one source.
Our proprietary process ensures consistent
colors and graphics. Signs and decals are so
durable they 're guaranteed for 10 years! Call
(215) 672-3600 for more information or to
have a representative call for an appointment.

YOCA stud is a combination metal wall
stud and slotted insert. Accepts dry wall
and provides concealed slotted standards
to hold brackets for shelves, cornices,
hangrail, etc. for stores, commercial and
institutional construction.

FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION,
WRITE OR PHONE

®

Pannier Graphics
A Division of The Pannier Corporation
John Fitch Industrial Park
Warminster, PA 18974

TWO UNIQUE HIDDEN STANDARD
SHELVING SYSTEMS - CHOOSE TH
ONE THAT BEST FITS YOUR NEED

c rown
'~·~'

TELEPH O NE 312/873-3833

5925 SOUTH LOWE AVENUE . CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 606

METAL MFG.

co.

Circle 21 on inquiry card

Circle 20 on inquiry card

GROWT H THROUGH INNOVATION
How can you eliminate the
barriers to improved
performance of your
existing elevators?
Montgomery innovations
in micro-circuitry and
advanced solid state
systems shatter those
barriers. Modernization
systems from Montgomery
maximize elevator service
and minimize capitol
expense.

montgomery ·

ELEVATORS ESCALATORS
POWER WALKS POWER RAMPS

MONTGOMERY INNOVATION-A foundation

for your growth.

MONTGOMERY El£VAm R COMPANY, MOLINE. ILUNOIS 61265 OfFICES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES OF NORTH AMERICAIREPllESENTATMS WORUJWIDE.

Circle 22 on inquiry card
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The fresh approach to ventilation.

You'veprobablynever seen anything quite like this.
A complete range of fans from Vent-Axia to help you
,..,.,...---------------·-------------····--------·-----------, keep your cool. From now on, when it
comes to ventilation Vent-Axia has
_) the answer.
1
Crisply styled to blend with interior
decors, Vent-Axia fans come in five
models to suit walls, ceilings, roofs, ducts,
windows and even darkrooms, each in four
sizes with outputs ranging from 133-1040
I cu. ft. per minute. What's more there's a
/ choice of matching backdraft dampers and
/ speed controllers on all models.
I
Used on their own Vent-Axiafans quickly
I remove hot, stale, stuffy air and reduce condensation. Used to support air conditioning it
becomes a powerful energy saver distributing
air more effectively. Vent-Axia fans are high on
performance and low on energy consumption.
Silent running too. Vent-Axia motors are
totally enclosed and renowned for quiet, unfailing
performance at any angle.
I
All other parts are manufactured from high
/ quality polymeric materials so they won't corrode.
I The result is a range of axial propeller fans
j designed to last years longer than ordinary fans and
proved worldwide.
Need more information? Call Sweets BUYLINE
800~toll free, for our nearest rep., or clip the coupon
for fully detailed literature.

1

I

I

I

1

,------------

;

J

To: Vent-Axia Inc., P.O. Box 22{)4, 4F Henshaw Street, Woburn, Mass. 01888.
MAIL ME THE VENT-AXIA LITERATURE.

I Name:
j Position:

I Company:
Phone:

I Address:
I' State:

City:
- - - - - Zip:

I
I
I
I

I
I
Circle 23 on inquiry card

News briefs

Combining the old with the new

The National Remodelers Council
has given its annual Renaissance
design awards for excellence in the
design and constru ction of
remodeling and rehabilitation
projects. In the category for
adaptive reuse (one of nine
categories), Feltoon Parry
Associates, a Philadelphia
architectural firm , received a merit
award for transformin g a vacant
windowless supermarket into a
skylit office building with a central
atrium that serves as the
headquarters for the New J ersey
State Lottery Agency.

A major renovation and expansion
of Atlanta's city-hall complex is
pending. Restoration of the 60-yearold Gothic/ Art Deco city-hall tower
and construction of a 305,000square-foot expansion will be done
by the architectural joint venture of
Muldawer-J / D/ B-Harris, a
consortium composed of MuldawerMoultrie, J ova/Daniels/Busby, and
Harris & Partners, all of Atlanta.
The new addition will occupy the

remainder of a full city block on
which the 14-story tower now
stands. The new building will be a
low-rise structure whose cornice
continues the line created by the
first setback of the tower. The new
wing has a stone and glass facade
that refle cts the motifs of the older
building. Within the five-story
screen is a setback glass-walled skin
surrounding a large atrium that
focuses, through its glass wall and

Spruce-up of New York City
subway station features
graphic exhibition

roof, on the city-hall tower.
The public spaces in the old
building, will be restored and the
exterior terra-cotta work repaired
and replaced as necessary. Major
rehabilitation of the mechanical,
electrical, and elevator systems will
also be accomplished.
The wing will house the new
mayoral offices, a new city-council,
chamber, and various
municipal offices.

The old Fort Pitt Hotel, built in
1905, once stood on the site of Grant
and Liberty in Pittsburgh . Later
this year the Vista International
Pittsburgh at Liberty Center will
open on the same site. The 619-room
hotel will be the fi rst new hotel to
open in the downtown area in 26
years and will be tied to the
Convention Center. Joint-venture
architects are Burt Hill Kosar
Rittelmann Associates and UDA
Architects with TAC, Inc. as design
consultants
Denis V. Boucher has joined the
Boston-ha ed architectural firm of
Earl R. Flansburgh + Associates,
Inc. , as senior associate in the Space
Planning & Interior Design
department.

Local architects begin restoration
of Washington's District Building

.,
Accompanying the recently
renovated upper level of the
Fifth Avenue/53rd Street subway
station in Manhattan is a lighted
graphic exhibition. Cooperation
between the 53rd Street Association
and several New York City transit
groups produced the exhibit, which
highlights collections and activities
from cultural institutions in
the neighborhood.
Renovation of the upper level
includes new ceramic tiles; new
signage, such as adding "53rd
Street" to the station's name;
improved lighting; installation of
acoustic material to the ceiling and
sound-absorbing panels on the track
level to reduce noise when trains
enter or leave the station; and new
turnstiles and railings in
the mezzanines.
Lee Harris Pomeroy (above left)
of New York City was project
architect.
32Ed
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A fu ll-scale restoration and
renovation of Washington's District
Building will be designed by
local architects Devrouax &
Purnell.
The 78-year-old, 282,000-squarefoot structure, located at 14th St.
N. W. and Pennsylvania Ave., is
regarded by many experts as an
excellent example of American
Beaux-Arts classicism. Work thus
far on the building has involved

evaluation of city agencies' needs
for security and support facilities
and preparation of schematic design
documents. As the project
continues, mechanical and electrical
systems will be redesigned,
and all architectural detailing on
exterior facades , interior floors,
roof, and courtyard areas restored.
A city-council chambers addition,
designed as infill space in the rear
light court, is also planned.

Eastern economic report: Florida retirees spur housing demand

The 1980s have witnessed a good
number of regional economic
success stories, from
Massachusetts to Minnesota to
California. But the decade's
wunderkind award probably goes to
Florida, where population,
employment, and income are
growing faster than any other large
state in the country, and far faster
than the national average. Florida
has, of course, long been a magnet
for retirees. But symbolized by
IBM's personal-computer
operations in Boca Raton, the state
in the 1980s has also become home
to numerous high-tech and defenserelated companies that are luring
increasing numbers of working-age
people. Large increases in
population of all ages have also
spurred growth of major service,
trade, ahd financial industries.
Construction, of course, has also
benefited from this rapid growth,
and will continue to benefit-of no
little importance considering that 10
percent of the country's new
housing units are built in Florida.
At the moment, however, hightech is in something of a slump.
IBM's personal computers, in
particular, are facing increased
competition from low-priced Far
Eastern competitors. Yet, perhaps
surprisingly, prospects for solid
growth stem in part from a group
conventional wisdom holds to be

Revived ruin

Percent of U. S. housing starts in Florida
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poor and struggling-retirees. But,
contrary to newspaper reports of
poverty among the elderly, senior
citizens in Florida are, by and large,
living quite well, thank you. As
Social Security payments soared
during the past decade, and as
private pension plans improved,
retirees started to live better.
Retirees who sold their houses in
the past half dozen years also
realized huge capital gains.
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81
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Confirming these developments, a
government report found that
seniors own more assets than
younger people and that their
poverty rate is lower. For Florida,
this trend is almost a guarantee of
prosperity. And for the construction
industry, it means a continued
influx of people who can afford
good housing and who will demand
all the infrastructure that goes with
a middle-class lifestyle.

Gatehouse wins 'Design Exellence' award
from city arts unit

The New York City Arts
Commission ha conferred its
"Design Excellence" award on the
rehabilitated Croton Lake
Gatehou e, a vital component of
New York City's oldest watersupply system. The rehab was done
by Metcalf and Eddy, and Hazen
and Sawye r, both of New York City,
for the city's Bureau of Water
Supply. The commission praised th e
substantial effort made to match
The Boston Society of Architects
has named Graham Gund
Architects of Cambridge as
recipient of its Harleston Parker
Award for the design of the Church
Court condominium project. Three
townhouses were built behind the
remaining walls and tower of the
Mount Vernon Church, destroyed
by fire in 1978, and a new sevenstory L-shaped building with 34
condominium units was also added.

IA

Calendar
September 11
"How to Im plement and Manage an
Effective A/ E/ P Quality Control
Program, " a seminar sponsored by
Practice Management Associates,
Ltd. ; at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel.Crystal City, Arlington , \'a.
For informat ion : Betsy Miller,
Practice Management Associates,
10 Midland Ave., Newton, Mass.
02158 (617/ 965-0055)
September 20-28
"Archifest," the Atlanta Chapter of
the American Institute of
Architects annua l "celebration of
the built environment" will ta ke
place in the Colony Square
Piedmont Park area of midtown
Atlanta. Open to the public, day and
evening events will include
children's walki ng tours, lectures
by architects, panel discussions. For
information: Dorothy Spence,
Atlanta Chapter, Ame rican
Institute of Architects, 1197
Peachtree St. , N. E., Atlanta,
Ga. 30361 (404/ 873-3207).
October 2-5
The biennial American Institute of
Architects South Atlantic
Convention for AIA members in
North Carolina, Florida, and
Georgia, sponsored by th e Georgia
Association of t he AJA; at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Savannah,
Ga. See calendar item listed under
September 20-28 for information.

Philadelphia
renovation nearing
completion

the new desig n with that of the 100yea r-old landmark . The new
gatehouse will be faced wi th stone
and covered with a te rn e-coated
stainles -steel roof to match the
existin g stru cture. The
rehabilitation is part of an overall
mu ltimillion-dollar improve ment
program that was initiated by the
city in the mid-1960s to upgrade
New York's water distribution
network.
The nearly complete restoration of
the former Suburban Station
Building, now One Penn Center at
Suburban Station, has received the
Downtown Preservation
Development Award from the
Central Philadelphia Development
Corporation. Renovation architects
are Francis, Cauffman , Wilkinson &
Pepper, and the developer is
Richard I. Rubin Company of
Philadelphia.
Architectural Record S eptember 1986
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1. MASONRY IN ARCHITECTURE
By Louis G. Redstone, FAIA.
792 pp., 260 illus., BM! x 77
One of the world's foremost masonry authorities.
shows the best methods - developed through
5,000 years right up to the skyscraper - for
working this exciting material to achieve both
form and -aesthetics. Just published!

10. CONSTRUCTION DISASTERS Design
Failures, Causes, and Prevention
By Steven s. Ross and the Editors of Engineering News Record 407 pp., 144 photos,
62 line illus.
The valuable lessons builders have learned
from collapsed roofs, broken dams, floods,
and earthquakes are packed into this survey
of 24 major disasters of the past five decades,
why they happened, and what would have
minimized or prevented them. New title!

2. THE AIA GOLD MEDAL
By Richard Guy Wilson. 246 pp., 222 illus.
(B pp. in full color), BM! x 77
The first chronicle of the coveted AIA Gold Medal, this
lavish commemorative volume gives full profiles,
with photographic portraits, of the 44 medalists to
date and examples of their work. Just published!

11. THE HANDBOOK OF CONSTRUCTION
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT Third Edition.
By William E. Coombs and William J. Palmer.
592 pp., 75B illus.
Reflecting the newest trends in accounting and
management techniques used in the construction industry, this edition of a well-known work
updates your handling of problems in every
area from procurement to costs, receipts,
taxes, and more.

3. HOLDOUTS!
By Andrew Alpern, AIA, and Seymour Durst, real
estate developer. 773 pp., 227 illus., BM! x 77
A lively illustrated history of holdouts in New York
since the 1800s - and how they were dealt with shows what can happen when an obstinate owner
forces major changes in planning and building
design. Just published!

12. DESIGN PRESENTATION Techniques for

. --·

4. GROUND ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
AND METHODS
By Frank Harris. 256 pp., with diagrams and tables ·
Here are the principles and working knowledge for
determining the best construction methods and alternative procedures, devising proper temporary works,
and selecting the right plant and equipment to
achieve faster construction times and higher quality.

-·_::ir.1lfl ;•~~ ' By Ernesf Burden. 256 pp., hundreds of illus.
I, I ·~-~
' · From the initial planning and preparation to
~~ the actual visual presentation of your design

Il

7. HANDBOOK OF
51niu~i1• project (including models and computer-aided
ENGINEERING ECONOMICS
..At
l:tl
_
graphics) to the all-important follow-up - here
By Mox Kurtz, P.E. 7,020 pp., 377 illus.
~
~t .are the techniques that win clients and keep
Made marvelously easy to understand
~
them coming back for more.
and to use - every statistical and
•
i.,;il
financial analysis tool you need to control
1\
13. PRESERVING AND MAINTAINING THE
the effects of time and money on every
.
OLDER HOME
type of engmeenng proiect and area of respon.,,,,-ff'lll""
By Shirley Hanson and Nancy Hubby.
sibility. The first such aid in the field.Brand newr.1
'/llf'P"~ 256 pp., 323 illus., BM! x 77
8 SPECIFICATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURE
~ How to accurately and sensitively repair, r~store, and
·
'
renovate those treasured older homes (built between
EN~INEERING, AND CONSTRUCTION Second .
the 1800s and 1940) to bring out their best interior
7
Edltio~. By Chesley Ayers, AIA, P.E. 544 pp., 0 lflus.
and exterior features, find trouble spots, modernize
Spec1f1cat1ons can make or break a project, and can
without disfiguring _ economically.
even cause construction disasters. Here, m a new,
up-to-date edition, is the one book to coordinate the
14. SYSTEMS GRAPHICS Breakthroughs In
requirements of spec writing and checking into a
Drawing Production and Project Management
unified whole - with special emphasis on techfor Architects, Designers, and Engineers.
niques to build safety into a project.
By Fred A. Stitt. 262 pp., 757 illus.
Want to save 30%, 40%, 50% of the time and
9. CONSTRUCTION MARKETING AND STRATEGIC
money you spend producing design and working
PLANNING
drawings? Here's the practical how-to for using
By Warren Friedman. 2BB pp., 70 illus.
and linking together today's new, inexpensive fprms
Shrinking construction profits make it mandatory
at in-house reprographics - by one of the bestthat contractors - large and small - grasp and use
regarded pros in the industry.
every business, management, marketing, and strategic planning tool known to work best. Here they
are - detailed with the assistance of the Associated
General Contractors. Just published!

I

l

5. AWARD-WINNING PASSIVE SOLAR DESIGNS
Professional Edition.
By Jeffrey Cook, AIA. 2BB pp., 20B illus.
(including 6B photos), BM! x 77
These 41 winning designs from the First National
Passive Solar Design competition demonstrate an
impressive number of passive solar solutions for a
diversity of structures, from commercial buildings to
residences, in a wide variety of terrains and climatic
locations. Brand new!

'I

·j

6. CHECKING AND COORDINATING ARCHITECTURAL AND ENGINEERING WORKING DRAWINGS
By John Frederick Duggar Ill.
760 pp., 22 illus. (B in full color)
How to use the author's unique color-coded graphic
systems for marking up check-prints, coordinating
construction components, making and record Ing
revisions, eliminating errors. omissions,
and duplications, communicating,
and retrieving information.
Anew title!

15. TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR SITE PLANNING
By Joseph DeChiara, AIA., and Lee E. Koppelman.
B64 pp., 7,037 illus.
All-inclusive information and data on site investigation,
analysis, development, and use. Plus plans.
16. TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
By Joseph DeChiara, AIA. 90B pp., 7,300 illus.
A vast collection of data and criteria for planning and
designing dwellings, from apartments to mobile
homes to adult housing.

i Marketing and Project Proposals
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Introducing the Hallmark hinged patio door from Caradco. Aluminum clad outside for
durability and low maintenance. Clear, beautiful Western pine inside-no exposed
finger joints or edge-glued wood. The
hinged styling your customers demand.
The attention to detail you expect
from America's Window Pioneer.
' America's Wmdow Pioneer
Hallmark. Only from Caradco.
A Kusan, Inc. Company

~Caradco.
Caradco, Rantoul, Illinois 61866
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How the best

standing seam
roof stands up
even better

Now Roof Systems'
exclusive RS-18 Panel
is under the protection
of Steelite's exclusive
Corrstan®coating system!

Corrstan-the original
protected metal
coating system-with
more field experience
than any other currently
produced system

True standing seam
design reduces parts,
connections, labor...
eliminates end closures

Weathertight field
seaming ...
mastic-filled batten
cleats for extra
weathertightness

Completely concealed
fasteners prevent leaks,
enhance appearancefor longer lasting, bette
looking roofs

Two outstanding namesRoof Systems, Inc., and Steelite,
lnc.-now work together to give
Minimum 4.0 mils coating
Exceptional resistance to moisture,
Exceptional coating formabil
dry film thickness
abrasion, pollution, corrosive
and adhesion so roof panel c
you outstanding performance in
environments, thermal shock,
be field-bent into wall/fascia
Wide
choice
of
standard
a standing seam roof. We've
ultraviolet degradation
and custom colors
combined the good looks and
durability of the RS-18 System
with the good looks and durability of the Corrstan System.
That adds up to a standing
-~~® Roof Systems, Inc.
STEELITE, INC
seam roof that will stand up
5380 36th Street S.E.
1010 Ohio River Boulevard
better than ever on your next ~
·~·""~· Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
Pittsburgh, PA 15202
building. Call or write for
800-253-8148
800-824-1371 ; in PA, 800-824-1370
TELEX: 322569
TELEX: 866-292 STEELITE PGH
detailed information.

~

.:'Tfi~.·.• New'):ofl( .·rub1lc 1·.~·~f;ir·ary:'
HERE T HE FUTURE IS AN:· OPEN BOOK

GRANICAST®PRE-CAST CRUSHED GRANITE MODULES

READ
ALL

ABOUT
IT.

AGAIN
AND
AGAIN
AND
AGAIN.
Yo u ca n o rd er reprints of any art icl es
th at have appeared in Architectural
Record , w hether in co lo r (if the arti cle
was publi shed in co lo r) or bl ac k-andw hite (if pu bli shed in bl ac k-and-w hite),
in w hatever qu ant ities (min imum
100) yo u need, for use in your ow n
mailin gs and prese ntati o ns.
Fo r mo re inform ati o n, price quotes
and help with layout and
fo rm at of your repri nts, call:

Janice Austin

609/ 426-5494

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

TOUGH, GOOD LOOKING
ECONOMICAL, EASY TO
INSTALL AND REALLY

Give your projects the finishing touch with the rich
look of real granite. New GRANICAST®pre-cast
crushed granite modules are ideal for plazas, entry
ways, and virtually all other exterior and landscape
applications including driveways, roof decks, and
facades.
Besides their outstanding beauty and strength,
GRANICAST modules offer you great versatility. The
modules are available in all the natural granite colors
and come in standard sizes with uniform thickness.
It all translates into design freedom and ease of
installation.
GRANICAST modules, they're really GRANITE. Call
us at 1/800/233-5188 for more information. In Texas
call 7131499-0561.

GRANICAST BY

P.O. Box 70Missouri City, Texas 77459
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Computer graphics
show sets new record

Survey of design
firms shows
profits up

Average firms
change owners after
20 years

In an atmosphere of optimism, the
National Computer Graphics
Association, an organization of
companies that supply computer
graphics to a broad range of
businesses and professions,
attracted some 35,000 attendees to
its annual show earlier this year in
Anaheim, Calif.-this despite an
estimated loss in the computergraphics industry of between $100
and $200 million in 1985.
There was a similar strong
showing at Systems '86, a show
specifically for the building-design
and construction industry (page 41).
NCGA president Tom Cain credited
the rapid, recent adaption of PCs to
graphics for both the show's
success and at least part of what he
saw as a coming industry rebound.
For more information, contact the
NCGA at 2722 Merrilee Dr., Suite
200, Fairfax, Va. 22031
(703 / 698-9600).

The annual "Financial Statistics
Survey" by the Professional
Services Management Journal
shows that profits for architects
and engineers have risen by
0.6 percent over the past year to
9.5 percent of gross revenues. It
also shows insurance premiums
rose by 48 percent. Other
information in the survey,
separated by firm type, includes t he
average amounts spent for
marketing, overhead, and
computers. It compares cash to
accrual accounting and fee
multipliers and overhead rates for
different firms. The survey is
endorsed by the AIA, The American
Consulting Engineers Council, and
the Professional Services
Management Association, among
others. Copies of the report are
available from PSMJ , 10 Midland
Ave., Newton, Mass. 02158
(617 / 965-0055).

Architectural, engineering, and
planning firms will typically change
owners after 20 years in business,
according to a study conducted by
the AIA, the American Consulting
Engineers Council, and the
Professional Services Management
Association. The transition will take
about 2 1/2/ years. Three-quarters
of the firms surveyed were founded
by one or two people who now
represent only 36 percent of all
owner.s but continue to hold 61
percent of stock. Those firms in
which the original owners' share
has dropped below 51 percent tend
to be the larger firms with more
than 50 employees. The study also
shows that only 65 percent of all
firms have a valuation formula
when they come to making an
ownership transition agreement.
For more information, contact the
AIA at 1735 New York Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D. C. 20006

Interiors architects attack
their liability problems
by looking for better procedures

At a day-long session on July 25,
the Interiors Committee of the
American Institute of Architects
began to help members change the
way they do business in order to
reduce their risk of being suedand increase the chance of winning
when they are. Although, so far,
the surge in tort suits has had much
less effect on interior architects
than it has on those who design
whole buildings, "one would have to
be a modern Rip Van Winkle not to
be aware of professional liability
today," commented Victor 0.
Schinnerer's senior vice president
Paul Genecki.
Even though architectural firms
that concentrate on interiors may
have rates that are 75 percent lower
than those that design buildings, all
rates are rising. Those firms in
interiors may now pay rates as high
as 10 percent of gross billings.
Increasingly, the committee
members pointed out, when there is
any kind of loss, lawyers for the
victim sue every potential plaintiffs
they can think of. So the interior
designers can expect to be named
when a ceiling collapses or a piece
of furniture falls apart.
The problems seem sure to
intensify. As interiors architects
become increasingly involved in
designing furniture, they are
vulnerable to suits involving not
just professional liability but also

product liability. They, like building
designers, are responsible for their
consultants. As they more
frequently advise on facilities
management, they can be
responsible for asbestos removal
from a building they recommended
a client lease, even if they didn't
know that asbestos was present.
And jobs that are not finished on
time can lead to claims from both
the clients for lost profits and the
contractors, who may say the
delays kept them from bidding on
other jobs.
So far, such litigation is mostly
theoretical. In Schinnerer-parentcompany CNA's 30 years of
covering architects, it has fielded
some 50,000 claims, and can identify
only 700 that had to do with interior
design-far too few to serve as the
basis of any actuarial decisions,
said Genecki.
According to Roslyn Brandt,
managing director of architects
HOK New York and chairman of
the AIA's Interiors Committee, that
group's first priority in addressing
the liability issue will be to improve
data collection. As AIA associate
general counsel Ava Abramowitz
explained, claims currently are
coded by insurance carriers
according to the kind of damages
sought rather than the kind of
design defect that is alleged. So it is
difficult to separate claims arising

from interior design from those
from building design. Since so many
firms practice in both areas, there
has been no emphasis on making
the separation.
As a first step in helping interior
architects practice better, the
Interiors Committee is going to
come up with new coding methods
that will let analysts pinpoint the
interior design activities most likely
to produce liability claims.
Step two will be to develop
procedures for designers to use in
their own offices to reduce the risk
of suits. Another panelist at the
July meeting, architect Arthur T.
Kornblut, a partner in the law firm
of Kornblut & Sokolove, warned
that the way architects handle
clients has much more to do with
preventing lawsuits than the
quality of design. The posture he
suggested was to provide clients
with recommendations only. In any
critical matter, "It is absolutely
essential to get the client to make
the decision" so that the
responsibility belongs to him if it
turns out to have been a less-thanwise choice. And the next step is to
create some record of the client's
having made the decision, either
initials on the architect's drawing or
a memorandum outlining the
conclusions of a phone call.
"Every project has problems,"
Kornblut reminded the audience,
so the main difference between the
70 percent of projects for which
problems are settled informally and
the 30 percent that lead to some
claim tends to be the degree of
esteem the client holds for the
designer. Returning phone calls and
being affable are important. " If you
can convey a sense of caring, it can
cover up a multitude of sins."
Daniel Moskowitz, World News,
Washington, D. C.
Architectural Record September 1986
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UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY

RESIDEDTIAl FIRE BARRIERS:
Good walls
make goodneighbors.
Providing effective fire protection and sound control economically are two of
the biggest concerns in designing walls to separate occupancies of multiresidential projects.

Privacy, in terms of noise intrusion, and
safety, in terms of protection from fire in
adjacent units, are of critical importance
in townhouses, low-rise apartments and
condominiums. Potential residents want
the same privacy and protection they'd
have in single-family homes, but in a
less-costly unit. Thus, specially designed
masonry or drywall fire walls are usually
specified for this purpose.
Masonry walls are still used in many
parts of the country, but more often the
choice is becoming one of several drywall partitions. To be certain that the
selected system satisfies all the needs
of this important fire-wall/ party-wall
application, the architect, developer or
builder should carefully analyze the
different systems available and choose
the one that combines the desired performance with economical construction.
Drywall systems are becoming increasingly popular for these important walls
because of their light weight, economy,
sound-attenuation qualities and inherent
fire-resistance.

The following check-list contains
the most important features and tests
applicable to residential fire-wall performance . The checklist may be used as
criteria for measuring the qualities of the
various systems available. Comparing

Solid USG Area Separation Wall consists of two 1-in.
thick, 24-in. wide USG Gypsum Liner Panels inserted into
2-in. USG Steel H-Studs between independently framed
interior wall surfaces. Adding 1-in. THERMAFIBER"
Sound Attenuation Fire Blankets on both sides of wall
(as shown) provides 51 STC and satisfies strict fire code
requirements.

these criteria against the product literature from the various manufacturers and
suppliers will show whether a selected
system or "equal" has all the needed performance features:
• Meets applicab le BOCA or SBCCI
model code requirements for 2-hr. fire
rating for party wall and/or fire wall.
• Can be designed to provide up to 3-hr.
fire rating when requ ired.
• Can be detailed to meet all existing
codes or applicable agency
requirements.
• Provides sound ratings of up to 5 7
Sound Transmission Class (STC) with a
minimum 45 STC .
• Has ability to p rovide structural/fire
protection of one unit when fire attacks
adjacent unit.
• Has details to p rovide a cavity for
electrical and m echanical services when
needed.
• Provides minimum weight and thickness in a wall with effective sound and
fire performance .
·
• Designed with m inimum number of
components.
• Installs with common trades found on
the job.
• Installs easily with minimum workman skills.
• Permits all-weather construction.

USG®Area Separation Walls are the
only systems that satisfy all the criteria
on the check-list above. Two d ifferent
systems, one with a cavity (which can be
used for electrica l and mechanical services under certa in circumstances), and
the other a solid drywall system, both
have fire ratings up to 3 hrs. and details
to meet the most stringent codes in the
U.S. Steel C-H studs and H-studs both
provide pockets for fire-resistant gypsum liner panels . Breakaway aluminum
clips, used to attach building framing
to the systems' studs, will melt when
exposed to fire, e nabling the fire-damaged structure to fall away without pulling down the fire barrier.
The solid system weighs as little as 9 lb./
ft. 2 and is 3 to 6 in . thick, depending on
the details used fo r 2 or 3-hr. fire ratings,
plus independently framed interior wall

surfaces. STC ratings of 45 to 5 7 are also
available. The cavity system also weighs
as little as 9 lb. /ft. 2, and is 3 1/2 to 4 7/s in.
thick (fire and sound ratings up to 3 hrs.
and 5 7 STC). Since these are both drywall systems, no additional trades
are needed. Also, the combination of
all-weather construction, large-size (drywall) components and progressive construction results in low-cost, trouble-free
construction and dependable scheduling.

Cavity USG Area Separation Walls are used as
commonly shared party walls and fire walls. They consist
of USG Steel C-H Studs and 1·in. thick. 24-in. wide USG
Gypsum Liner Panels faced on both sides with 'h-in.
SHEETROCK" Brand Fl RECODE" "C" Gypsum Panels.

These two systems can be used in multifamily residential structures up to four
stories high. The choice between the
solid or cavity system depends on how
the system relates to the building framing and the STC requirement.
The superior performance of USG Area
Separation Walls, compared to masonry
or other drywall systems, results from a
long-term program of extensive testing
and continuous development since 1974
when the systems were first introduced
by U . S. Gypsum. For more complete
information about the fire and sound
tests and the construction details and
specifications applicable to these systems that create "good neighbors, " write
to Dept. 124, United States Gypsum
Company, 101 South Wacker Drive,
Chicago, IL 60606-4385 .
© 1985. United States Gypsum Company
USG" is a registered trademark of USG Corporation
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Construction economy update:
Have we reached the peak?

An ominous gap has opened up
between construction contractingthe industry's indicator of future
construction and building products
demand-and the various measures
of current performance. Current
construction activity (construction
put in place, building-materials
shipments, employment in
construction) all remained strong
through the first quarter of 1986
and, after more than three years of
cyclical expansion, market activity
was still reaching for a new peak.
Contracting for new projects, on the
other hand, slowed almost to a
standstill in the fourth quarter of
1985 and then declined a sharp
7 percent in the opening quarter
of 1986.
This is exactly the kind of leadlag behavior to expect at the upper
turning point of the building cycle.
Yet, with the marketplace as
politicized as it is by issues like tax
reform and deficit reduction, the
recent divergence of the basic
construction indicators could be a
false alarm.
The recent weakness in
contracting for new constructionthe key to the demand for building
products during the second half of
1986--may not be as threatening as
the first quarter's 7 percent decline
implies. Uncertainty about the
consequences of tax-reform
proposals on real-estate
development and on all public-works
financing could explain much of the
volatility in contracting for
nonresidential construction since
1986 began.
It is reasonable to expect that a
substantial number of commercial
and public projects which might
ordinarily have gone ahead during
the first quarter were put "on hold"
awaiting clarification of the tax
issue. If so, a strong-although
temporary-rebound might
logically follow that clarification.
An improved rate of contracting
early in the second quarter supports
this interpretation of events.
This is not to say that once the
tax-reform legislation is finally
resolved, construction contracting
will revert to last year's high and
rising pace. Uncertainty often
produces the kind of stop-and-go
response we have been· seeing in
recent months, as various proposals
concerning depreciation and/ or
municipal bonds gain or lose
support.
However, the ultimate response
to tax reform itself can only be
negative as the elimination of tax
incentives makes marginal projects
unprofitable. Office-building
construction-long sustained above
reasonable levels by tax
incentives-is the most obvious
example.
In the midst of the volatility that
is being superimposed on the

building cycle by political events in
1986, it is a good idea to keep a few
things in mind:
• Commercial and industrial
building passed its peak before 1985
ended, and the overbuilt office
component is highly vulnerable to
steep decline.
• Public-works construction, lacking
the support of federal programs, is
increasingly dependent on local
government financing.
·Housing, responding to lower
interest rates, is the main source of
support for the construction market
in 1986.
For a short while longer, the
current level of contracting will be
sustained through a delicate
balance of residential strength and
nonresidential weakness. In a year
(or less) the vulnerabilities of the
nonresidential market will become
dominant.

good right now. Until rising exports
begin to close the trade gap, the
manufacturing sector is locked into
sluggish growth.
If the plans that were evident as
recently as May of this year
materialize, investment in plant and
equipment will be virtually
unchanged for the next three years
and continue at a level slightly
below that of 1985.
Could there be a consumer-led
expansion, then? The dependability
of the consumer is, on one hand, the
basis for continued expansion of
total economic growth for the next
couple of years. But lacking the
support of either the public or
business sectors, it is also the basis
for a ceiling on growth of 3 percent
per year or less.
The consumer sector is usually
considered to be relatively passive,
spending and saving reasonably
steady proportions of its disposable
An economic scenario for 1986 and
income. As this happens, the
1987 is-as it has been-a mixture
consumer's contribution to the
economy's growth is limited by the
of ups and downs
One of the few good things that can combination of employment and
be said about an extended period of productivity, averaging between
"semiprosperity" such as the
2 1/2 and 3 percent per year when
economy has experienced since 1983 calculated in constant dollars. In
is that there's still plenty of room
1986, consumer spending is
increasing by close to 3 percent (one
for more growth. Excess capacity
of the better years), and is likely to
abounds, and none of the usual
"bottlenecks," such as market
hold within the 2 1/2- to 3 percent
shortages, wage/price stresses, or
range for the near future.
other imbalances, that often signal
A more volatile form of consumer
the conclusion of a period of cyclical behavior-investment in housingupswing are evident. In the absence is helping the economy to do a little
of reasons to the contrary,
better in 1986 than its sluggish 1985
conventional wisdom insists that
pace, however. In this year's
expansion will just keep
favorable mortgage environment,
rolling along.
house building is currently adding
But mere room for expansion is
some spark to an otherwise
not enough. Where will next year's rundown Gross National Product
growth come from? Not from the
with a 10 percent advance. So, here
public sector. With mandatory
is the outlook as of mid-1986.
deficit reduction the law of the land,
the net effect of fiscal policy
Nonresidential building will be
(spending and taxation combined)
helped somewhat by retail and
will amount to "fiscal drag." The
institutional construction but,
Treasury will be taking more out of overall, the category will be down
As it has for several years, office
the economy's spending streamrelative to last year-than it will
building will continue to dominate
the near-term outlook for the
put in.
State and local governments will nonresidential sector. From here on,
however, office building will be
provide a modest stimulus as they
try to fill the widening gaps left by restraining the market instead of
federal domestic programs but, as a driving it upward.
No construction market is more
whole, the public sector will be close
to neutral as a source of growth for out of balance--and therefore more
vulnerable--than offices. The
the next few years.
"building boom that stayed too
Growth will not come from the
long" has left behind it a surplus of
business sector, either. McGrawoffice space that is pushing the
Hill's latest survey of capitalnational vacancy rate toward 20
spending plans confirms the
percent. Accelerated depreciation
obvious. With more capacity on
has been a major stimulus since
hand than needed, and facing the
1982, but tax reform will soon be
loss of tax incentives for
removing a lot of the incentive to
investment, the industrial
build empty office buildings. In
community plans to stand pat for
the next several years until factory fact, the adjustment to overbuilding
has already begun-in advance of
output catches up with this
tax reform.
community's recent capitalThe peak of contracting for
spending binge. And the prospects
offices-an annualized rate of 346
of catching up are not looking so
Architectural Record September 1986
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Update continued

1986 National Estimates
Dodge Construction Potentials

Second Update
July 1986
Percent
1985

Nonresidential Buildings
Aoor

ArH
(millions
of square
feet)

Total Commercial A Manufacturing

Total Institutional A Other
Total Nonrealdentlal Buildings
Value

(millions

of dollars)

~=

1,088

265
570
135
970

- 23
- 4
- 12
-1 1

100
71
136
307

100
70
137
307

- 1
+ 1

342
592
154

Office Buildings
Stores & Other Commercial
Manufacturing Buildings
Educational
Hospital & Health
Other Nonresidential Buildings

Contract

1986
Forecast

Actual

Off ice Buildings
Stores & Other Commercial
Manufac tu ring Buildings

1,395

1,277

$ 24,674
22,771
7,472

$ 20,075
22,550
6,775

-

8

-19
- 1
- 9

Total Commercial A Manufacturing

$ 54,917

$ 49,400

- 10

Educational
Hospital & Health
Other Nonresidential Buildings

$

$

Total Institutional A Other

8,810
7,629
10 ,894
$ 27,333

8 ,975
7,675
11, 125
$ 27,775

+
+
+
+

2
1
2
2

Total Nonresidential Buildings

$ 82,250

$ 77,1 75

-

6

961
836
1,797

1,150
700
1,850

+ 20
- 16

1,506
795
102
2,403

1,800
668
88
2,556

+20
-1 6
-14

$ 69,039
32,080
7,125
$108,244

$ 85,200
27,825
6,450
$119,475

+23
-13
- 9

$ 24,868
12,936

-

Residential Buildings
Dwelling
Units•
(thousands

One-Family Houses
Mu lti -Family Housi ng

olunits)

Total Housekeeping Residential

Floor
Area
(millions
of square

One-Family Houses
Multi-Family Housing
Nonhousekeeping Residential

feel)

Contract
Value

(millions
of dollars)

Total Residential Bulldlnga
One-Family Houses
Multi-Family Housing
Nonhousekeeping Residential

Total Residential Buildings

+ 3

+ 6

+10

Nonbuilding Construction
Contract

Value
(millions

oldollars)

Total Public Works

$ 37,804

$ 24,450
12,825
$ 37,275

Utilities

$

$

2,500

+ 1

Total Nonbulkllng Construction

$ 40,276

$ 39,775

- 1

$230,770
164

$236,425
168

+ 2

Transportation-Related Construction
Water-Related Construction

2,472

2
1
1

All Construction
Contract
Value
(millions

Total Construction
Dodge Index (1977

of dollars)
"F.w Dodge basis.

=

100)

million square feet-was reached in
the second quarter of 1985. By the
first quarter of 1986, volume had
been cut back to 275 million square
feet, but this rate of building was
still excessive in view of the
accumulation of surplus space.
Since most of the decline to date
has been concentrated in the
Southwest (where vacancy rates of
30 percent are not uncommon), it
would appear that local-market
imbalance, and not the impending
extension of depreciation through
tax reform, was the primary motive
for the cutback over the past few
quarters.
This suggests that still deeper
declines lie ahead when tax reform
adds an extra dimension to the
problem. A decline of nearly 25
percent in 1986 to an estimated 265
million square feet will be only the
beginning of an extended correction
that will require the absorption of
as much as 250 million square feet
of excess space over the next
several years.
Industrial construction won't be
filling the void left by office
building-at least not for a while.
Contracting for manufacturing
facilities bogged down at a weak
150 million square feet as Jong ago
as mid-1984. It was no coincidence
that 1984 was the year that the
trade gap opened wide, domestic
production stalled, and capacity
utilization began to slip backwards.
More recently, this general
condition of excess capacity has
been aggravated by the oil-price
war, leading to deeper cuts in the
capital budgets of petroleum
companies.
The latest capital-spending plans
of U. S. manufacturers show an
intent to hold investment in plant
and equipment at last year's level
until rising output takes up some of
the slack. However, even that
minimal goal isn't likely to be met in
1986 when contracting for industrial
construction has been averaging
only a weak 120 million square feet
through most of the first half of
the year.
Retail building is the exception to
the otherwise sagging commercialand industrial-construction market.
In response to the current high rate
of homebuilding, the demand for
stores and warehouses should be
stronger in the second half of 1986.
And with allowance for the typical
lag between residential and retail
building, 1987's first half should be
equally strong.
The potential for improvement of
store and warehouse contracting in
the second half of 1986 will not, by
itself, be enough to sustain total
commercial and industrial building
at last year's peak rate. The sharp
break in office building and the
slippage in manufacturing building
will dominate the commercial and

industrial market, causing total
contracting to recede from its 1985
peak of 1,088 million square feet to
970 million-a decline of 11 percent.
The continuing retreat of office
building will be the main reason for
a further reduction of total
commercial and industrial building
to just under 900 million square feet
in 1987.
The underlying demand for
institutional buildings (the balance
of the nonresidential sector) is
geared to demographics which are
gradually becoming more favorable.
However, short-run financial
support for the construction of
schools, health-care facilities, and
public-administration buildings
faces a mixed future. Municipal
bonds, the major source of funding
for schools and hospitals, will
survive tax reform and retain their
traditional tax-free status, but the
scheduled expiration of General
Revenue Sharing in 1987 will put a
$4-plus billion dent in the budgets of
local governments.
In this environment of trade-offs,
1986 (and 1987) contracting for
institutional buildings should hold
close to last year's volume-between 300 million and 310 million
square feet per year.
With commercial and industrial
building facing an extended cyclical
decline, the stabilizing influence of
institutional building will limit the
fall of total nonresidential building
to 1,277 million square feet in 1986,
a decline of 8 percent. In 1987,
circumstances will be leading to an
even lower volume of contracting.
Public works will also be down but
to a lesser degree
The construction of transportation
and environmental facilities
provides the infrastructure that
supports all residential, commercial,
and institutional building. Here the
risk is stagnation at an inadequate
level due to the scarcity of public
(especially federal) funds.
The prospect of continuing
budgetary restraint on public
programs is often aggravated by
temporary "crises." In the first
quarter of 1986, contracting dipped
sharply due to unsettled conditions
in the municipal-bond market. A
second-quarter rebound, followed
by a steadier rate of contracting
during the remainder of the year,
will nevertheless leave the 1986
total slightly below 1985's level.
Apart from such short-term
interruptions of funding, the need
to adapt to the enduring constraints
of federal deficit reduction and the
shift to local funding will keep
public-works construction at a
disadvantage for several years.
Compliance with Gramm-Rudman
deficit targets has led to a freeze on
federal funds available in 1986 for
major construction programs. In
Architectural Record September 1986
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nique, colorful , and
tota lly functional . ..
that's Prismatic stainless steel.
It has fast been gainin g a reputation
with architec ts worldwide as the m a terial of the future - durable, versatile,
outstandin g. And once you see it,
you 'll find the design poss ibilities to
be considerable.
Our specialized process a llows brilli a nt color to become pa rt of the stainless steel itse lf, not just a coa ting. So, the mate r ia l can be ben t,
washed, punc hed , lam inated , or fabricated withou t los ing a ny
co lor inte ns ity. Green, gold, blue, bron ze, and c ha mpagne a re
among the s pectrum of shades a nd text ures available. And s ince
the hue appears to change with each pl ay of light , the effect is
tota ll y di st inct ive and unforge tta ble.

B & M Finishers Inc.
Licensee of International Nickel Co.

201 South 31st Street, Kenilworth, N.J. 07033
TELEX: 132-669
Call Prismatic at (201) 241-5640 for the name of the distributor nearest you.
Photographer: Stephen C. Traves Architect: Richard Rauh & Associates
uilding: Micromart, Inc., Peachtree Road , Atlanta, Ga.

Fabricator: Yancy & Jamieson

Update continued

Second Update
July 1986

1986 Regional Estimates
Dodge Construction Potentials
Northeast

CT, ME, MA , NH , NJ , NY,
PA, RI , VT

Contract
Value
(millions
o f dollars)

Nonresidential Buildings

1985

1986

Percent
Change

Actual

Forecast

1986185

Commercial and Manufacturi ng
Institutional and Other

$ 8,312 $ 7,750
4,663
4,775

- 7
+ 2

Total

$12,975

-

$12 ,525

3

Residential Buildings

One-Family Houses
Mu lti-Family Housing
Nonhousekeeping Residential

$1 1,427 $1 5 ,125
5,150
5,520
1,034
1,000

+ 32
- 7
- 3

Total

$17 ,981

$21 ,275

+ 18

Transportation-Related Construction
Water-Related Construction
Uti lities

$ 4,852 $ 4,750
2,250
2,1 47
437
475

- 2
+ 5
+ 9

Total

$ 7,436 $ 7,475

+ 1

Total Construction

$38 ,392

$41 ,275

+ 8

Nonbuilding Construction

North
Central

IL, IN, IA, KS, Ml , MN ,
MO, NE, ND, O H, SD, WI

Contract
Value
(mill ions
of dollars)

Commercial and Manufacturing
Institutional and Other

$10,482 $ 9 ,700
5,735
5,725

-

7

Total

$16,217 $1 5,425

-

5

One-Family Houses
Multi-Family Housing
Nonhousekeeping Residential

$10,556
4,670
1,106

$14 ,250
4,450
1,025

+35
- 5
- 7

Total

$16,332

$19 ,725

+ 21

Transportation-Relared Construction
Water-Related Construction
Utilities

$ 5 ,966 $ 5 ,975
2,617
2,675
298
350

+ 2
+ 17

Total

$ 8 ,88 1 $ 9 ,000

+ 1

Total Construction

$41,430 $44,150

+ 7

Nonresidential Buildings

Residential Buildings

Nonbuilding Construction

South

Cont ract
Value
(mil lions
of dol lars)

AL . AR, DE, DC. FL, GA. KY.
LA, MD, MS. NC , O K, SC ,
TN , TX , VA, WV

1985

1986

Percent
Change

Actual

Forecast

1986185

Commercial and Manufacturi ng
Institutional and Other

$22, 030
10,303

$19 ,350
10,550

Total

$32 ,333

$29 ,900

- 12
+ 2
- 8

One-Family Houses
Multi-Family Housing
Nonhousekee ping Residential

$29 ,453
12,4 70
2,617

$33,925
9,950
2,500

+ 15
- 20
- 4

Total

$44,540

$46,375

+ 4

Transportation-Related Construction
Water-Related Construction
Utilities

$ 9 ,309 $ 9 ,000
5 ,100
5,263
700
601

- 3
- 3
+ 16

Total

$15 ,173 $14 ,800

-

2

Total Construction

$92,046

$91 ,075

-

1

Commercial and Manufactu ring
Institutional and Other

$1 4,093
6,632

$12 ,600
6 ,725

Total

$20,725

$19 ,325

- 11
+ 1
- 7

One-Family Houses
Mu lti -Family Housing
Nonhousekeeping Resident ial

$17 ,603
9,420
2, 368

$21 ,900
8,275
1,925

+ 24
- 12
- 19

Total

$29 ,391 $32,100

+ 9

Transportation-Related Construction
Water-Related Construction
Utilities

$ 4,741 $ 4,725
2,909
2,800
1,136
975

- 4
- 14

Total

$ 8 ,786 $ 8 ,500

-

Total Construction

$58 ,902

+ 2

Nonresidential Buildings

Residential Buildings

Nonbuilding Construction

West

AK , AZ . CA, CO, HI, ID , MT, NV,
NM, OR, UT, WA, WY

Contract
Value
(mi ll ions
of dollars)

Nonresident ial Buildings

Residential Buildings

Nonbuilding Construction

$59 ,925

3

1987, the combination of deeper
federal budget cutting and the
termination of General Revenue
Sharing will leave more of a
financial void than state and local
governments can make up. As a
result, contracting for public-works
construction appears headed for a
steeper decline next year.
There are high-level hopes,
with some moderation, from
residential building
If the federal priorities of deficit
reduction and tax refor m seem to be
casting a dark cloud over the
nonresidential construction market,
there's a silver lining. By providing
the opportunity for more flexibility
in monetary policy, deficit reduction
could offset the upward pull on
interest rates that will be coming
from renewed inflation in t he years
ahead. The result : mortgage-rate
stability, and a sustained high level
of homebuilding.
How much housing will
mortgage-rate stability close to 10
percent bring forth ? Some optimists
are forecasting as high as 2-million
housing starts in 1986 and almost as
many in 1987. The consensus of
forecasters clusters closer to 1.9million units this year, followed by
1.8-million. For several reasons, a
slightly more conservative 1.85million units in 1986 and 1.75-million
in 1987 seems more credible.
• After three years of housing
output of better than 1.7-million
units, it is difficult to make a case
for a large backlog of pent-up
demand. Demographics of the mid1980s, when household formation is
averaging approximately 1.4-million
per year, imply that total shelter
demand (including replacements)
does not exceed 2-million units. Of
this total, more than 200,000 units
of demand are met by
manufactured and mobile homes,
leaving a net demand for
conventionally built units of 1.7 to
1.8 million annually.
• The benefits of "low" mortgage
rates will be confined largely to
single-family building, where a gain
of as much as 20 percent is
anticipated this year. Multifamily
housing, which is vulnerable to the
loss of accelerated depreciation
through tax reform, is more likely
to be down than up in 1986 as the
apartment "tax-shelter market"
loses its appeal.
• The "oil patch" won't deliver in
1986. The last time that housing
starts reached 2-million units (1978),
the West South Central region
(Texas and the surrounding states)
provided nearly 300,000 of them.
However, considering its depressed
energy-based economy, this region
isn't likely to deliver 200,000 units in
1986. Even though the South
Atlantic area (Florida, etc.) is
headed for record volume this year,

the South as a whole, which
typically accounts for 45 to 50
percent of national housing volume,
will barely match last year's
housing output in 1986.
Despite these limitations, the
forecast of 1,150,000 one-family
units and 700,000 multifamily units
(F. W. Dodge basis) in 1986 still
adds up to the best housing year so
far in the 1980s. In 1987, one-family
starts will nearly equal the strong
1986 total, but with tax reform in
fu ll effect, multifamily building will
decline furth er.
Those concerned with t he
construction market should
develop a strategy for
a cyclical decline
After more than three years of
cyclical expansion, the building
market is highly vulnerable to
reversal. For the time being, newfound strength in residential
building is concealing some
fundamental weakness in
nonresidential construction.
However, the booming housing
market has little room for further
improvement, and the handicaps of
deficit reduction and tax reform will
soon be brought to bear on public
and commercial construction. As
this happens, the present tenuous
balance of strength and weakness
will give way to the declining phase
of the building cycle-by 1987, if
not before. More about this in
October.

Prepared by the Economics
Department, McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company,
George A. Christie, vice president
and chief economist
Copyright © 1986 McGraw-Hill,
Inc., with all rights reserved
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Computers:
Big annual show of what's new
Some suppliers were so swamped they seemed
to be giving their products away

A/EiC Systems '86, the seventh
accurately, move a limited menu of
annual "international computer and shapes around the screen) for well
managem~nt show for the design
under $100.
The AIA launched its own CAD
and construction industry," was
system. And there was much talk
held in Chicago on June 23-27.
Over 19,000 people turned up to
about making the software
view and test the latest of the
programs offered by different
suppliers' products on display in
suppliers network with one another.
some 275 booths in the main hall at One technology-development
McCormick Place-not bad for a
company promised to link many of
show that had its debut in a hotel
the major suppliers' software
programs-and to provide micro
basement a short while ago.
CAD capabilities on PCs as wellThis year for the first time the
for under $1,000. The quest to
show's name reflected the
participation of contractors (the C in create the elusive relational
A/EiC). The focus of many of the
database (or one that can be queried
suppliers' product presentations
without having to write a program
to do so) seemed to come a step
was sharpened toward particular
closer-as did interactive databases
functions-recognizing that there
are not one but many markets
by which drawings, specs, and other
among people involved with
graphic and verbal material can be
directly linked (changes on a plan
buildings. "Instead of a broadside
at the architectural-engineering
creating simultaneous changes in
the materials count and cost
market," as McGraw-Hill's vice
estimate, for instance).
president for planning/ electronic
products Harry Mileaf put it,
"products are now being tailored to
specific segments of the market."
This meant that, while some
computer suppliers were expanding
into ever more glamorous threedimensional color modeling for the
big firms with a technological bent,
others were trying to better answer
the needs and problems of ordinary
offices with their limited budgets
and, perhaps, limited interest in
technology. Among the displays
were programs that performed such .;
mundane functions as better
..;;
specification production, systematic -'"billing procedures, and, if CAD
§
were to be used by the small office ;§
at all, faster and more accurate
~
working-drawing output.
Suppliers often managed to make
Offerings also demonstrated
·
computer use seem deceptively
changes going on within the
easy-going through operations
industry. With so many
manufacturers of hardware having carefully preprogrammed ahead of
time to mask the intricacies of what
to make substantial ongoing
the user would have to do were he
investments in fast-paced
development just to keep abreast of starting from scratch. Fortunately,
a very competitive pack, at least one however, many of the booths had
facilities for potential purchasers to
major purveyor of total systems
test the equipment and programs
announced that it would abandon
being sold and personnel to assist
hardware altogether and
with instruction. And, in addition,
concentrate on enhancing the
there was a large area at the back
quality of its software programs.
As had been pointed out at the AJA of the hall where many of the major
suppliers had additional equipment
convention (RECORD, August 1986,
page 33), "Whatever a
and programs that could be tested
manufacturer develops today will
as long as the users' patience
be part of all computers tomorrow." held up.
Given this thrust to keep up and a
constant pressure to lower prices, it Tutorials and seminars showed
is easy to see why equipment
what computers can doand what they are likely to do
manufacturers may be feeling
in the near future
somewhat of a pinch.
Subjects discussed included
And booths showing software
effective standards, graphics for
seemed to attract a lion's share of
the interest-some so crowded that engineers, computers' impact on
it looked like suppliers were giving personnel, and how to pay for the
systems. One of the best-attended
their products away. And, indeed,
seminars was entitled CAD: The
one manufacturer was offenng for
nextfive years. Representatives of
sale, along with its more
sophisticated programs, a program seven major software, hardware,
and systems suppliers predicted
that would sketch (or, more

developments that may shape
computer use in the near future.
Naturally, their views were
somewhat colored by what
they sold.
According to panel chairman
Charles Foundyller, president of
Datatech, Inc., the major
development \vill be lower cost.
DFI/Systems president James
Boyce said that, within two years,
there will be 100 times the current
efficiency on PCs. "All companies in
computers,'' he said, "will have to
invest a higher percentage of their
revenues in research and design
just to stay competitive"-a tough
order, considering the already
beleaguered state of the industry.
Among the benefits for the user, he
envisioned, will be a passage from
the "fear to productivity stages,"fear of not keeping up with peers to
measurable strides in productivity.
Still, he pointed out, there is a peak

on the productivity curve at a fairly
early stage of use beyond which
advances go much more slowly.
GE CALMA vice president
Malcolm Davies saw networking as
the wave of the future-micros,
minis, and mainframes all working
together. A system, then, would
consist of a primary mainframe
linked to satellite minicomputers
which, in turn, are linked to a
phalanx of PCs. The users would
have all the flexibility of PCs and,
at the same time, have the
resources of the most powerful
machines.
Other advances Davies foresaw:
larger screens, resembling
traditional working drawings in
size; lower prices (the cost of a
workstation halving every year);
the ability to feed a photograph into
a computer that could then develop
a three-dimensional model (an
ability particularly useful in
renovation work); totally integrated
systems that do not require
different software to perform such
different functions as word
processing and drafting; and longterm relationships between users
and those suppliers that want to

stay in business. "Much of the
future business for computer
companies will be repeat business,''
he said, "not 'drop the system and
get out'."
We are going to have less
development of systems that do not
answer real, immediate problems or
make economic sense, said Peter
Martin, president of ARCAD. One
development that he did feel will
make an impact on the market in
the next few years \vill be the
computer's ability to understand
not only the literal information
asked of it but the context of the
users' questions as well. He
described the current stage of
systems development by telling of
the architect who, looking for
methods to save his practice, fed in
the basic information on its
financial performance only to
receive back a printout that said,
"There's not enough money in
architecture to make it worth your
trouble."
According to George Meister,
senior vice president of MISCO, a
McDonnell Douglas subsidiary,
"We are only beginning to scratch
the surface on systems'
intelligence." Even so, said Sigma
Design president Walter Von
Seggern, "The industry can already
sell more capacity than most
architects can now use."
Auto-trol Technology's sales
director David Weisberg cited many
companies' trend toward the selling
of unbundled systems (or
component parts that can be made
into full packages) as an honest
recognition of the companies'
limitations. "To say other
companies can make all the
elements of a system better than
IBM is ludicrous," he said. He also
chided architects' attitudes on
systems: "Too often they ask how
much manpower they can save,
when their real question should be
how much money they can save for
an owner by better building
design."
Among the more innovative
seminars was one on automated
specification production by Mark
Kalin of architects Jung/Brannen
Associates. Effective specifications,
said Kalin, should save large
amounts of time on drawing by
including often-repeated elements,
such as fire-stair details, in a
standardized graphic form. To
produce such hybrid documents
that, in essence, cross over the
traditional boundaries between
drawings and specs, Kalin uses PCs·
and, because his specs do not follow
the traditional sections, he works
from check lists. He does not
numlier the sections because this
allows him to move material about
at will One drawback: printers that
are compatible with PCs do not have
the speed he would like. C. K H.
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Always compliment your hostess on her good taste.

~

Koch+Lowy

Management:
Improving the quality of your interruptions
A hypothetical manager stumbles through the
pitfalls of lost time only to discover
a system for rising above them
By Jeffrey P. Davidson
Victor Morris was a project
manager with seven people on his
staff in a small architectural firm.
Like other good project managers,
he helped guide his firm's policy,
found new clients, and kept the old
ones happy. He assured that his
team did its background research,
applied it well, and produced
imaginative, functional buildings on
time and on budget. And Morris
was an effective delegator; he had,
with considerable time and effort,
produced a workable projectperformance plan that told his team
what each member's responsibilities
were on any given assignment.
On a daily basis, however,
Morris's time was being chewed up.
Each of his staff members averaged
between three and five trips to his
office each day for a variety of
questions and discussions about
what they were doing. Though
Morris took the time to sc~edule
well-run, informative me11tmgs and
met with staff members .1
individually about their progress, he
couldn't seem to stem the tide of
interruptions that virtually wore
him out by the end of each day.
What options does a supervisor
have for reducing the number of
interruptions by his staff?
Or, phrased differently, what
options does he have for improving
the quality of those interruptions
that must be made? Let's look at a
few principles that will help
maintain a manager's overall
effectiveness while allowing him to
get on with basic management:
·The first step is to establish
priorities for interruptions. Don't
allow a trivial issue to become as
important as truly serious ones just
because the staff tries to make it so.
• Encourage employees to judge the
importance of questions and issues
and to determine whether talking to
their supervisor or some other
source of information is the best
course of action.
·Promote more staff interaction.
Get employees to resolve issues
among themselves when possible.
Let's return to Morris and see
how these principles might be put
into effect:
Morris gets the ten-thousandth
interruption
The number of his interruptions
each day was not decreasing with
his traditional methods of
information dissemination. It was
increasing instead. In the
Mr. Davidson is a certified management
consultant in Falls Church, Va. He is
the author a/Checklist Management:
The Eight-Hour Manager, published by
the National Press in Bethesda, Md., and
Marketing Your Consulting and '
Professional Services, published by
Norton Wiley and Sons in Somerset, N. J.

evenings, at home, he repeatedly
went over new ideas for remedying
the problem.
He thought of closing his door for
several hours each day or on
particular days. But he was afraid
that someone among his staff or his
clients might be let down by his
unavailability at a crucial moment.
He considered elaborate
scheduling, message, and memo
systems, and other exotic methods
of communication, but quickly
determined that they would involve
a great deal of effort with, perhaps,
no real improvement in operations.
Morris, now at wits' end, decided
to keep a log of what his
interruptions were about over a
three-day period. And then he had
the answer. It came to him when he
realized that 25 percent of the
questions for which he was being
interrupted-like who should check
shop drawings or which building
code should be used--could have
been answered by simply looking at
his original project-performance
plan. His staff was simply not
evaluating the most appropriate
sources of information but taking
the easiest course--him.
So, finally, Morris was ready to
start a new way of doing things:
The questions and issues that his
staff brought up in day-to-day
operations would be separated into
four categories. First came all those
questions that could have been
answered simply by referring to the
project-performance plan--or other
available materials, such as projectorientation kits. From now on the
staff would use them.
The second category of questions
were those that could be effectively
answered by another staff member
or outside source--such as which
specification format the office
prefers or how long it takes to get
blueprints back from the printerthereby further reducing the
number of interruptions that Morris
must endure. It might be readily
observed that asking fellow staff
members for answers to questions
doesn't reduce the number of
overall interruptions in an office; it
merely shifts some interruptions
from supervisors to others.
However, any distribution of
interruptions to the staff would be
more equitable than having the
supervisor bear the brunt.
The third category of questions
were those that must, in fact, be
presented to Morris because, by
their nature, it would have been
inappropriate to ask anyone else.
Examples would be the leeway in a
project's budget for overtime or
how much of a change to basic
design a client would tolerate
without a review. Here, only Morris
would have the necessary
knowledge.

The third-category question,
however, could be answered by a
yes, no, or in one or two sentences.
Thus, the need for a staff member
to walk over to Morris's office for
face-to-face communication was
unnecessary. These questions could
be easily handled by the office
intercom.
Of course, a question delivered by
such quick means as an intercom is
still a question-and an
interruption. But, by avoiding the
temptation for unrelated
conversations, it is far less
disruptive to both the employee's
and the supervisor's time.
The fourth and final category of
questions was those that resulted
from the options of the first three
categories being exhaustedproblems with consultants or a
client's asking for more services
than provided for in the contract.
By virtue of their complexity or
delicacy, such issues could only be
resolved by a meeting with Morris.
He explained to his staff that he
had no problem whatsoever being
interrupted for these kinds of.
questions and, in fact, would
encourage it.
But, as Morris's log had revealed>
only 20 percent of all questions fell
into this final category. Thus,
Morris was, in effect, able to reduce
the number of interruptions per day
from between 20 and 35 to between
three and eight.
Let's step back now and examine
the benefits of such a system for
assigning priorities to issues and
questions. First, it provides a staff
with a framework for taking action
and continuing to make progress
even in management's absence. It
also helps to promote greater staff
interaction and more sharply
defines management's role in
policy-making instead of in the
lowest levels of operations. When
managers are no longer viewed as
den mothers who handle every little
question and concern,_there will be·
a much greater apppreciation of the
importance of their time--and a far
more effective operation.
The greatest benefit to managers
is that their time is effectively
increased while not markedly
diminishing anyone else's. With
fewer small interruptions, they
have time for creative thinking and
planning.
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Marketing:
Brochures are serious business
The author explains why brochures are
difficult and time-consuming to produce but why
they are needed all the same
By Lois Boemer
One of the most general
misunderstandings about
architects' brochures is that they
will bring in lots of work. True, a
good one can catch the eye of a
potential client. But it only opens
doors-not necessarily gets you
inside.
According to Lord
Communications head Barbara
Lord, "Having a brochure won't get
you a job, but not having a
brochure, or having a bad one, can
lose you a job." The real purpose of
a brochure, then, is to help establish
your position in your market-not
cement it. In this highly competitive
business environment, that is quite
an accomplishment in itself.
Good brochures cost money. They
also take an inordinate amount of
time. There is no such thing as a
successful instant brochure. A
brochure designed by a committee
is much like designing a building by
committee. It just doesn't work. So
someone with adequate expertise
has to take the time and trouble to
make it work.
"It is impossible to make all of a
design firm's staff happy," says
vice president and development
director Jean Plank of architects
Drummey Rosane Anderson, Inc.
Still, in acting as go-between to her
firm 's outside consultants for two
brochures, she listened to everyone
on her staff and tried to find a
common thread among all the
various wants. This might have
contributed to the long 10-month
period it took to produce the two
brochures.
Before you even start on a
brochure, a survey of what former
and potential clients are looking for

in it is an "absolute
necessity,"according to Margaret
Spaulding, head of the marketing
firm MS Associates in San
Francisco. Although a thorough
survey is obviously going to
produce the most comprehensive
results, Spaulding doesn't care if
the survey is informal and/ or quick
and easy. "The important thing,"
she says, "is to do one."
Some of the results of Boemer's
own surveys:
• "Brochures are too architecturally
oriented." By that, as it turned out,
her respondent meant that they
showed too many pictures of other
clients' buildings and projects when
what was wanted was substantive
information on how the architects
could solve their brochure readers'
particular problems and
programmatic needs.
• "Brochures should be capable of
fitting into a file drawer"-a
comment on the trend toward large
sizes and unusual shapes to catch
the recipient's eye. Especially large
corporations will, of course, file
brochures as a reference for the
time when they do indeed have a
commission to give out.
Above all things, a survey helps
you tailor a brochure's contents to
the market being sought. In other
words, it helps you gear the
contents toward the interests of
that client your firm most wants to
get (and/ or is most likely to get)
because it helps you know what
those interests are.
You should not make the mistake
of showing housing in a brochure
when the target group of clients is
interested in office buildings. If you
have done office buildings, your

decision will be relatively simple:
Show those office projects that cast
your firm in the best light. But, if
your most visible projects to date
have been, in fact, housing, a
brochure to attract office-building
clients is going to have to show
experience that is at least related to
what they want-say, your
experience with corporate interiors.
Whether or not you use an
outside consultant, you still have to
determine what the brochure will
say. To really capture the interest
of that target client, you will have
to address his problems and
programmatic needs in terms he
can understand-in his own
terminology and not in architectural
jargon. Walk him through typical
programmatic situations that he
might encounter (such as buildings
with difficult site access or special
security requirements) and show
how your firm has or might solve
them. Here, a flexible format that
allows you to insert only those
projects that pertain to the interests
of a particular client will help.
Of course, you will have to get
cost estimates and color, print, and
paper-stock samples. Ask the
printer for a sample ink roll-out on
the stock you select, and you might
want to be present for the first
press run. It is more cost-effective
to stop the presses than to have to
run the whole lot over.
Finally, brochures have a limited
shelf-life. Some say only 24 months.
This means that-if you don't want
to have to start thinking about a
whole new brochure when you have
finished the last one--:here again a
flexible format will help. It allows
you to insert new material and
remove that which is no longer
relevant. You don't have to keep
starting from scratch and can avoid
the substantial costs of new binders
and, often, save the printed pages
containing the standard preamble
and section introductions as well.
If you have done all this, you will
wind up with a valuable tool for
furthering your client base. And
you may find many client doors-if
not wide open-at least ajar.
Ms. Boemer is head of Boemer Associates
in Boston, a marketing and publicrelations firmfor the building-design
professions. She counts among her clients
The Boston Society of Architects.

The author uses the brochure of
architects, engineers, and
planners Symmes Maini & McKee
Associates' to illustrate the
importance of a jf e.rible Jonna f.
The brochure, designed to attract
corporate and institutional

clients, allows for the insertion of
new projects, projects that 11•ill
interest a particular client by
virtue of soilling problems similar
to his, and technical fact sheets
on those projects of special
interest.
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When you have an asbestos-free,
sprayed fireproofing material that is
efficient versatile and economical,
you don't have to shout it. ..
your customers will do it for you.

For complete information and specifications. contact:

Stanhope, New Jersey 07874

United States Mineral Products Company
Toll-free 1-800-631-9600 In N.J. 1-800-562-0256
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The profitable professional:
Dos and don'ts of managing an
architectural practice

By Barry LePatner
Attorney Barry LePatner has long
taken a tough stand on securing
a better business Joo ting for
architects-in the management of
their own affairs and in their
dealings with clients. Many a/the
actions that he recommends to
architects seem revolutionary
and, occasionally, difficult-if not
downright impossible-when we
consider the bind that everincreasing competition and
technical complexity within the
profession creates. Others are
plain common sense, often
overlooked in a business
environment that can prove to be,
for many, disorienting.
To aid architects in knowing
whether they are on course as he
sees it, he has compiled the
following rather randomly
arranged checklist of actions. And
he would urge that none are, in
fact, impossible-or too obvious to
bear repeating.
LePatner does champion what
he believes to be an innate
business sense in architects that
he considers to be well established.
He credits the rise of competition
and technical complexity for this
manifestation. "These changes, "
he says, "have sensitized architects
to the need for upgrading their
talents in everything from
negotiating contracts to computer
technology, from concepts of
accounting to labor relations." He
sees the rising emphasis on
business issues at AJA
conventions as a healthy sign.
Of his list of recommended
actions, he says, "Do try them on
for size. Do apply as many of
them as you can to your practice.
Do adapt some to your own way of
doing business. But don't ignore
the importance of staying abreast
of business methods. Inaction
could, in years ahead, leave you
out in the cold." C.KH.

Mr. LePatner is a partner in the firm of
LePatner, Gainen & Block, which
specializes in the representation of
architectural and engineering firms. A
frequent lecturer, he is active in the AJA,
both on the national and local levels.
Portions of this article appeared in the
"LePatner Report, "a newsletter
published by Mr. LePatner.
©1986 by Barry LePatner, Esq.
All rights reserved.
This article is published with the
understanding that the publisher is not
rendering legal services. If legal advice is
required, the services of a competent
professional should be sought.

confirm each to the client and
contractor.
·Advise clients on alternative
designs that, though they may
increase initial costs, will save
money over the life of the building.
• Place yourself in the position of
business advisor to your client on
issues that affect design.
• Start talking about future
projects for a client while you are
still working on a proposal for the
current one.
• Look for new business most
actively when your office is busy
rather than waiting for a slowdown.
·Seek to get every project of note
published in appropriate media.
·Identify your firm's design
strengths and market them
aggressively.
• Send reprints of favorable articles
or published projects to all clients,
past and present, and all business
prospects.
•Require your consultants to sign
contracts that track the basic
requirements called for in the
owner-architect agreement.
• Require your consultants to carry
professional liability insurance.
·Develop a good relationship with
your consultants so that they will
recommend you as the architect on
projects for which they have first
knowledge.
•Recognize that a consultant's
problems on a project are also the
architect's problems and such
problems must be addressed as a
team without pointing fingers.
• Remember that your consultants
can make or break your project, so
select them carefully for each
project and not out of blind loyalty.
·Remember that the arcliitectowner relationship is one of trust
and confidence. You are under an
obligation to treat the owner and
contractor fairly and, in turn, insist
on similar treatment from them.
·Understand and act firmly on
your entitlement to compensation
under your agreement and all the
terms and conditions of it.
• Remember that an architect does
not issue guarantees or warranties
of professional services.
• Remember that an architect does
not control project costs and, as
such, cannot be responsible for
market conditions or bids that
exceed reasonable estimates.

the additional-services part of the
contract is basic.
·Sign off on projects by, e.g,.
obtaining certificates of occupancy
or giving final payments to
contractors without having first
received your own final payment.
• Perform services on any project
without a comprehensive written
contract.
• Provide additional services
without getting approval or
confirming such instructions in
writing.
·Work for clients when you don't
feel certain that they can pay.
·Take on a substantial commission
without researching your client's
background as carefully as he or
she checked yours.
• Continue to perform services for
any client who has not paid your
fees for over 90 days.
• Start a partnership or
professional corporation without a
carefully drawn partnership or
shareholder's agreement drafted
specifically for your business needs.
• Manage your current partnership
or professional corporation without
such an agreement.
• Retain lawyers or insurance
brokers who don't know what you
do for a living.
• Consult your professional
advisors only after a problem arises
(as most problems can be avoided).
• Forget that the people in your
organization are the most important
asset of your business.
·Forget to market your firm's
"personality" as much as your past
projects.
·Fail to have your second line of
command get to know your client's
correlatives.
• Hesitate to bring your client to
your office to show him work in
progress-his and others.
• Forget to send your clients copies
of sketches and drawings at various
stages of the project.
• Give orders for extras or changes
Doin the work, plans, or specifications
• Assess your firm's strengths and
without written authority from the
weaknesses at least annually.
owner.
• Devote the time required to
•Assume that, as architect, you
determine your actual cost of doing
have authority to act on behalf of
typical projects.
the owner on his business decisions.
• Know who the most effective
·Forget that, while architecture is
production people on your staff are
an art, the modern practice of
and reward them appropriately.
architecture is a business as well.
•Avoid projects for which the fee
·Forget that your drawings and ·
specifications are automatically
will not produce a profit, no matter
Don'twhat the excuse.
protected by federal copyright law
• Purchase a business computer to
• Negotiate your fees without
and cannot become the property of
perform at least project
factoring in the anticipated costs of the owner unless you (foolishly)
management, billing, and
the owners' changes not covered by convey such right to the owner in
accounting.
additional reimbursement and of
writing.
·Bill all clients monthly.
·Forget that you must combine
normal contractor problems.
•Promptly submit reimbursable
• Perform construction supervision quality design services with quality
costs to clients or, better, have them services beyond the scheduled
fees and secure such fees as your
advance substantial amounts for,
completion date without negotiating rightful entitlement.
e.g., renderings and models.
your fees for extended contract
·Train managers to fully document administration.
• Be afraid to say "no" to an owner
all field changes, change order
requests, and program changes and who insists that work covered by
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Feel secure in your cr1
Your imagination shouldn't be
limited by the type of roofing materials
available to you . Because there 's one
single-ply roofing membrane that
finally gives form and function equal
billing - a membrane based on
Du Pont HYPALON synthetic rubber.

A tailored fit.
HYPALON 's unique chemical and
physical properties allow for design
flexibility and performance not found
in other single-ply membranes.
Membranes based on HYPALON are
easily fitted-providing a tight seal
over the various shapes and hard-tofit areas of any roof. Whether in
new construction or building restora-

tion , if you can conceive of it, a
membrane based on HYPALON can
be tailored to cover it.

Looks good, acts tough.
Membranes based on HYPALON
can be made in a variety of brilliant
colors. Unlike most single-ply materials, membranes based on HYPALON
are unique in that different colors
can be achieved without loss of
physical properties or weatherability. The most popular choice, however, is still reflective white-noted
for its remarkable energy-saving
capabilities.
But you get more than just a pretty
roof with HYPALON . Because no

other single-ply membrane can ma
the combination of properties and ·
proven performance of HYPALOI\
For example, a roof made with
HYPALON actually becomes stron
with time as it cures. Unlike other
synthetic rubber or thermoplasticbased membranes, HYPALON cur
in place to create a more durable
membrane that your client can
count on for years. In fact, roofing
systems based on HYPALON are
among the most econom ical on th
market today.

HYPALON takes the heat.
And the cold. And the rain. And
snow. Indeed, membranes based 1

1g Contractor: More- Ply Roof ing

Roofing Manufacturer: Dun lop Construction Products, Inc., M ississauga. On tario, Canada; Dun seal Hypa lon ® H301 Syste m

1tivity with HYPALON:

)ALON synthetic rubber remain
:tional through some of the harsh~ onditions Mother Nature has
ff er.
of membranes made with
ALON are available in formulathat remain flexible at temperaas low as-40° F (-40°C). They
offer an exceptional combination
operties-resistance to flame
agation , corrosive chemicals,
e, oils, pollutants, acid rain and
traffic-setting quality standards
ghout the industry and measurP to even the strictest buildodes.
embrane based on HYPALON
e seamed with heat, solvents

1

or adhesives depending upon the
system 's supplier recommendation.
In addition, because they're among
the easiest to install , roofing systems
based on HYPALON are much less
likely to cause problems in the long
run. And any necessary repairs can
be done quickly and easily.

The sky's the limit
Let your imagination run wild , not
your costs. Most roofing systems
based on HYPALON are as costeffective as they are versatile. So
when you 're specifying a single-ply
roofing system , make sure it's based
on a product that's as attractive to

your client as it is to you- Du Pont
HYPALON.
For more information about Du Pont
HYPALON and the companies who
manufacture roofing systems based
on HYPALON, call 1-800-441-7111.
Only Du Pont makes HYPALON .
Specify it by name.
Du Pont manufactu res HYPALON, not single-ply roofing
membranes or systems.

REG US PATS.TM Off

Polymer Intelligence
In comparison to other polymers
used in roofing , systems based on
Hypalon can be created in a broad
range of colors without loss in
performance. Since a variety of
ultra-violet stable pigments are
compatible with a properly compounded membrane of HYPALON,
systems will retain their color and
performance characteristics
despite continual exposure to sunlight. This is significant in that
masstones, pastels and even fluorescent color can be used in the
manufacture of roofing systems.

Your single-ply roofing system is
only as effective as the material
that goes into it. HYPALON ® is
Du Pont's registered trademark for
its chlorosulfonated polyethylene ,
a synthetic rubber supplied as a
raw polymer to the rubber industry.
Rubber manufacturers then
compound and process the
polymer to produce a variety of
end products including single-ply
membranes.
It pays to know the polymer that
your single-ply roofing system is
based on . And it pays to choose
HYPALON synthetic rubber by
Du Pont.

1

HYPALON's unique chemical
and physical properties allow for
design versatility rarely found in
other polymer products. Membranes based on Hypalon can be
easily shaped and fitted over
various configurations, substrates
and hard-to-fit areas of any roof,
including sloped or curved
designs. Whatever the building, a
system based on HYPALON can
be tailored to cover it with a snug,
long-lasting fit. _________
i

'

A thermoplastic grade of
HYPALON is used to make roofing
membranes. This provides easy
installation and allows the
membrane to be seamed using
heat, solvents or adhesives,
according to the system supplier's
recommendations. After installation, cross-linking sites on the
HYPALON polymer allow it to cure
in place. No other synthetic rubber
or thermoplastic offers this feature.
Since it vulcanizes over time, a
roofing system based on
HYPALON actually becomes
stronger with age. And because
repair and maintenance is minimal,
roofing systems made of
HYPALON are among the most
economical on the market.

The combined action of ozone,
oxygen and sunlight often causes
the degradation of many polymer
products. HYPALON, however, is
both ozone and ultra-violet
resistant. In fact, when properly
compounded for the roofing application, its resistance to all these
elements is actually enhanced.
The toughness of the polymer
itself enables HYPALON to remain
functional under some of the
harshest environmental conditions.
Membranes based on HYPALON
offer serviceability in temperatures
as formidable as -40° C (-40° F)
and93 °C(2~
0~
0 °~F~)•. ----~:::"i

-

-, env\ronmenta\ \
Resistance
Due to the chlorine in its
molecular makeup, compounds of
HYPALON are resistant to oil and
to flame propagation . Additionally,
a membrane based on HYPALON
is highly resistant to corrosive
chemicals, ozone, pollutants, and
acid rain-setting quality standards
throughout the industry.
For more information about
Du Pont HYPALON and the
companies that manufacture
roofing systems based on
HYPALON, call 1-800-441-7111 .

REG US PATS.TM OFF
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Architectural education:
Memory and the Delphic Fix

Professor Don Hanlon has developed an
interesting, different approach to teaching
design-studio thesis and theory for his courses at
the big architectural school at Texas Tech-where
a strong engineering bent is being supplemented
by more "art and design"

By Don Hanlon

Don Hanlon, AJA, is Assistant Professor
ofDesign & Theory at the College of
Architecture, Texas Tech University,
Lubbock, Texas. He has a B. Arch. from
Cornell University, and a il1. Arch. and
il1.B.A., UrbanDevelopmentfrom the
University of Washington. He is a
registered architect in Texas.

A common perception of an
architectural student seems to be
that he is an architect in the pupal
stage: while neither quite "alive"
nor wholly "dead," he is quietly
metamorphosing within an
institutional cocoon, eventually to
emerge as a brilliantly marketable
being. Students, therefore, are not
entirely real in respect to the image
to which they aspire. Their design
work is seldom seen as more than
limited laboratory experiments. Too
often viewed as passive vessels for
facts and vocational skills,
undergraduate students of
architectural design are not
generally expected to contribute to
a broader understanding of issues
facing the profession at large. But
when these students can place their
work within the context of a
philosophical dialogue, remarkable
things can happen. They then
acquire a system in design to
explore the act of thinking and
are freed of stylistic fashion
and dogma.
While so much of architectural
discourse seems increa:singly
cynical----dwelling as it does on
crises, discredited doctrines of the
past and current trendy
hyperbole-I find that the work of
students, by contrast, is becoming
fresher and more vigorous. In many
instances, the advanced design
work of architectural students is
the creative vanguard. It is
optimistic and realistic; it avoids
affectation. There is clearly
evidence of a genuine search for a
durable logic, a fusion of magic
and reason.
My work in teaching design is
primarily with undergraduate thesis
projects. At this stage, many
students develop a sense of control
over what the Swiss psychologist,
Jean Piaget, calls "formal
operations." This is the stage at
which the human mind becomes
capable of constructing systems of
thought for itself by putting
forward theories and testing them.
Through the medium of abstraction,
the mind learns how to reason
about the future.
Perhaps the most exciting aspect
of an architectural thesis for an
undergraduate student is the
dramatic transformation one finds
in the way the mind works. For
many, this is their first opportunity
for full expression of a newly found
potential. A successful architectural
thesis must demonstrate control of
the mind at the level of "formal
operations." The first fruit of this
powerful new consciousness can be
extraordinarily pure and direct,
ardently poetic and rational. The
work of students at the moment
they fully grasp and command
abstraction is special.
To help students construct a
system of thought for a thesis, my

technique is to encourage them to
explore one or the other extreme of
a conceptual polarity I have
proposed. ·which direction a student
may take depends upon his personal
goals and design objectives. The
polarity is represented on the one
hand by an oracular vision; I
borrow a term for this, the Delphic
Fix, from an essay by Cynthia Ozick
(Harper's magazine, May, 1986). In
opposition to the Delphic Fix is a
sensibility for collective cultural
memory, an essentially
metaphorical approach. TheSE) two
poles, oracle and metaphor, are
opposites from the standpoint of
origin as well as of purpose. Though
fundamentally different, they can
be equally compelling ways of
discovering and conveying ideas.
Between the two extremes of the
polarity is an infinite number of
variations. In my experience,
though, each student has a
tendency toward one or the other of
these two ways of thinking. By
encouraging them to seek the most
forceful expression of that
tendency, to move toward the
extremes of the polarity, I find that
their work attains greater clarity
and subtlety. Self-criticism gets
easier and as they see how their
ideas relate to those of others, a
sense of collective effort grows.

means of inserting oneself into the
experience of others by
transforming that which is strange
into something familiar. Whereas
the oracle requires no prior
knowledge and no shared memory,
metaphor is entirely immersed
in memory.
Functionally, the oracle-metaphor
polarity pivots around language.
Metaphor, depending as it does on
shared experience, a shared
knowledge, is totally bound by
language. A metaphor tells a story;
it interprets and expands a
conventional understanding. The
oracle, however, is an antilanguage. It often assumes the
form of gibberish, either requiring
interpretation by initiates of its
mysteries or demanding acceptance
on its own terms, less for what it is
than for how it came into being. An
understanding of this last quality of
the oracle is imperative for
acceptance of an architecture
conceived in the Delphic Fix. In
such a case, the state of mind is
everything; the final architectural
image is not so much an object as it
is a record of mental events.
Conventional semantics and
grammar do not work.

Inventing games and
telling a story
To illustrate how the polarity
Language and anti-language
between oracle and metaphor works
Some students are avid seekers of
for students, excerpts from four
inspiration. Choosing this path,
recent undergraduate thesis
though, they soon find that
projects are shown on the next
page. Two projects, a museum for
inspiration is hard work and
contemporary art and a world's fair
requires a very systematic and
disciplined mind. The purest form of pavilion, represent efforts to invoke
inspiration is an oracle, a revelation the Delphic Fix. Two others, a guest
of the spirit within. It is a type of
ranch in Texas and a women's
madness in that it strives to
shelter in New Mexico, represent a
annihilate ordinary experience and
metaphorical approach wholly
to expunge memory. The oracles of dependent upon a collective
Delphi and Tibet, for example, were social memory.
totally dependent upon such a state
In both the museum for
of mind. Through amnesia, a loss of contemporary art and the world's
self, place, and time, the oracle can fair pavilion, the designers did not
act with total spontaneity and
permit themselves to hqld an image
autonomy. The Delphic Fix is a
of a building as a discrete object.
riddle, utterly self-contained. This is Instead, design was conceived on
why inspiration seems to come from the basis of gaming procedures. A
someplace else; it is a glimpse of
set of rules to a game was devised
by which forms might emerge and
another realm of experience. Each
revelation is specific to a moment,
be kinetically combined. The game
rules provide the discipline
cut off from history; it does not
necessary to tap an oracular train of
establish standards or principles
thought as an artistic device. The
because such things must be
art museum (Figure 1) is an
derived from an accumulation of
improvisational duet, utilizing a set
events, an historical pattern. But
of active, dense objects embedded in
since each· oracular event is
a passive, plastic matrix. Positions
singular, no connections can be
made to form a pattern or direction. of objects result from externally
The intensely individualistic form induced movements: falling, sliding,
or floating; the matrix responds by
of the oracular vision is not for
folding, crinkling, and stretching.
everyone. Powerful ideas can have
N or:rnal identities and qualities of
another source, that of collective
parts are reversed or left unstated:
memory. Metaphor is an
what should be roof becomes entry;
interpretation of memory, a
distillation of experience directed at what should be nearly invisible
enhancing historical continuity.
becomes monumental; what should
Metaphor is used principally as a
Continued
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Florida Tile brings
the ambiance of nature
indoors. Our NATURA
Liberty Series sets a mood
born of the environment.
Moods are beyond words.
lbu will want to see and
touch NATURA for yourself.
To find NATURA,
call 1-800-FLA-TILE.

Liberty Series. Color on Color.

Architectural education, continued
1. Museum/or Contemporary Art
for Dallas, Te.ras
Jon Lavy designer
:2. World's Fair Pai•ilion for
Vanco111•er, British Columbia
Gre,q Hai•ens, designer

be heavy appears light. All these
arise not from a formal
preconception but from the gaming
process alone. The architecture, like
all riddles, relies on discontinuities
of meanings, disjunction, and
missing pieces rather than
articulation. It is a denial of
conventional, shared knowledge and
therefore a denial of language.
The world's fair pavilion (Figure
2) goes a step farther in a semantic
and syntactic break-down. It, too,
relies on a central conceptual
duality, in this case a system of
parallel walls extending from the
city down into water and a loose
collection of building forms
originating by implication from the
water. The resulting form is a
snapshot of the two systems
colliding, slicing, and grinding one
another down. The snapshot is
instantaneous and totally detached
from cultural experience. It reveals
only the rules to the game. There
are no clues to either the source of
such form or its eventual fate.
Normal perceptions of historical
time are Jost. Like an oracle, a
window is thrown open to a nonverbal world and just as abruptly
slammed shut.
In sharp contrast, the highly
metaphorical work represented by a
guest ranch in Texas and a women's
shelter in New Mexico is absolutely
bound by collective experience and
language. The guest ranch (Figure
3) draws from the memory of a wide
variety of cultural influences in
central Texas: German, English,
Spanish, Native American, even
Czechoslovakian. Tradition here is
dramatized. The resulting building
forms are not recreations of specific
architectural styles but are rather
like dreams; that is, wholly
convincing distortions of normal
experience. As in dreams, time
slows and meanings of ordinary
things (in this case, ordinary
buildings) become highly charged
and volatile. The static, cubic mass
of the Patron's house, for example,
is slightly splayed and warped,
suddenly expanding its
metaphorical potential: a swimming
pool for guests is a hugely enlarged
stock watering tank. At night,
western movies projected from a
diminutive lookout tower flicker on
a limestone fortress bastion. These
ideas are not autonomous but
depend on a deeply shared
architectural language or
regional experience.
The women's shelter in New
Mexico (Figure 4) takes the
metaphorical theme of regional
experience even farther. Not
content with archetypes, this
project concentrates on the
psychological qualities of
conventional materials and crafts.
There is no programmatic building
type for a women's shelter,

3. Guest Ranch for
Real County, Texas
Michael Imber, designer
4. Women's Shelter/or
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Kelly Carlson, designer

especially one of this complexity. Its
author turns to the character of
adobe construction as an exemplar
of the qualities of mind, the ideal
psychological state, that the
architecture must project. The
mission of the facility is
reconstruction-to rebuild a sense
of self-worth, an image both of
individual liberty and of social
belonging among women who have
experienced a traumatic and often
prolonged deprivation of human
dignity and freedom. Here
"building" is always a verb. This
architecture transcends glib
stylistic tendencies of pseudovernacular. Instead, it strikes
deeply into the moral qualities of
material and craftsmanship as a
metaphorical model. It is a building
tradition immediately familiarfeminine and powerful-pulling into
recollection the voluptuous yet
durable forms of eroded mesas and
traditional sanctuaries like the
church of Taos Pueblo. It is an
architectural language that
transcends conversational
banalities. Metaphorically direct,
yet complex and open-ended, it is a
hypnotic, healing concentration of
shared experience.
Autonomy and union

Design thesis at the undergraduate
level is an opportunity for each
student to explore specific issues of
personal interest. I have found that
beyond the commitment to
individual objectives that may be
demanded of a student, formation
of a theoretical framework to which
widely varying objectives may
relate is very useful. The approach
does not dictate any single theory,
much less any stylistic
preconception. It is important that
each student work on his thesis
autonomously. In addition to
pursuing individual objectives, it is
equally important that he finds a
role in the contest of ideas. Each
thesis becomes a part of a larger
experiment. Students can see how
their ideas relate to others within
the context of a general theoretical
premise. To participate, though,
students find that they must distill
ideas to their essence. Having made
a decision, they must push toward a
compelling conclusion. The
dichotomy of Memory and the
Delphic Fix is simplistic and
exaggerated but highly effective. It
is a conceptual structure that places
primary importance upon
architectural design as a means to
define and express how we think
and feel.
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UWe found Alenco's people
totally customer oriented ..."
Carey Bond, General Partner
Julia Place Apartments
New Orleans

·o ur

window
needs could
not be met
with a product that you
would get "off the shelf".
To preserve the historical
appearance of the eighty
year old Bemis Bag warehouse in downtown New
Orleans which we were
remodeling into 110 luxury apartments, several
criteria needed to be
met. The windows had
to be a special size and
painted a special color,
have energy efficient,
insulating glass, one
that would reduce the

Exterior windows tilt in for
easy cleaning. Heavy duty
architectural windows with
Insulating glass preserve
the historical feeling of
this building.

outside noise level, and
be maintenance free.
Alenco responded.
Working with our
architects, the Alenco
engineers and their
architectural and
residential division
representatives met our
needs with professionalism and customer
satisfaction in mind.
You can be sure that
we are using Alenco on
our next project:'
Let Alenco respond
to your special window
needs!
Bemis Bag Wareh ouse, built In 1906, Is
the first poured concrete building In
Louisiana. 1bday It Is Julia Place, 110
apartments located In downtown New
Orleans. It's another historical building
preserved by Alenco.

Interior atrium windows are
Alenco's .395 Serles - the top
of the line residential window.
Sizes are 4' x 8' with Insulating glass.
Atrlums were created to achieve
open air areas as well as apartment access. Note the size of the
1906 concrete beams .
Write for catalog

lillALEncol
404 / 487-8037 Box 246 6 Peachtree City, GA 30269
409 /7 79-7770 Box 3309 Bryan , TX 77801
303 / 373-5322 14603 East Moncrieff Place Aurora , CO 80011
Quality Aluminum Products for Over 30 Years

A Division of Redman Building Products, Inc.

Circle 45 on inquiry card

NYSE SYMBOL: RE

So big

©Steve Rosenthal

At a time when many urban
planners in New York are
advocating a reduction in the scale
of new midtown building projects,
the city has commenced review
proceedings for an enormous mixeduse complex that has already
aroused a spirited public debate.
Designed by Moshe Safdie and
Associates, the proposal calls for a
gently curving glass-roofed
galleria, topped by a pair of prismlike towers housing two million
square feet of office space, a 300room hotel, and 300 apartments-all
planned for the four-acre site on
Columbus Circle currently occupied
by the New York Coliseum, a
building that has been rendered
obsolete with the recent completion
of the new Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center (page 106, this
issue). Although the architecturally
banal Coliseum complex has never
had many admirers, its modest scale
is at least in relative harmony with
the surrounding residential and
commercial area. Not so the current
proposal: at 58 and 69 stories,
Safdie's pink granite-sheathed
towers will dwarf even the 679-foottall Gulf & Western Building across
Broadway (right in model photo),
and, more seriously, the project's
unusual combination of height and
bulk threatens to put the southwest
corner of Central Park into
afternoon shadows.
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From the annals of architectural history:
Two current projects in Los Angeles

A pair of ongoing projects in Los
Angeles should dispel the myth that ,
high-rise historicism is mainly an
,
East Coast phenomenon. For a site '
opposite the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art, plans have been
unveiled for a mixed-use proposal
(near right) comprising an office
tower, retail facilities, below-ground '
parking, and a courtyard that will
be used to display museum-owned
sculpture. Designed by John
Burgee and Philip Johnson, the
project exhibits patent references to
the Zigzag Moderne towers erected
along Wilshire Boulevard during
the 1920s and '30s. Back downtown, .
Albert C. Martin and Associates has ,
designed a 26-story tower for Home ,
Savings of America (far right) as an
attenuated version of New York's '
Plaza Hotel, complete with such
Northern Renaissance-inspired
details as a copper mansard roof, .
peaked dormers, and corner turrets. _,-~~
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O/ympic®Oil Stain.
One of the most dependable tools an architect has.
For over half a century, architects have used
Olympic Oil Stain as a tool to both protect and
enhance the beauty of their creations.
Because Olympic Oil Stain is factory formulated with linseed oil and light-fast, micromilled pigments.These premium quality ingre-

dients penetrate wood and actually strengthen the fibers.
So an Olympic finish is a beautiful
iiiiii
fin ish.Youc~n
depend on 1t.
L71.,I "I' .,
We have the inside on outside protection.
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Design news continued

News briefs

West German update:
Designs unveiled for a trio of cultural institutions

Raymond Loewy, the industrial
designer whose name became
synonymous with the streamlining
movement during the 1930s and
'40s, has died in Monte Carlo at the
age of 92.
The French Government has said
that it will press ahead with plans to
construct a giant opera and music
center, designed by the Canadian
architect Carlos Ott, on the Place de
la Bastille in Paris. Work on the
complex began in 1985 but was
halted this year when the project's
Socialist sponsors were ousted from
power in March elections.
The City of Miami Beach has
taken a major step toward the
preservation of its fabled collection
of Art Deco and Mediterranean
Revival buildings by designating
two historic districts that
encompass the heaviest
concentration of such buildings in
the Florida resort. The city
ordinance mandates a six-month
waiting period for a permit to
demolish buildings, inside the
districts, allowing opponents of
demoliton time to find ways to
preserve threatened structures.
Speaking of Miami . .. The AIA will
hold a major design conference in
the Florida metropolis entitled "No
Earth Tones: The Fantasy
Architecture of Miami," scheduled
for November 2-4. Featured
speakers will include Robert A. M.
Stern, Charles Moore, Denise Scott
Brown, and Bernardo Fort-Brescia.
Norman Foster has been named
the recipient of the 30th R. S.
Reynolds Memorial Award for
distinguished architecture using
aluminum. Foster won the annual
prize for his design of the
Hongkongbank headquarters
building in central Hong Kong.
Edward Larrabee Barnes has been
selected the architect for the $16million Mary Fendrich Hulman
Pavilion at the Indianapolis
Museum of Art. The 66,000-squarefoot addition will double the
museum's present exhibition area.
A joint venture of architects James
R. Grieves Associates and
Whitman, Requardt & Associates
has been selected to design a threestory addition to the National
Aquarium in Baltimore. The main
features of the addition will be an
800,000-gallon pool for dolphins and
whales, and a 1,300-seat auditorium.
The Pacific Design Center in West
Hollywood recently broke ground
on a major expansion, designed by
Cesar Pelli, that will add 825,000
square feet of showroom space to
the existing mart.

Plans for a new national library in
Frankfurt, an expanded museum
complex in Hamburg, and an
innovative museum of stained glass
in Langen underscore the continued
dominance of West Germany
among European nations seeking to
upgrade their cultural facilities.
Four years after it was first
proposed, construction of the new
Deutsche Bibliothek (German
Library) in Frankfurt is slated to
begin in 1988. Designed by
architects Arat, Kaiser and Kaiser,
the new 225,000-square-foot
structure (model photo top) will
have a capacity of 12 million books
and will replace an inadequate
existing facility that opened in 1947.
(When Germany divided after the
war, the old Deutsche Bibliothek in
Leipzig, East Germany, could no
longer claim its traditional function
as the national library for all
Germans.) Although the new

library's design exhibits some
Postmodern qualities-namely, a
steel-framed glass cupola over the
main entrance that functions as a
central orientation point-the
architects stress that their primary
intention was to achieve "a subdued
and natural elegance with a
straightforward approach to detail,
a clear and crisp design that strives
to avoid Postmodern expressivity."
Meanwhile, city fathers in
Hamburg have selected a
consciously contextual design by
Oswald Mathias Ungers for a .plan
to restructure "Museum Island," an
art museum, art society and art
academy complex located near the
city's main railroad station. Perched
atop an embankment and
surrounded on four sides by major
roads, the current building
ensemble comprises a 19th-century
Neoclassical museum, which will
remain, and a series of post-World

War II structures that will be
demolished and replaced by
Ungers's four-story sandstone cube
at the site's western end (left in
middle drawing). A labyrinthine
sculpture garden will separate the
old and new buildings, and the sides
of the site will be clad in stone,
simulating a quay and underscoring
the idea of an island-in this case,
surrounded by a sea of traffic.
Finally, British architects Peter
Cook and Christine Hawley have
designed what they characterize as
"an art shrine" for a new museum
in Langen devoted to works of
modern stained glass (model and
section drawings above). The
structure is essentially a three-story
hall wrapped in sheet-aluminum and
topped by a barrel roof. The design
calls for a cafe' with glass walls
meant to symbolize the nature of
the art works on exhibition.
Robert Ingersoll, World News
Architectural Record September 198&
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iremold: ontinuin~
. . . .... . ... . innovationin
wire mana ement.
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In 1916, a major surprise at the

Today, you'll find such new products

NECA Convention in New York City
was Wiremold's introduction of the
surface metal raceway. It remains the
most cost-effective wire management
system available today. Wiremold,
by the way, makes more different kinds
of raceway than anybody.

from Wiremold as this dual compartment raceway of Architectural Aluminum. Attractive in contemporary
environments, it now has the capability
to handle the IBM Cabling Network system for computer and telephone
hookup. The second compartment can
car.ry electrical power wiring.

.

.

Tele-Power®poles drop electrical
and communications circuits
from overhead wiring systems.
"700" one piece surface
metal raceway extends con·
doctors from pointto point.
Plugmold®multioutlet
surface metal raceway is
prewired with spec grade
receptacles.
Galvanized steel raceways:
"G-3000" single compart·
ment type; the"G-4000"
with or without dividers.

.,. ·1
·
--

Plastic raceway is tough,
easyto install, features
quick snap-together
installation.
Aesthetically pleasing alu·
minum raceway consoli·
dates power, telephone and
data cable.

Products that are better, more efficient. Products that keep up witheven foresee-the swift advances in wiring technology. That's what
Wiremold started out making 'way back then. That's what Wiremold
continues to create today.
Some of the products you see here are classics, in demand and
doing a veiy specific job in the veiy best way. Some products- such
as the plastic raceway system, UL listed for either low or high voltage
applications-are veiy new. Others, still in development stages, you 'II
probably start specifying almost from the moment you 're introduced
to them.
After all, you spec Wiremold because you have confidence in the
product. Its quality is second to none.You get responsive and thorough service by the Wiremold national sales force. Not to mention
the help offered you byyour local Wiremold stocking distributor.
Yes,you know that the Wiremold name represents quality and
innovation in wire management.
Stay with that name. Wiremold has ~®w}•~emold®
served you well in the past and
..._
.I '
w
. ill contin.ue to improve and @L The
®Wiremoldisaregisteredtrademarkof
Wiremold Company,
mnovate mthe future.
westHartford,CT06ll0,(203)233·625I.
®

Design news continued

Twilight of the idols:
Fin-de-siecle Vienna at the Museum of Modern Art

The Asperri and Ferdinand
bridges over the Danube Canal.
Pencil, ink, and watercolor
rendering by Otto Wagn er, 1897.

By Roger Kimball
Histmiscltes Museum der Stadt Wein, Vienna

The spectacle of fin-de-siecle
Viennese culture-extravagant yet
enervated, at once worldly and
world-weary-seems to be
inexhaustibly fascinating these
days. After years of eclipse, the
paintings of Gustav Klimt, Egon
Schiele, and Oskar Kokoschka have
become so familiar as to be virtually
visual cliches; the architecture and
design of Otto Wagner, Josef
Hoffmann, Joseph Maria Olbrich,
and Koloman Moser have inspired
passionate interest among
Postmodernists; and indeed the
entire ethos of late Viennese
culture-tortured and richly
contradictory as it is-currently
exercises an irresistible appeal on
the popular imagination. Thus it is
no surprise that the great draw at
the Museum of Modern Art this
summer has been the ambitious
exhibition Vienna 19()(): Art,
Architecture & Design. MOMA's
galleries have been packed since the
show opened, and special tickets are
required to see the exhibition, which
continues through October 21.
Organized by Kirk Varnedoe,
adjunct curator at MOMA and
professor at New York University's
Institute of Fine Arts, Vienna 19()()
is a somewhat more narrowly
focused version of the mammoth
exhibition of Viennese art and
culture from 1873 through 1930 that
was mounted last year in Vienna
[RECORD, September 1985, pages
102-111]. Not that the current
exhibition is particularly modest.
Consisting of some 700 items, it
explores the painting, drawing,
graphic design, furniture,
decorative art, and architecture of
what one might call Vienna's golden
period. It treats the years between
1898, when the Vienna Secession
group, started by Klimt and 19
other artists the previous year, held
its first exhibition, through 1918,
when, by one of those acts of
gratuitous historical poetry,
Wagner, ·Hoffmann, Schiele, and
Klimt all died.
The exhibition is set forth with a
sumptuousness rare in the chaste
galleries of the Museum of Modern
Art. Some of the gallery walls are
decorated with period-inspired
filigree and-with what has become
the signature piece of the
exhibition-there is a striking fullscale aluminum-and-glass model of
the facade of Otto Wagner's Die
Zeit dispatch office (1902) that
announces the entrance to the
show. For those more enamoured of
Sachertorte than Secession art,
there is even a "Viennese Cafe"
installed in the Museum's sculpture
garden dispensing pastry, coffee,
and spirits, as well as something of
the aura of that bygone moment.
Roger Kimball is ajre(Jlance writer who
con t1ibutesfrequently to RECORD.

That a single city could, within a
single decade, be home not only to
so many artists but also to figures
as disparate as Freud and
Wittgenstein, Gustav Mahler and
Robert Musil-to say nothing of the
Zionist Theodor Herzl and Adolf
Hitler-makes it tempting to
confect connections and continuities
between phenomena that, in reality,
are quite separate. Indeed, the
Viennese dream of creating a
Gesamtkunstwerk, a "total work
of art" that could blend
architecture, music, painting, and
poetry to provide a fragmented
culture with an image of lost unity,
would seem to have seduced many
interpreters of the period into
projecting their own dream of unity
onto the complicated tapestry of
Vienna's cultural life. As Varnedoe
observes in his catalogue for the
show, the literature about fin-desiecle Viennese culture has typically
championed the idea that "modern
avant-garde art [is] not homeless,
but integrated into a real
community. Klimt and Wagner and
Loos thus become tablemates of
Freud and Mahler and Wittgenstein
at an imaginary coffeehouse for a
shining moment in the city that was
the 'cradle of modernity.' The

deeper collaboration here thus may
be between our unfulfilled longings
and those of the Viennese artists we
study. " Happily, though he is
clearly aware of the broader
cultural currents that conspired to
make Vienna the intellectual and
artistic center that it was, Varnedoe
has chosen to concentrate on the
art, design, and architecture of the
period, leaving the dream of an allembracing cultural unity to slumber
peacefully.
The exhibition includes stunning
examples of the furniture and
graphic and decorative arts of the
period, ranging from the elegant
simplicity of Adolf Loos's "Cafe
Museum" sidechair (1899) to the
ornate creations of the Wiener
Werkstiitte. But the main focus of
the show is clearly on Viennese
painting. And while the painting of
Arnold Schonberg, Richard Gerst!,
and others is well represented, it is
the work of Klimt, Kokoschka, and
Schiele that-rightly-receives the
most attention.
Taking us from the dreamy,
fantasically ornamented eroticism
of Klimt's portraits to Kokoschka's
raw, introspective essays in
expressionism, Vienna 19()()
admirably catalogues the evolution

of Secessionist and postSecessionist painting and drawing.
It includes many famous and
untraveled pieces. Klimt's
celebrated The Kiss (1907-08) and
The Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer
I (1907), for example, were allowed
out of Austria for the first time for
this show. One hesitates to say how
well the collection of paintings and
drawings bears up under sustained
scrutiny: certain of Kokoschka's
portraits continue to seem strongone thinks especially of the portrait
of Peter Altenberg (1909) and the
wonderful painting of Hans Tietze
and Erica Tietze-Conrat (1909)--as
do a smaller number of Schiele's
portraits. But I'm afraid that
Klimt's dreamy fantasies, though
perhaps the best known, begin to
wear distinctly thin. Alas, Varnedoe
is surely correct when he observes
that while there were revolutionary
cultural innovators in turn-of-thecentury Vienna, " none of the visual
artists were among them."
Although Varnedoe devotes the
first section of his catalogue to
architecture, the subject is by no
means granted first place in the
exhibition. The bulk of the
architectural drawings, models, and
replicas are consigned to two small
galleries separated from the main
part of the show. Certainly, there
are classic works represented-a
remarkable model of Wagner's
Steinhof Church (1904-6), for
example, as well as photographs,
models, or drawings of other works,
including Wagner's Post Office
Savings Bank (1904-6), Loos's Haus
am Michaelerplatz (1909-11), and
Olbrich's Secession Building (18971898), among others.
Finally, though, what we are
given is not so much a coherent
picture as a smorgasbord of the
complex architectural life of the
time. What is especially missing is
any real sense of the critical
program launched by Loos and
others against the heavily
ornamented concoctions of
Hoffmann and his fellow
Secessionist architects. Fortunately,
this issue-which is absolutely
central to understanding the
contribution of fin-de-siecle
Viennese thinking about
architecture-is treated at some
length and with admirable clarity
and balance in Varnedoe's
catalogue essay. I'm not sure that
one would want to accede to all of
Varnedoe's judgments-did Loos's
suspicion of self-conscious
creativity, for example, really make
him "a precursor less of the
Bauhaus than of Dada? " But by
and large his catalogue displays a
level of critical insight and an
appreciation of the conflicting
artistic and intellectual impulses of
the time that, sadly, is far less
evident in the exhibition itself.
Architectural Record September 1986
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Design news continued

Competition
calendar

A new logistics center for Texas air-force base

• The American Wood Council and
Remodeling magazine seek entries
to the 1986 Wood Remodeling
Design Award Program, honoring
outstanding remodeled, renovated,
and reconstructed buildings
completed since 1984. Winning
submissions will be featured in local
and national ·publications. Entry
deadline is Oct. 31. For information,
contact the American Wood Council,
1250 Connecticut Ave. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036
If Postmodernism has a future,
(202/ 833-1595).
perhaps it is on American military
•The American Academy in Rome
is accepting applications for 1987-88 bases, where sturdy masonry
construction and revival styles of
Rome Prize Fellowships in
the past have always seemed more
architecture. The fe llowships
provide a stipend, travel allowance, appropriate architectural symbols
of the nation's defenses than the
housing, most meals, and studio/
transparent glass walls and slender
study space at the Academy's 10steel columns of the Modern
acre facility in Rome. Application
movement. For the new Weapon
deadline is Nov. 15. For
Systems Support Center at Kelly
information, contact Fellowships
Coordinator, American Academy in Air Force Base outside San Antonio,
Rome, 41East65th St., New York,
N. Y. 10021 (212/ 517-4200).
•A single cash prize of £10,000 will
be awarded for the best interior
completed between J an. 1, 1985, and
Jan. 1, 1987, in the second
International Interior Design
Award program, sponsored by AGB
Exhibitions in London. The
competition is open to architects
and designers worldwide. Entry
deadline is Nov. 14. For details,
write the IIDA Secretariat, AGB
Exhibitions, Audit House, Eastcote,
Middlesex HA4 9XE, England, or
phone (01-868-4499).
•The Rudy Bruner Award for
Excellence in the Urban
Environment is a new biennial
competition that "will stress the
processes and values which created
existing excellent urban places as
well as esthetic design." Entry
deadline is Feb. 1. For details, write
Program Coordinator, Rudy Bruner
Award, Bruner Foundation, 132 W.
43rd St., New York, N. Y. 10036.
•The Delta Faucet Company is
sponsoring a national competition
entitled "The Workforce Challenge"
that seeks "new concepts in the
delivery of water." Cash prizes
totaling $23,000 will be awarded in
professional and student categories.
Entry dead line is Feb. 28, 1987. For
entry forms, contact Marketing
Services, Delta Faucet Company, 55
East lllth St., Indianapolis, Ind.
46280 (317 /848-1812).

3D/ International has designed a
four-story faci lity whose plan,
massing, and detailing are meant to
evoke the Spanish Mission-style
architecture of south-central Texas
and, more specifically, respond to
existing historic structures on the
military base. Sheathed in white and
off-white textured precast concrete
with red brick and tile trim, the
arcaded complex will comprise two
interconnected squares-each

organized around a central
atrium-that will house 536,000
square feet of administrative office
and computer space for 4,000
personnel of the base's Air
Logistics Command. The facility is
scheduled to be completed by the
end of 1988.

Capital
improvements

Although the economically
beleaguered city of Trenton has had
little to brag about in recent years,
it appears that the New Jersey
capital may be on the brink of a
modest comeback. Witness plans
for Trenton Center, an ambitious
downtown revitalization proposal
that comprises a 32-story mixed-use
tower and an adjacent 10,000-seat
civic arena. By far the tallest
structure in the city, the tower will

encompass 650,000 square feet of
state and private offices, a 210-room
hotel, a winter garden, and space
for shops, restaurants, conference
facilities, and a 10-screen theater
complex. Both tower and arena will
be clad in pink granite, and the
arena will be articulated by stylized
pediments and columns that refer to
nearby Neoclassical buildings.
Joint-venture architects are Clarke
& Caton and The Hillier Group.

"The Place of Work," a theme
frequently neglected by architects,
is the subject of the latest edition of
Milan's triennial exhibitions on
architecture and urbanism .
Organized by arc hitectural
historian Eugenio Battisti and
architect Aldo Castellano, the show
combines the direct experience of
work with architects' propositions
about it. Giovanni Muzio's 1933
Palazzo della Triennale has been

fitted out with full-size sections of
coal mines, working models of late
medieval house-factories, and
contemporary offices bristling with
electronic devices. The evolution of
the factory and office building and
steps in the reorganization of the
city are two of the exhibit's major
themes. Important 20th-century
contributions-the 1929 Van Nelle
factory in Rotterdam by Brinkman
and van der Flugt, Herman

Hertzberger's Central Beheer office
building, and Roche-Dinkeloo's Ford
Foundation headquarters-are
represented with splendid models.
The Triennale, which remains on
view through September 28,
concludes with new projects for the
reuse of industrial districts by,
among others, Giancarlo de Carlo,
Vittorio Gregotti, Aldo Rossi,
Richard Meier, and Frank Gehry.
Richard Hatch

Milan Triennale
examines the
architectural history
of the workplace
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Case Study:
No. 1 in a Series of Case Histories from Nichols-Homeshield
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- - - - -1-1_ _tailor- made.,_metal clad_w:indows man:ufactured w:ith_NI_CHOLS.:HDMESHIELD_ro_ll _
__formed line.a.ls.. PrQduced t:inw]y_and_at a_pric_e_J.hat~s highly_co.wnetitive..:witb. ____ ,
ths;i_t_wo comnanies e:xnande_d_their bus.mess.to inctude_a_r.Q.nge _ _ __
of double-hung_windows. Onc.e_agQJ.nJ,lls;iy:J.Q.Oked to the rQU_foI'.ID_fillgineexs_a,t _ _ _1
------i-1-~N
=i=c=
h~
ols_:_H_o_m_e_smeld_t_o_s..olve.-ths:iJr claddingne.eds~_9_0_days._w:as_ta.rgeted_f_ar_a_ ____ _
solution. Within a remarkable__6_0_daY-s.,_all th~:t.P.r..Qbl.e_ms__l_laQ._been_res..olved, th_e___ _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _tg_.oling_
aJl.d.Qies_manJJfa.o_tur.e.d.a:n..d.tb..e_n_ew_rolLforms_h_ad.s.ta:r_ted.MTiYing~-· ----1 1
-----1-i·--~E..ecently:,

---------------------

Nichols-Hom_.e_s_hield_Js_:re.ady_and__w:filing_t_o..help_othe.r_companieaacr_oss.America._
--~--- _ ___ Those 001n:QQJlie_s_th.at,Jike_TriITl,line,Inc.......and_Ba.bQ..§L£epp_er, need_th.e..sJJ.pp_ort_ota.n_
involved and dedicated ®P.nlier t o .h.e lp rea.J i ze th.e_i:r...Q_bj.e_c..t:tLes~Call__Q_ur_Engin.e.e_r_e._d_
Products M_anage_:r,_G..ay..lor_d:.on..es_an<Ldis.coxer_the
~
- -- - -+-+-_ rewar..ds..QfNichols..:liam.eshield's_roll.for.m_engineering_ - '\....
-~~--i-

~.

J-_

- - - --+-f--(800 )_3_2_3..:2_512_T.oll-fr_e_e_ (.312 )_8.51=.5 430 in Illinou·L __ _~~~---.,..........""""::=NICHOLS - HOMESHIE L D

O r write to: Nichols-Homeshield, P.O. Box 1617, Aurora, lllinois 60507
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"Sometimes building it
is the easy part!'
"A lot goes on before anything goes up at a construction site.
And a lot of it is far from simple.
"You've got to select and specify the kinds of building products
you need . You've got to locate them. Then you've got to get them.
"I'm Perry Sells, vice president and general manager of
Sweet's. Being a part of a service that's been around for 80 years
gives me a pretty good idea of what you're up against. And we're
doing a couple of things to make your life a lot easier.
"First, we've started adapting Sweet's to the CSl's MASTERFORMAT classification system . So the 1987 edition of the leading
selecting and specifying tool-Sweet's-will be right in line with
the leading construction industry classification system. And the
new Electronic Sweet's will be on MASTERFORMAT, too.
"Next, we've started turning our BUYLINE telephone information service into a completely automatic system. By January of
1987, you 'll be able to dial the BUYLINE number, punch a special
code for each manufacturer into your telephone, and a computer
will instantly tell you where you can find the nearest sales reps for
the products you need.
"Both these Sweet's improvements are on the way. To find out
how they're coming, drop me a line. It's that easy."
Sweet's Division, McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company,
1221 Avenue of the Americas , New York, NY10020.

0
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Where Construction Gets Its Start

Design awards/competitions continued

©Nick Merrick/Hedrich-Blessing

9

7. Offices for Horwitz Matthews,
Chicago, Illinois; Pappageorge
Haymes, Architects (Certificate of
Merit). The architects utilized the
metaphor of a small town in their
conversion of 3,500 square feet of
loft space into offices for a
developer. They viewed
workstations as individual "homes"
clustered around an interior
streetscape of brick and timber. The
jury praised the project's successful
combination of a "simple
vocabulary and bright, abstract
colors."
8. Offices for the University of
Illinois Alumni Association and
Foundation, Chicago, Illinois;
Lester B. Knight & Associates,
Architects (Certificate of Merit).
The program called for three
separate university departments to
share 9,000 square feet of off-
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campus office space. Although each
department required functional
separation, a unified public image
was desired. Toward that end, the
architects organized the
departments around a central public
court and specified a gridwork of
translucent glass panels that screen
individual offices while allowing a
continuous flow of light. "A nicely
consistent, stylized interior,"
commented the jury.
9. CPM Corporate Offices,
Chicago, Illinois; Hague-Richards
Associates, Architects (Certificate
of Merit). For the conversion of an
unfinished loft into corporate
offices, the architects deliberately
rejected historical iconography and
instead combined "the character of

11

raw space with a clear respect for
corridor. The jury observed that
logic, purity, and detail." The
"the ambiance is delightful, strong
building's existing column-andin conveying a message and
beam structural system was left
sympathetic to the children's
exposed and emphasized by
needs."
patterned gray carpeting and direct 11. Ringolevio Store, Chicago,
uplighting. Ceiling heights are
Illinois; Himmel/Bonner Architects
modulated by a system of
(Certificate of Merit). This purveyor
suspended wood slats that do not
of designer sportswear is housed in
obscure the structure.
3,000 square feet of ground-floor
10. Pediatric Unit, Mercy
space in Chicago's Old Town
Hospital, St. Joseph, Michigan;
neighborhood. By varying the
Hansen Lind Meyer, Architects
pattern of a vinyl tile floor, the
(Certificate of Merit). In order to
architects created a series of
provide a humane, welcoming
merchandising zones arranged
environment for a new 35-bed
around a central circular space. The
pediatric ward (RECORD, June 1986, jury characterized the design as
pages 126-127), the architects
"artsy and original, like a jigsaw
utilized a familiar residential
puzzle exploding."
vocabulary that transformed
patient rooms into small "houses"complete with colorful peak-roofed
facades, multipaned windows, and
mailboxes-lining a streetlike

Boston Society of Architects
1986 Boston Export Awards

1

1. Pacwest Center, Portland,
Oregon; The Stubbins Associates,
Architects. A 735,000-square-foot
mixed-use development in
downtown Portland comprises a
30-story office tower, two floors of
shops and restaurants along a
through-block lobby arcade, and
three levels of below-grade parking.
Clad in alternating bands of
anodized aluminum and silver
reflective glass, the tower consists
of two interlockillg rectangles
stepped back to permit a roof
garden on the 25th floor. At ground
level widened sidewalks, covered
pedestrian walkways, brick paving,
granite curbs, and a variety of
street furnishings reinforce the
character of Portland's existing
transit mall.

Four completed projects designed by Boston-based firms but located
outside the city's metropolitan area have been cited in the 1986
Boston Export Awards Program, sponsored annually by the Boston
Society ofArchitects. The winning buildings were selected from 50
competition submissions by jurors William Porter, FAJA; Kenneth
MacLean, AJA; Sherrie Cutler, AJA; Donald Stull, FAIA; and
Peter Rowe.

Ed Hershberger

4

2. Naismith Memorial Basketball
3. Founders Hall Dormitory,
Hall of Fame, Springfield,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
Massachusetts; Cambridge Seven
Worcester, Massachusetts; Earl R.
Associates, Architects. Located on
Flansburgh + Associates,
the Connecticut River in the city
Architects. Designed to
where Dr. James Naismith invented accommodate 230 students in fourbasketball in 1891, this three-story
and six-person suites, a four-story,
95,000-square-foot dormitory is
facility was developed as a major
broken visually into a series of
public attraction, with exhibits
smaller building units that reflect
varying in format and spatial
the low-rise scale of the WPI
character to appeal to a broad
campus and its adjacent
audience. The building's most
neighborhood. The architects gave
distinctive feature is its north
facade, which is bounded by heavily primary attention to the durability
of materials throughout the
traveled Interstate 91. Here, the
architects have designed 17 vertical- complex: exterior walls are clad in
fin aluminum mural panels-scaled split-face concrete block, brick, and
to be seen from a moving vehicle-- precast, while corridors serving the
that portray basketball players in
suites are of brick and glass block.
action. The remaining elevations are "A skillful Georgian derivative that
clad in porcelain enamel panels or
looks quite residential," observed
the jury.
precast concrete.

©Steve Rosenthal

4. Pier 17 Pavilion, South Street
Seaport, New York City; Benjamin
Thompson & Associates, Architects.
This three-level waterside pavilion,
the last phase in the redevelopment
of an 11-block area centering on
New York's South Street Seaport
historic district, brings the
pedestrian spine established earlier
in the renewal project down to the
water's edge. Lying between the
city's wholesale fish market and
two piers where tall ships are on
exhibit, the building houses 150,000
square feet of space devoted to
shops, food retailing, and nine
major restaurants. The jury
admired the structure's nautical
character, noting that "the
language of boat, ferryboat, and
pier is very good."
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Lay aside your aesthetics for
a moment. Forget that Marvin
Magnums are quite possibly
the most beautiful commercial windows ever available.
Now look at these windows
like somebody concerned with
costs. Look at the test results
fora48"x64"Magnum Tilt-Turn .
Ask yourself if such a window
warrants consideration on the
basis of performance alone. Air
infiltration: .01cfm @ 25 mph
(.02 @ 50 mph). Wind loads:
200 mph positive pressure.
256 mph negative pressure.
Water infiltration: 0 @ 66 mph.
U values: as low as .22.
R values: as high as 4.55.

And, beyond performance,
Marvin Magnums warrant consideration for the way they help
control maintenance costs.
Every window in the line
can be cleaned from inside.
And most windows in the line
are available with exterior
aluminum cladding or
Polycron finish .
STINGY IS BEAUTIFUL.
Marvin Magnums let you
tailor the energy savings to
the project. There's a 7/s"
insulating, l" insulating,
solar bronze, solar gray,
solar cool , Low-E, and
Low-E with Argon .

They give you an assortment of styles. Our beautiful,
innovative Tilt-Turn comes in
a simulated double hung and
a Round Top as well as a
gracefully proportioned standard unit. There's a stationary
unit with a system of keyed
locks for easy maintenance,
a tilt-only hopper and a
Magnum authentic
double hung.
High rise, low rise,
renovation or new construction, Magnums will
fit the way the project
looks as they save money.

THE SAVINGS START WITH A
FREE TELEPHONE CALL.
We want you to find out more
about these incredible
windows. About how they can
save energy and maintenance
money. So we've installed a
toll-free telephone line. Call
1-800-328-0268 (in
Minnesota dial 612-854-1464)
and we'll give you the name
of your nearest qualified Marvin
Magnum distributor.
Or simply write Marvin
Windows, 8043 24th Avenue,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
55420.
MARVIN
Whether they bring out the
CRAFTSMANSHIP IS
stingy landlord in you or
PART OF THE BARGAIN. whether you specify them for
their stunning beauty, every
As if performance and
Marvin Magnum is engibeauty weren't enough ,
neered
to open your mind.
every Marvin Magnum
comes with Marvin's
commitment to quality
as standard equipment.
From the specially
selected Ponderosa
pine to the precise, high
quality hardware, every
ENGINEERED TO
Magnum is built with
OPEN THE MIND.
pride. The kind of pride
you won't find on most
assembly lines.
Look at the attention
to detail in the weatherstripping. We weld it at
all corners for a better
seal. Every step of the
way, we build value into
every window we make.
Circle 52 on inquiry card

MARVIN

MAGNUMS

VULCRAFT EXPERIENCE SIMI

use of suspended,
As the only national
energy efficient heat
company in the United
pumps. But, the 3' spac
States that designs and
ing between joists whic
manufactures joists,
is needed to support
joist girders and steel
standard floor deck wa
deck, Vulcraft works
not adequate for the
with the relationships
installation and mainbetween joists and deck
tenance of the heat
every day. So, they have
pumps. So, 5' spacings
a depth of experience
that can often simplify
were initially specified
wherever the heat pum
many seemingly com5-foot spacing between Vu/craft joists permits ensy instnllntion nnd mai11tennnce of heat pump units.
units would be installe
plex problems.
However, varying the joist spacings would make conThe Woodfield at the Crossing office complex in
Indianapolis, Indiana is a good example. The open
struction complicated, time consuming and expensive
web configuration of the steel joists was ideal for the
This is where Vulcraft was able to help .

IFIED ACOMPLEX PROBLEM.

he Woodfield at The Crossing office complex in Indianapolis used 216 tons ofVulcraft joists and 169,000 sq. ft . ofVulcraft steel deck.

After reviewing the specifications and discussing the
ob with those involved, Vulcraft engineers came up
vith an idea that reduced the number of joists needed,
ped up erection time, and stayed within budget.
)rawing on their extensive application experience,
/ulcraft recommended changing the joist size from the
>riginal "H" series to the "LH" series in order to proride a uniform 5' spacing throughout the job. In addiion, Vulcraft proposed using 2" composite deck
stead of standard 9116" form deck . Thus, a deeper
ab was created without using any more concrete and
ansitory vibration was reduced.
By taking advantage of Vulcraft's experience as well
s their products, construction of the Woodfield office
omplex was greatly simplified. In addition, Vulcraft's
commendations added greater value and

flexibility to the overall design .
For more information about Vulcraft steel joists,
joist girders and steel deck, or for copies of our joist
and steel deck catalogs, contact the nearest Vulcraft
plant listed below. Or see Sweet's 5 .2 / Vu and 5 .5 / Vu.
P.O. Box 637, Brigham City, UT 84320 801 / 734-9433
P.O. Box f..2, Florence, SC 29502 803 / 662-0381
P.O. Box 169, Fort Payne, AL 35967 205 / 845-2460
P.O . Box 186, Grapeland, T X 75844 409 / 687-4665
P.O. Box 59, Norfolk, NE 687014021644-8500
P.O. Box 1000, St. Joe, IN 46785 219 / 337-5411

A Division of Nucor Corporatio n

Owner: Phillip R. Duke & Associates; Contractor: Duke Construction Management Inc. ;
Architect : Cooper Carry & Associates, Inc. ; Consulting Engineer: K. Gene Miller Inc. ;
Steel Fabricator: Ferguson Steel Co.
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More of the Pacific
from the airline that
brings you more
of the US.
No other U.S. airline offers you
more across the Pacific than United.
United is the only U .S. airline
serving thirteen cities in the
Far East and South Pacific. With
more nonstops from more U.S.
gateways than any other airline.
A total of 84 nonstops every
week from six convenient U.S.
gateways. Including nonstop
service to Tokyo, Hong Kong,
Osaka, Taipei, Sydney and
Auckland.
United's Mileage Plus
Frequent Flyer Program offers
exciting travel awards that can
take you around the world.
And United's Royal Pacific
Service offers you the best of the
friendly skies every step of
the way.
So let United bring you
more of the Pacific.
Call your Travel Agent or
United Airlines.
Tokyo
Taipei
Osaka
Hong Kong
Seoul
Manila
Beijing
Bangkok
Shanghai

Singapore
Sydney
Melbourne
Auckland

~
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Books

Outposts of the War for Empire,
by Charles Stotz. Pittsburgh: The
Historical Society of Western
Pennsylvania, 1985, $30.

Reviewed by Barbara D. Hoffstot
This absorbing book, written by the
late Pittsburgh architect Charles
Stotz, is an architectural history of
the major 18th-century forts of
western Pennsylvania. Fort
Ligonier was Stotz's special love,
and he devoted 12 years to its
reconstruction, from 1946 to 1958,
while conducting an active
architectural practice.
Stotz spent the last 20 years of
his life working on Outposts of the
War for Empire, which opens with
a history of the struggle for colonial
supremacy in America between the
French and English. From 1749 to
1764 the two countries fought for
control of what is now the
Pennsylvania-Ohio border. While
sporadic fighting went on until
1764, the British takeover of Fort
Duquesne in 1758 gave victory to
England and its colonists.
In the first half of his book, Stotz
paints a grim picture of life on the
frontier, describing in meticulous
detail a world of hostile Indians,
unsanitary conditions, nearstarvation, difficulties of
transportation, and a climate of
sweltering heat and bitter cold.
Fear of the unknown, loneliness,
and strenuous physical work added
to the extreme hardship felt by
those literally hacking their way
through the wilderness.
Stotz's work is not, however, just
a local chronicle of Pennsylvania's
past: it is a substantial chunk of
early American history. France,
notes the author, had more troops
and supplies in North America than
the British, whose government had
little interest in the frontier. The
English monarchy considered this
area to be a concern solely of the
the colonials, and the French, by
holding a series of forts along
strategic rivers, had control of land
bases from Canada to Louisiana.
Although Stotz's history of the
18th-century struggles between the
French and British is certainly
thorough and well-considered, it is
the second half of the book that will
be most interesting to architects.
Here, the author explains how forts
were built, and he tells us
something about life in these
wilderness outposts. Not simply
thrown up in a haphazard manner,
the forts were based upon a science
and art that originated in the Middle
Ages. The essential purpose of the
fort was to provide safety for
military supplies; the troops, by
Barbara D. Hoffstot is a preservationist
and co-founder of the Pittsburgh History
and Landmarks Foundation.

contrast, generally camped outside.
Stotz explains: "The frontier forts
hold for us today a romantic appeal
that certainly was shared by very
few of the soldiers who used them.
The soldier was poorly fed, badly
clothed, and irregularly paid. He
was usually without adequate
protection from the elements. Men
and animals crowded into the forts,
churned the ground into mud, or
raised clouds of dust. A typical fort
exuded foul odors, harbored vermin,
and bred confusion."
One also learns how the French
and English actually laid out their
forts. The dimensions and
proportions of earth ramparts, for
example, followed set rules.
Ramparts were faced with threeinch->vide sod blocks bonded like
bricks >vith alternate headers and
starters and secured into place with
long wood stakes that might be
described as oversized toothpicks.

After a general architectural and
constructional overview, Stotz
singles out 24 principal fortsBritish and French examples, the
so-called "provincial" Pennsylvania
forts, and a selection of forts in
Virginia and Maryland-for special
consideration. The author gives a
brief historical and military account
of each, and he reveals unusual
features that characterize certain
forts. Ligonier, for example, was a
simple fort, while Pitt was the most
elaborate and costly fortification
erected by the British.
Accompanying each chapter are
handsome soft-pencil perspectives
by the author's own hand that are
especially enlightening in their
depiction of the forts and their
outlying buildings, gardens, and
farms. People are shown conducting
varied daily pursuits: white men
carry canoes, Indians trade outside
fort gates, soldiers drill in distant

fields, and sutlers transport
supplies. All roads are properly
delineated and identified as they
once existed. As examples of
architectural draftsmanship, these
drawings are exceptional.

Outposts of the War for Empire
concludes with an account of the
reconstruction of Fort Ligonier. The
author's drawings, photographs,
and step-by-step explanations are
painstakingly detailed, and one
learns such fundamentals as the
way logs were cut, moved, and put
into place, and such specifics as the
fact that a strap hinge on a gate
weighed 60 pounds. Fort Ligonier
attained national prominence when
President Eisenhower delivered the
bicentennial address on its grounds
in 1955. It will long remain a
monument both to the perseverance
of its original builders and to the
dedication of Stotz, who oversaw its
rebuilding. So, too, will this book.
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"Oh, my God! How baroque can you get?"
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Observations continued

The real thing

By Michael Sorkin
This week's favorite postmodern
juxtaposition. On TV, no sequence
artifact is a McDonald's
is precluded, anything can followcommercial. It's for their breakfast or go with-anything else. Indeed
product and features the usual
we're perfectly habituated to the
contingent of cheerily scarfing
quick cut from commericals to
model citizens, hygienic and helpful carnage, the segue from starving
babies in Ethiopia to Morris the
just-post-pubescent personnel, and
zany animated foodstuffs , in this
Finicky Cat, from Mr. T. to Mother
case serried eggs marching toward Theresa. Judgment is always
circumvented by rearrangement.
McMuffin heaven. What
distinguishes the ad, though, is the This is the world which Ronald
Reagan inhabits (our side freedom
soundtrack, done after the manner
of the Andrews Sisters. McDonald's fighters, their side terrorists) and
which Philip Johnson designs. Mies
soundtracks are always cagily
market-segmented ("soul" music
today, Mizner tomorrow-what's
plays as a black dad buys his kids a the difference, it's only images.
burger at the all-black McDonald's),
Hollywood practitioners of the
recombinant arts are always
and this one is designed to appeal
broadly, going after the ethic rather looking for what's called "high
concept." To go forward, a project
than ethnics. And the ethic is this
year's favorite-Americans pulling must prove itself reduceable to
together in the country's good (war) mnemonic pith, advertisable in a
phrase. The best such "concepts"
times. The "historic" music is an
instantly recognized allusion,
are those that enfold previous
shrouding the same-old-thing in the certifiable hits-"Romeo and Juliet
on Drugs" or "Rocky 25" being
mantle of some absent genuine.
"You cannot not know history" is model distillations. No film is
produced that doesn't discernibly
one of Philip Johnson's more
endearing quips. History, however, ape a bankable predecessor.
Johnson's working method is
can be known in many ways.
comparable. Weekending at New
Johnson knows it, like the
Canaan, he rummages through his
McDonald's commercial, not as a
library until an image presents
means of inquiry but as a medium
of concealment. This is history with itself. The page is du ly marked.
tunnel vision, seeing only forms,
Monday morning at the office, a
designer is given the designated
blind to context, the actual
circumstances of production. In the images and a doodle or two
historically vexed climate of today's (Johnson is no Walt Disney-he
architecture, such a version has
never could draw) and told to
found easy acceptance. No need to
proceed. Thus equipped with the
undergird formal enthusiasms with "concept" (Bramante on the bottom,
Raymond Hood on the top), the
theory or relevance, to struggle
for elaboration: the historic graboffice synthesizes the project. It's a
bag yields images for any occasion, typical art director's approach.
an endless series of snapshots,
What makes the project
Johnsonian, then, is nothing about
history without memory.
Remembering nothing, this history
it, strictly speaking. An attributioncan explain anything. History
minded architectural historian from
Mars, spared the literature of this
becomes the extension of show-biz
production, would find it impossible
by other means.
Philip Johnson has been a seminal to assemble the oeuvre on the basis
influence on the disengagement of
of internal evidence. Its "meaning"
architecture from its real sources of lies in the whimsicality of its
aggregation, not its consistency;
meaning. He is the architectural
distinction isn't in consequence but
analogue to Ronald Reagan,
another seamless producer of a
in origins. The ersatz C-note may be
seemingly endless series of
indistinguishable from the genuine
contradictory statements. Both men article, but only one producer goes
resolve the manifest conflict by
to jail. Sorting out such acts of
forcin g attention away from their
appropriation has become one of the
acts and onto themselves. And, for
central conundrums of our culture.
both Johnson and Reagan, old age
Andy Warhol is, of course, the
occludes the extreme currency of
seminal genius of strategic
this position. The two are true
borrowing. By signing Campbell's
epigones of the age of television,
Soup cans, he located precisely the
apostles of a consciousness that
single consequential act in a system
transcends traditional structures of without real boundaries. When
logic, ethics, and-for that matter- content goes out of control, we're
time and space. Television invents
all obliged to look at labels.
via juxtaposition and reJohnson's art-like Gloria
Vanderbilt's or Betty Crocker's-is
Michael Sorkin is a practicing architect
in forming his signature. He
1:n New York City and the architecture
recognizes that the first rule in this
critic/or The Village Voice. He is a
kind of practice is to broaden the
visiting professor at The Cooper Union
product line to the maximum, to
and has taught at Columbia, Yale, and
place t~~ va~,rizing impr~n,i~tur on,

The Crescent
Da llas, Texas
J ohn Burgee Architects with Philip Johnson
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Observations continued
The Crescent
Dallas, Texas
J ohn Burgee Architects with Philip .Johnson

is immaterial. It is a particularly
Augustan mode, an enterprise
where all fixes upon "taste."
Writing this, I feel caught up in
several of the central contradictions
of this systerri. You will have
noticed that accompanying this text
is a series of handsome, advertisingquality color photographs of three
of Johnson's recent projects, all of
which I visited this past summer.
As you may have further discerned,
I'm not exactly sympathetic to the
progenitor of this work. This
dissonance, though, is precisely
what is enabled by the recombinant
cultural system that produces the
lurid juxtaposibility of television.
The point is not merely that this
system is more than a little crazy.
The point is that this craziness is
enabled by the fact that something
vital is missing here.
There is an artist called Cindy
Sherman who has produced a series
of photographs which she calls
"Film Stills." The conceit behind
this work is of isolated frames from
a movie. Each shot is an evocative,
costumed self-portrait in which
Sherman dresses as some resonant
female image in order to show the
primacy of that image in
inventing-not merely
representing-women. Sherman
appropriates a familiar cinematic
context by placing herself in its
midst. Importantly, in most of these
"stills" her eyes are fixed on
someone or something out of frame,
imposing the idea of a missing
narrative.
To complete a reading of one of
Johnson's costumed buildings, one
is also directed to an absence. Here,
though, what's missing is the
architecture. Johnson's major
contribution has been in aiding the
entry of "real" architecture into the
realm of what Jean Beaudrillard
has called "hyper-reality," a terrain
in which "signs of the real are
everywhere substituted for the real
itself," in which all ideas of
authenticity or originality are
eviscerated. What Johnson has done
is to help move architecture out of
the arena of artistic production and
into the system of consumer
objects. His special genius (after all,
there are plenty of hacks) has been
the simultaneous preservation of
the cultural rhetoric of traditional
practice. Johnson is the first great
"architect" of the age of Ray Kroc:
his mansards and those on the local
McDonald's are indistinguishable,
save for the magazines in which
they are likely to appear.
If it's moved into this zone, it
seems a sputtering cavil to complain
that this really isn't architecture. I
myself watch television; I eat fast
food. And indeed, my recent tour of
Johnson's latest projects found me
weirdly
sans spleen,
indifferent.
rf'll.. ,... r'> - ....
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mixed-use project in Dallas,
succinctly called the "croissant" by
the locals. The project consists of
hotel, office towers, shopping
center, and garage-no more than
the standard ingredients of upscale
mall mix. Arriving, I was
immediately reminded of another
TV commercial I often take note of.
It's an ad for chocolate, and the
actor who announces it delivers the
tag line, "The chocolate Europeans
love most." The appeal from the
putative sophistication of the
continental palate is clear. But there
is a strange twist. The actor
pronounces the word "Europeen,"
an unmistakable reading that's
surely the result of calculation.
(Nobody makes an error in
commercials.) He addresses this
source of authority not as the
sophisticate we initially take him to
be, but as the slightly
underassimilated consumer to
whom he's presumably trying to
sell the cheap candies.
The Crescent is about making a
similar kind of pitch. It's an
armature filled with totems of
vulgar gentility, from the high-class
shops, to the vaguely tacky metal
grille work, to the totally tacky
ersatz gold toilet-paper holders, to
the athletic valet parkers in their
Izod shirts presiding over a
forecourt swimming with enough
Mercedes to stock a dealership. It's
the sort of place that makes a
statement of adequate consistency
to warn off people who don't belong
there. The brigade of lunching
ladies are designer-clad, strictly
from Neiman's, discerning money.
This isn't a joint to drive to in a
Caddy or to enter in boots, Levi's, or
a cowboy hat. It's a little essay in
the iconography of the no-longernouveau-rich, a decorator milieu, as
consistent as the one at home.
Not surprisingly, the
neighborhood in which The
Crescent sits is filled with
decorating establishments and
antique shops. Thus, there is a
contextual isomorphism that's
unmistakable. Johnson's project
merely extends the local mansardic
sea, the atmosphere of surrounding
shops crammed with their highstatus bibelots. God is in the details
and, god knows, you can buy them
here. The Crescent is perfect to a
culture which dines at restaurants
called L' Ambiance (down the block)
and which inhabits-in the
contiguous suburban carpet-an
environment where every coffee
table holds Texas Homes and
Architectural Digest. Philip
Johnson has always dreamt of
being l'architecte du roi and in a
setting where every person's home
looks like a castle (be it Norman,
Tudor, Loirish, or just plain Tara),
he truly is. He's Mario Buatta with
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Observations continued
College of Architecture
University of Houston
Houston, Texas
John Burgee Architects with Philip Johnson

Johnson has a lioary history in
Houston. In many ways, he is the
leading architectural personality of
the town, progenitor of a large
number of its monuments, the man
who put Houston on the
architectural map. Thus, he was- at
some level-a logical choice for the
commission to design the new
building for the architecture school
at the University of Houston. And
Johnson delivers what he always
does: a serviceable, if schematic,
parti, clad in an image. Like his
corporate projects, the school is a
three-dimensional logo, a building
that takes as its single investigation
the question of "identity."
In this instance, as always, the
identity is lifted, here from
Ledoux's House of Education
intended for Chaux. This is
architecture as a high-class ad
agency might conceive of it-Lite
Architecture-in which the goal
appears to be delivering the
message with the minimum
signifier. On the dreary campus, the
architecture school distinguishes
itself. And, in the pages of
architectural journals, its two
strokes-the learned appropriation
and the central court-reproduce
nicely, even indelibly. There's no
question that the strategy shows a
certain elan on Johnson's part.
Where a Rudolph or a John
Andrews might struggle to actually
make architecture, Johnson seems
content merely to signal it. And,
when all is recorded in the (fourcolor) pages of history, there is no
doubt that the tactic will have
gained a kind of equivalence.
Again, to focus on any specific
seems inappropriate. Johnson has
moved his architecture out of the
realm of detail and invention and
into the arena of l'ambiance. As
the evidence of surrounding pages
attests, these are projects most
fully incarnate in the Ektachrome
realm, souvenirs of architecture.
The work reminds me of the 19thcentury practice-in the days
before sound could be mechanically
reproduced-of publishing piano
"reductions" of the scores of
symphonic and operatic works to be
played in parlors across America.
Johnson, too, reduces, stripping
away any element- formal or
ideolog ical- that will interfere with
a clear reading of the signature. To
reproduce Ledoux once is to make it
possible to reproduce him endlessly.
Like any other product-packaging,
architecture devolves entirely
on styling.
The new office building at Third
Avenue and East 53rd Street in
Manhattan (pages 84-85) responds
to similar imperatives. In a forest of
towers, each clamoring for
·
recognition, what strategies remain
for assuring distinction? The
typological parameters are heavily

constrained. Ironically, an architect
is obliged to provide acres of
undifferentiated space in an
envelope that differentiates itself
from the decorated extrusions that
surround it. Available resources
come, in the main, from three areas:
skin, shape, and, for want of a
better word, urbanity. Johnson
manipulates all three of these
possibilities with varying degrees
of success.
The Third Avenue site lies on a
New York street that-with the
addition of palm trees--eould easily
pass for the Sunbelt. This is a part
of town dominated by recent
construction, a place in which the
idea of a continuous urban
convention-never mind an
indigenous one-has almost
completely disappeared. As in
Houston or Dallas, the plot is
privileged over the aggregate, the
suburban model, a perfect parable
of capitalist initiative. Johnson
apparently does not choose to
question this pattern of isolation
but to reinforce it, to go it one
better-a logical choice in Houston
and, alas; a logical one in this
quarter of Manhattan.
When I first saw the published
design, I had reasonably high hopes
for this building. I was braced by
the oval: curvilinearity at last in a
town whose relentless rectilinearity
seems needless. And, at the level of
shape, the building is just fine, a
good shape and distinct. But the
project loses it in the details. The
streamline of the strip windows is
suffocated by a surfeit of materials
and poor proportions. Moreover, the
building doesn't know how to land,
resting on awkwardly capped,
woefully striped, and badly spaced
columns. As with so many Johnson
projects, the idea-a banded oval
building-is insufficient to solve the
problem of making the architecture,
the slick slather of stone too
inarticulate to substitute for
real detail.
There is a last project I'd like to
glide by that seems particularly
revealing. It's called PortAmerica
(sic) and is to be built on 223 acres
edged by the Capital Beltway and
the Potomac River in the Maryland
suburbs of Washington, D. C. In
many ways it is the prototypical site
for urban development in
New America-by the highway, out
of town, its connections global and
electronic rather than local and
physical. It's the kind of urbanism
that Johnson's discontinuous
architecture implies, a place where
the genius loci is pretty much
irrevelant. -It's also Johnson's first
project of this magnitude, the
traditional arena for the architect's
musings on the Big Picture, on how
it all comes together to support a
vision of a social, as well as
architectural, order.
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Observations continued
53rd and Third
New York City
John Burgee Architects with Philip Johnson

What Johnson has produced
("designed" always seems the
wrong word) is some version of
Busch Gardens. In its current ad
campaign, the popular theme park
bills itself as just like Europe, "only
closer." The image is an attractive
one, especially at a time when
terrorized Americans are staying
away from the genuine article in
droves. How comforting to be able
to walk from Old Heidelberg to Pall
Mall without worrying about a
surprise appearance from Abu
N idal. Johnsonville-on-the-Potomac
shares this tele-vision of free
juxtaposition, deploying bowfronted row houses, mansardic
hotel, neo-class waterside
promenade-the whole apparatus
of Europeen-ness to create his
Erewhon of creative geography, as
they call it in the cinema.
One image does stand out from
this thicket of dim appropriation.
Sitting waterside in front of the
gold-domed hotel is a pavilion, its
low pyramidal roof supported at the
corners by four little towe rs. Wait a
minute, though, haven't we seen
this somewhere before? Of course
we have. It's one of Leon Krier's
images, meant to organize social
space in his "reconstruction" of the
European city. Never mind the joke
on Krier's "I'm an architect,
therefore I don't build" position;
this does look like the line over
which appropriation becomes ripoff. I think what's being taken here
is not just a form-something
Johnson has shamelessly done from
his earliest days-but an idea.
Absent a vision of urban life,
Johnson simply appends one.
In 1783 an inventor called Jacques
de Vaucanson exhibited in Paris a
mechanical duck that could waddle,
quack, beat its finely detailed
wings, eat grain, and, eventually,
excrete the digested residue. This is
a classic Enlightenment exercise,
this essay in scientific simulation.
Indeed, the proto-robot does contain
a startling degree of duck-ness. Yet
it is not a duck. Philip Johnson's
work has much in common with this
mechanical bird. It scrupulously
appropriates images from certified
architectural sources-Ledoux's
quack, Nash's waddle, Krier's
excreta-and assembles them to
p roduce a figure that is like
architecture in many ways . And yet
it is not. I do not wish to place too
great a metaphysical burden on
ducks- never mind their recent
architectural history-but de
Vaucanson's fowl and Johnson's
projects, like the simulations at
Busch Gardens and Walt Disney
World, simply have no souls. Let's
not be too pious about this-I enjoy
Disney World and clockwork
mallards-but there is danger in
them. And that is that they'll finally
crowd out the real thing.
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Facilities for talkfests
The high-tech conference center has lately become-let's confess it-a
fashionable corporate acquisition. But these facilities cannot be simply
dismissed as conspicuous corporate consumption. Even if such a shallow
motive did lie behind their development, the wide-spread eagerness of
managers to make use of these facilities increases rapidly from the
moment they become available, according to their directors-in-house
bookings approach 90 percent of capacity in some cases. Uses may range
as broadly as the imaginations of executives, technicians, and other
employees. They may encompass serious conferences of high-level
executives to mold policy, or to inform middle-level managers about such
policy, or to figure out how to execute such policy. They may encompass
training sessions to teach new employees the use of standard electronic
equipment, or to teach experienced employees how to use new equipment,
or to help managers master the personal computer. And they will often
encompass courses on the pedagogical facts of life for experienced
managers with no experience as teachers: well-constructed conferences
must all follow proven methods of presentation, timing, and group
interaction.
Conference facilities have, as one might expect, special design
requirements, some expectable, some perhaps surprising. Meeting rooms
themselves need early definition of purpose and early attention to shaping
for acoustics, for lighting, for sightlines, and for camera angles.
Experienced designers of these facilities insist that such issues be
resolved long before equipment is even thought of, let alone selected.
All the plans of the conference centers shown herein, even the most
modest, show breakout areas ancillary to conference rooms. These areas
are not merely amenities for coffee and Danish but basic working space.
In all cases, no matter how technical or how abstruse the subject,
conferees can apply their utmost concentration for only a couple of hours,
but a 15-minute break sends them back to the main activity refreshed; it
also offers them a chance to review their thoughts with their peers in
different circumstances.
In addition to the corporate center for meetings, the conference center
as independent commercial enterprise has also made its appearance as a
new building type. Since it caters to executives rather high on the
corporate ladder as well as to their spouses, and since it seeks weekend
holiday visitors to round out the commercial calendar, it tends to emulate
grand countryside resort hotels. But its real luxury is super-sophisticated
conferencing. Grace M Anderson
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Hamburger University

• The sobriquet Hamburger University, widely used by its owner, suits
the McDonald's Corporation suburban campus. Designed chiefly for the
practical training of restaurant managers, it accommodates the
educational, housing, and recreational needs of a student body that
numbers as many as 3,000 a year. Since the managers completing the
week long course will work more or less on their own after graduation,
McDonald's viewed its learning center as a chance to cement bonds
between managers and company and among colleagues. So important
did the company consider its educational program that it deferred
construction of its corporate headquarters, also included in Lohan
Associates' master plan for the 81-acre site, in favor of the training
center and a lodge.
One quality that Hamburger U. shares with traditional colleges is the
beauty of its landscape, which combines preservation and fabrication.
Architect Joseph Antunovich, of Lohan Associates, reports that some
2,000 trees in the surrounding woods were tagged before construction,
and no building in the master plan will overtop the stately oak trees.
The lake that dominates the center of the campus, however, is manmade for flood control. The architects put this utilitarian water to
picturesque use by bordering it with the training center on one side
rhot.h nhotflO"r:inh<: :>t ]pft\ thP lnrlrrP nn thP nth.,,. fohrmP ...in-ht\ '>nrl

McDonald's Corporation
Lodge and Training Center
Oak Brook, Illinois
Lohan Associates, Architects

sculptural stone retaining walls roundabout. A sinuous concrete bridge
connects the buildings, offering vistas up and down the Jake and
through the trees, with a sylvan island in the middle.
In keeping with its Midwestern context-Oak Brook is a burgeoning
office suburb of Chicago-the McDonald's campus reflects two schools
of Modern architecture: the Wrightian and the Miesian. In order to
integrate the building with its natural surroundings, the design relies
on Wright's organic precepts and horizontal composition, and, though
the buildings emulate the International Style's flat roofs, the deep
overhangs suggest the Prairie Style. From Mies (Lohan Associates are
the successors to his practice) comes the impeccable detailing, though
the materials are outdoorsy wood and stone rather than citified steel
and glass.
McDonald's takes the view that the student body, most (but by no
means all) between the ages of 18 and 25, abounds with extroverts who
work hard and play hard. Sophisticated audiovisual techniques,
including instant translation into a number of languages, aid hard work
in the classroom, as videotapes aid homework in the bedrooms. After
homework, the students give vent to youthful high spirits in the lodge's
bar and conversation pits overlooking the lake, though the conversation
tends to shop talk. G.MA.
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Outside first-floor classrooms,
breakout areas extend along a wide
corridor (directly below), allowing
students to stretch their muscles,
stretch their eyes across the lake, and
continue discussions in a relaxed
environment. To bring the pastoral
surroundings indoors, Lohan
Associates carried inward the oak
soffits, the brick walls, and the
Wisconsin tannin stone pavement.
Behind classrooms on the lower floor

(see plan), labs accommodate
acoustics and lighting is critical to
students learning how to
functional performance. The oak
disassemble, clean, and maintain
office furniture (opposite left) and galleried
kitchen machineriJ-UP to and
classroom tables (opposite) were
including rooftop ventilators and
designed by the architects.
air conditioners. The training center
includes a number of offices
(opposite left) for teachers and for
technical personnel. Architect
Antunovich says that each
classroom took as much design time
as a house, since shaping for

McDonald's Corporation
Lodge and Training Center
Oak Brook, Illinois
Owner:
McDonalds Corporation
Architects:
Lohan Associates-Dirk Lohan,
partner-in-charge; Joseph
Antunovich, project architect;
Gilbert Gorski, Michael Vasilco,
senior architects

Engineers:
GCE ofIllinois, Inc. (structural);
S.R. Lewis Associates (lodge),
Environmental Systems Design
(training center}--(mechanicall
electrical); Claude R. Engle
Associates (lighting);
Sasaki Associates (civil)
Consultants:
Sako Associates (security);
Hubert Wilke/McDonalds
Corporation (audiovisual)

Landscape architects:
Brickman Co./Sasaki
Associates, Inc.
General contractor:
Gerhardt F. Meyne Co.
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The Mellon Bank Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Burt Hill Kosar Rittleman
Associates, Architects

Meetings in the mansard

11
'

The Mellon Bank Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Owner:
Pittsburgh DeBartolo Historic
Associates
Architects:
Burt Hill Kosar Rittelmann
Associates-Peter H. Moriarty,
principal-in-charge; William P.
Brennan, project manager; David L.
Henderson, project designer
Interior designer:
M. Fran Colby
Engineers:
H. F. Lenz (mechanical/electrical/
plumbing)

Consultants:
Lighting Design Collaborative
(lighting); PRO-COM Systems
(audiovisual systems); Ehrenkrantz
Associates (terra cotta restoration);
Landmark Design Associates
(historical preservation
certification); W A. DiGiacomo
(elevators)
Construction managers:
Massaro Corporation-Gilbane
Company, a joint venture

Behind a lush confection of Flemish Gothic tracery and a brisk
sugaring of little dormer windows, the two attic floors of this
registered National Landmark building have been converted into a
state-of-the-art training and conference center for Mellon National
Corporation.
Located in downtown Pittsburgh between two tall Mellon buildings
(and now connected to them by tunnels), the exuberant structure was
designed in 1917 as the Union Arcade by an architect named Austerly,
and featured a 10-story, stained-glass-topped rotunda and a fanciful
penthouse tower. All has been carefully researched and restored, and
the nine floors of offices plus· the top two for the training center have
all been brought up to contemporary standards. As yet, the small
penthouse tower remains unoccupied.
Planned mainly for the training and development of Mellon people
(from computer operators to bank tellers to top executives), the
conference center is occasionally made available to outside groups.
Utilization is reported currently at about 90 percent. The Mellon
training and meeting sessions range from a few hours to a few weeks,
and for small groups to big assemblies.
The plans center on the upper reaches of the rotunda, and on an
existing two-story auditorium-also carefully restored, and fitted with
some 350 fixed seats with retractable tablet arms, a stage for lectures
and panel discussions, and the latest in multimedia equipment. In each
of the four corners of the center, two-story, atrium-like lounges have
been inserted-with skylights to bring light into the interior of the big
45,000-square-foot floor areas, and freestanding stairs to link the two
levels. These large, bright spaces form hubs for coffee breaks and for
relief from possibly darkened meeting rooms.
Around the focal areas are ranged a wide variety of training spaces.
The largest, opposite the auditorium balcony on the eleventh floor,
seats about 100 (top photo, far right), and the smallest is a series of
individual carrels with computer-assisted teaching machines. All the
training spaces are equipped with sophisticated audio-visual equipment
and capabilities.
Most of the rooms are multipurpose, but some are quite specialized:
teller training, with tellers' booths; clerical instruction; computer
training, with banks of workstations for different kinds of equipment
and systems. Interspersed through these areas are offices and support
spaces for the training instructors. Facilities for administration of the
center, and for the production of audio-visual aids, range one side of the
tenth floor (at top of plan below). Here, a permanent staff organizes the
programs, and probes new ones for the future. H.L.S.
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The interiors of this training and
conference center reflect special
attention to creating a truly
comfortable ambience. They avoid
the spartan, bland functionalism
that the new technology used might
have induced. And yet, while the
building restoration is a careful,
sensitive one, efficiency is not
sacrificed to historicism. In the new
atrium-lounges (below left), new
stonework recalls lower levels of the

building's exterior (opposite) and
also incorporates the air handling
system. The restored auditorium
(bottom right) tidily includes new
projection, television and sound
systems. And a totally new
conference room (top right)
combines extreme efficiency with
pleasantness and quality. On outside
rooms, the many dormers (some at
floor level) are fitted with
paneled shutters.
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Conferring in Texas style

Las Colinas Inn and Conference Center represents a different kind of
new wrinkle in meeting facilities-not an in-house training center, but a
commercial grande luxe hotel that considers state-of-the-art conference
rooms its foremost luxury. In addition to 26 conference rooms with upto-date electronic and audiovisual equipment and hotel rooms with
closed-circuit TV broadcasts of meetings, the hotel has in the works an
amphitheater for satellite conferencing. The most essential luxury for
such a hotel, however, is a large staff capable of planning myriad sorts
of conferences, a procedure sometimes taking six months or more.
All conference-center directors share a recognition of the sound body
as well as the sound mind in the proper balance of an executive. The
general manager of the Las Colinas hotel, Gerard Inzerillo, declares
flatly that "conference centers center on golf," though his selection of
that sport may reflect the hotel's possession of one of the country's few
Tournament Players Courses. Conferees also have use of the posh spa
and tennis courts next door to the inn.
Because Las Colinas expects as guests high-level executives at highlevel conferences, the hotel consciously takes as model the European
grand hotel, with good food and good service, interesting games and
tempting promenades. Grandness does not equal ostentation, though:
h1rninPRRmPn :rnrl h11RinPRRWOmPn f'llRt.om::irilv wP::ir It>. griorfinn in thi«

Las Colinas Inn and
Conference Center
Irving, Texas
Harwood K. Smith & Partners, Inc.,
Architects

relaxed suburban milieu.
The inn and its integrated conference center, operated by Four
Seasons hotels, has 430,000 square feet with 315 guest rooms. Because
of the nearness of the Dallas/Fort Worth airport, however, the Federal
Aviation Administration placed stringent height restrictions
on the site, necessitating very large floors. Moreover, the inn occupies a
rather shallow site, squeezed between MacArthur Boulevard on the
west and the golf course on the east. The long double-loaded corridors
that would seem to result naturally under such conditions would
obviate the combination of intimacy and luxury sought by the
management. To counter such an outcome, the architects broke the
length of the hotel into four segments, each terminating in a sort of
streamlined curve. At the same time, each length of segmented corridor
ends at a window wall offering both view and identification (above).
Brick may seem a modest material for a grand hotel, but the kingsize
units, designed by the architects, have more presence than ordinary red
brick. The texture, a distinctive surface of smoothed bumps, is "today's
effort to suggest yesterday's hand-molded brick," architect Clifford
Horsak says of the roller-molded sand-finished brick. The architects
also designed such masonry details as inset dark courses, classically
profiled cornice units, and rounded, pulvinated concrete decks. G.MA.
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Hotel and conference center, though
contiguous within the bui:tding,
present different characters, each
section having similar decor but
different colors and different degrees
of ornateness, though even the
conference center (shaded on plan) is
scarcely plain vanilla. The vestibule
at the main entrance (top left) leads
to a large lobby and thence to a bowwindowed lounge, where tall arched
windows overlook the golf course and
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the distant silhouettes of office
towers in Las Colinas Urban Center.
The main dining room (lower left),
its skylight screened by a Roman
shade, has a relaxed Southwestern
decor that reflects the informality of
high-powered conferees dressed in
sports shirts and cottons. The curved
ceiling ledges in the amphitheater
(below), which act as acoustic
reflectors, are a reverse image of the
conference tables.

Las Colinas Inn and
Conference Center
Irving, Texas
Owner:
Las Colinas-USAA Partnership
Architects:
Harwood K. Smith & Partners,
l nc.-PaulM. Terrill, Jr., partner-incharge; Clifford H Horsalc, project
designer; Tom R. Holt, project
manager
Engineers:
Datum Structures Engineering, In c.
(structural); Blum Consulting

Engineers (mechanical/electrical);
Pierce-Lunsford Associates, Inc.
(civil)
Consultants:
Trisha Wilson & Associates, Inc.
(interiors); The S. WA. Group
(landscape); Hubert Wilke, Inc.
(audiovisual); David A. Mintz, Inc.
(lighting); Paul Andrew Davis
Design (graphics)
General contractor:
Austin Commercial, Inc.
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Following the footprint

The sympathetic, domestic-scaled "carriage house" and "boathouse"
shown here represent the final phase in a careful restoration and
reconstruction of the historic Marigold Estate, acquired about ten years
ago by Herman Miller, Inc. for use as its corporate educational and
program center. The two buildings are new, but carefully preserve the
"footprint", as architect James Nagle calls it, of the original structures,
which were razed: similar scale, volume, and details were adapted to
add housing, lounge, and meeting space to the center.
Located on seven acres of beautifully landscaped grounds edging
Lake Macatawa, Marigold Lodge and its surrounding outbuildings
were designed by architects Tallmadge and Watson in 1913 as a
summer retreat for a Chicago industrialist, Egbert Gold. On acquiring
the property, Herman Miller agreed to preserve and maintain both the
character of the site and of the original architecture-an intriguing
blend of Prairie School and local rural regionalism.
Early on, Herman Miller had the main house restored as a 28-room
residential lodge, and added a fair-sized, but inconspicuous learning
center (five meeting rooms and reception area, half buried in berms)
behind the increasingly derelict carriage house and boathouse. In this
final phase of restoration and adaptive reuse, the quandary of whether
to try and save those two buildings was soon settled. For all their
appeal, "they were in a terrible condition," comments project architect
Howard Decker, "and only held up by a structural clematis vine!"
The replacement for the carriage house (which had big garage doors
and a second story hay loft) is, at a glance, very similar in appearance-but makes much more sophisticated use of the same materials and basic
details. It is wood frame, with lapped siding on the lower level and
stucco above. The asphalt shingle roof has the same curved "eyebrow"
shapes as the original, repeated in the new little entrance porch. The
interiors are surfaced in painted drywall and beaded car siding, and
accommodate eight guest rooms and a guest suite, plus a central
lounge on each level for informal get-togethers. Most of the furnishings
are what James Nagle calls Herman Miller "antiques," by George
Nelson and Charles Eames.
The boathouse now contains a big, divisible meeting room, flanked by
a projection room, and a lounge with a kitchenette. This area is
conceived as a sort of ship's prow, and-with its adjoining umbrellatabled terrace-serves as a quarterdeck for socializing and recreation.
Wide, Prairie School roof overhangs shelter the expanse of gridded
glass walls. Unlike some intensely high-powered conference centers,
the informal charm here has caused some to say, "a week here is a
reward." H.L.S.
© Howard N. Kaplan HNK Architectu ral Photography photos, except as noted
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Boathouse and Carriage House,
Herman Miller, Inc. Corporate Center
Holland, Michigan
Nagle, Hartray & Associates, Ltd.,
Architects

Restoration of the Marigold Estate as
a conference center has been done in
phases. First, the main house
(bottom in plot plan opposite) was
restored for housing, and a learning
center (top right in plan) was added.
The.final phase added a

maintenance center in the trees
across the parking lot, upgraded the
landscaping, and rebuilt the
carriage house and boathouse
(shaded on plan).
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The interiors of the bedrooms and
lounges of the Marigold Estate are
kept domestic and lodge like, with a
simple informality that has little
kinship to a standardized,
commercial motel. In the carriage
house (plans below left),
each bedroom and the upstairs suite
has its own bath, a desk for study,
and lounge chairs. Each level centers
on a living area; the one on the lower
level (below) has ceilings of the same
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beaded car siding used as paneling
throughout the building. The lounge
in the boathouse (plan below right) is
entirely glass enclosed, using stock
windows with special muntins
(opposite top right). Wide overhangs
give sun protection to the room and
the adjoining lakeside terrace. The
divisible meeting room (opposite
bottom right) has vaulted ceilings.

Boathouse and Carriage House,
Marigold Estate
Holland, Michigan
Owner:
Herman Miller, Inc.
Architects:
Nagle, Hartray & Associates, Ltd.James Nagle, partner-in-charge;
Howard Decker, project architect;
William Sitton, Michael Koss, Tom
Pociask, project team

Engineers:
Beer, Gorski & Graff, Ltd.
(s tructural); Wallace/ Migdal
Associates, Ltd. (mechanical)
Landscape architects:
Jacobs, Ryan & Associates
Interiors:
Herman Miller, Inc.
General contractor:
Van Der Muellen Construction

Wi/linm Lindhout photo, courtesy Hermrin Miller, Inc.
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Space frame odyssey

Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
New York City
J.M. Pei & Partners, Architects

Two years behind schedule and $125 million over budget, the Jacob K.
Javits Convention Center finally opened last April with a speech-laden
ceremony worthy of the Academy Awards. But months after the first
trade show had been disassembled, the air conditioning still didn't work,
and neither did many of the elevators, telephones, and lights. Visitors
expecting a spacious parking garage, a gourmet restaurant, and a 24hour cafeteria wound up taking the bus, and eating at a fast-food diner
across the street. Add to these malfunctions and disappointments the
political squabbles, labor disputes, and bid-rigging scandals that
plagued the public-development project during its seven years of design
and construction, and it's a wonder that New York City's convention
center ever opened at all.
But over the past five months of its operation, business has fared
better than expected, according to Thomas F. Galvin, the outgoing chief
of the Convention Center Development Corporation, who is pleased to
report that his facility is 85 percent booked through 1992. For, despite
the temporary mechanical failures and unfinished aspects of the 1.8million-square-foot structure, the Javits Convention Center stands as a
vast improvement over the ugly, congested New York Coliseum, not
only in its size-the third largest in the country after Chicago and Las
Vegas-but in its celebration of public-spirited monumentality, a
quality not associated with the building type. Credit for this
achievement goes to the only constant player in the center's shifting
tides of politics and construction, LM. Pei and Partners, the architects
responsible for its crystalline structure under the direction of partnerin-charge of design, James Ingo Freed, and partner-in-charge of
management, Werner Wandelmaier.
Impressed by Pei's record of large-scale, urban buildings, New York
State's Urban Development Corporation commissioned the architects in
1979. After a long search for a site large enough for the behemoth, the
corporation selected a five-block stretch from 34th to 38th streets
between 11th and 12th avenues along the Hudson River that totaled
18 1/2 acres. "The very first thing we thought about," reminisces Freed
in explaining his design, "was the nature of the building type, which is
all about circulation." In developing a clearly organized parti for the
required programmatic mix of exhibition halls, meeting rooms, lobbies,
reception areas, administrative offices, show managers' suites,
cafeterias, and "back of the house" support areas, he spent a month
touring convention centers in a dozen cities, and quickly came to the
realization that a typical facility "tends to be a dark box closed off from
the public, surrounded by cars, and not a good neighbor." To imbue the
vast scale of the center with accessible, public amenities and a sense of
connection to its surroundings, Freed looked to the sprawling industrial
sheds of the 19th century for inspiration, including making a pilgrimage
to the Palm House in London's Kew Gardens. "I wanted to find a tool
that capitalized on the exposition side of a convention center, and that
promoted light and transparency," he explains.
The tool, however, that he finally selected-a lightweight, 20thcentury steel space frame in place of heavy, 19th-century cast-iron
members-was not without its drawbacks. Though constructed of
prefabricated, standard sections, the variety of sizes and configurations
comprising the lacy space frame's precise, tetrahedron patterns made it
difficult to track the thousands of steel rods, tubes, and spherical nodes
demanded of the Tinkertoy-like structure (RECORD, mid-August 1980,
pages 47-57 for engineering details). More disastrous was the discovery
in 1982 that 60 percent of the nodes had developed cracks during the
fabrication process and that the rods were too brittle to be safely
erected. The resulting delays in substituting Japanese-forged
components for the original, American-cast versions added $60 million
to the building's original $375-million price tag, and stalled construction
for months, prompting one official to nickname the lagging project "the
beached whale on the Hudson."
But when all the hoopla over misspent dollars and mismanae:ed

schedules finally dies down, and the air conditioning, lighting, and
elevators are running smoothly, a steady stream of visitors will be left
to enjoy a series of ambitious public spaces inspired by late 19thcentury civic grandeur. The most spectacular of these is the heart of
the center, a 150-foot-high lobby located at the south end of the building
called the "crystal palace." Framed by the intricate tracery of the space
frame, and a rosy, patterned terrazzo floor, its soaring, skylit interior is
impressive enough to convince anyone that the nodes were worth the
wait (and the price). Bisecting this great hall is the 360-foot-long
galleria, a public promenade that leads westward to the Hudson River,
and a 75-foot-high concourse that runs north and south along the front
of the building as a mammoth vestibule to the exhibition floors. In
addition to their monumentality, the strength of these grand rooms
stems from their multipurpose functions: they serve as circulation
spines, as halls for special events and receptions, and as spacious
retreats from the frenetic, crowded exhibition areas. More importantly,
their glass-enclosed, cubic volumes allow daylight to flood the building,
and offer views of the Manhattan skyline-a welcome departure from
the gloomy, windowless interiors of most convention centers.
But the Javits Convention Center is not without its faults. Apart
from the chamfered, jewel-like boxes stacked over the crystal palace
(preceding pages) and a few notches carved into the 4-block-long
exterior, the massive building's slightly reflective, dark gray curtain
wall remains oppressively lifeless for most of the day, appearing more
like a sprawling, suburban, speculative office building than an
important civic structure. The monumentality of the interior is only
revealed at night, when the entire bulk of the building is liffrom within
by a luminous pattern of suspended, twinkling lights that transforms
the crystal palace into a giant, glowing lantern (facing page).
Disappointing,too, is the cost-cutting move to forego the original
skylights over the galleria in favor of a solid roof. And while the design
of this space is being revamped as a "lively, night street with neon
graphics, exhibits, shops, and restaurants," according to Freed, a
developer for the commercial enterprise has yet to be found. If and
when the galleria is completed, it may not achieve its purpose as a
grand processional link from the front of the building to the back, since
the promenade abruptly terminates at 12th Avenue with no substantive
connection made to the Hudson River. The architects blame their
decision to turn the convention center away from the riverfront on a
desire to mask Westway, the ill-fated, elevated superhighway that was
slated to be constructed behind the building when design schematics
were begun.
Of more immediate, practical concern is the lack of onsite parking
and transportation to and from the center, underscoring its isolation
amid a West Side wasteland of warehouses. Although the building
accommodates 85,000 people, its parking lot on the northern end of the
site holds a mere 2,000 cars. For those willing to ride public
transportation, the center can be reached directly only by one
crosstown bus or by walking several desolate blocks from a subway
station. To remedy this situation, the city is investigating the
possibilities of building a larger parking garage on a nearby site,
augmenting existing transportation lines, and rezoning adjacent blocks
to encourage private development of hotels, office towers, stores, and
housing.
Meanwhile, across town in his Madison Avenue office, James Freed
has begun preliminary work on a proposed addition to Los Angeles's
convention center, undaunted by the highly publicized setbacks and
design compromises of his recently completed effort. After all, he
reckons, New York City is renowned for its long history of mired public
works: Central Park was completed 19 years behind schedule, and the
Brooklyn Bridge wound up costing $16 million, twice its anticipated
budget. As part of this proud tradition, the Javits fits right in.
Deborah K Dietsch

"There was something serendipitous
about the site," notes Freed of the
existing railroad yard viaduct that
rises 14 feet from 38th to 35th streets,
prompting the architects to house
the convention center's main
functions on two levels. The architect
likens his parti to an airport,
organized around separate
circulation systems for the ticketbuying public and "back ofthe
house" trades. Visitors enter the
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Mechanical
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LEVEL 3

11.
12.
13.
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Maintenance
Storage
South concourse
North concourse
Adminstrative offices
Crystal palace
Mezzanine
Galleria
River pavilion
Show managers' suites

convention center from 11th Avenue,
either at 35th Street through the
crystal palace (bottom right plan) or
through the lower level concourse
that runs parallel to thefrontfacade
(top left plan), while the trades
service the building from truck docks
at the back along 12th Avenue (top of
plans). To the east of the crystal
palace, a plaza, incorporating trees,
fountain, and bus drop-off loop, will
be linked to the concourse by means

ofan underground passageway, now
under construction (bottom ofsite
plan). The architect approached the
circulation ofthe Jamts Center as
fretwork, "an open system of
passageways treated as a microcosm
ofcity streets," he says, particularly
apparent in section (below). The 90foot bay system was designed to be
compatible with the dimensions of
30-foot trade-show booths, and the 10foot modules of the space frame. "In

designingwith aspaceframe,"
maintains Pei associate partner for
technology Michael Flynn, "you have
to decide which geometry will
dominate-the space frame or the
curtain wall." At the Jam ts, the
exterior grid ofinsulated glass
panels defers to the primary
structure. It is hung afoot outside
the space frame (bottom left section),
and attached to the nodes by means
ofsteel anchors (bottom right detail).
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Views of the crystal palace across the
concourse (facing page), from the
mezzanine level (preceding spread),
and from the lower level (top and
bottom left) reveal how the
convention centers grand lobby got
its name. Inspired by Joseph
Paxton s 1850s precedent, the 410,000square-foot, monumental interior
(spacious enough to house the Statue
ofLiberty) and adjacent public
promenades are defined by the sky lit
steelwork of the space frame that
creates shifting patterns of light and
shadow. Within these spaces,
dramatic views of midtown
Manhattan skyscrapers are visible
through the gridded curtain wall
and stepped clear glass over the
main entrance (preceding pages).
Designed and built from a system
patented by PG Structures, Inc., the
JO-foot modules of the space frame
rest on tubular steel columns
shaped, in the words of one
contractor, "like chunky champagne
glasses" (facing page). According to
partner-in-charge of design James
Freed, the choice ofsuch technology
was not based on the science of
Buckminster Fuller nor the art of
British high-tech. "I didn't want to
make a fetish out of the self
determination of the space frame,
but instead chose to treat it as a
flexible system that provides texture
and transparency," he maintains.
The use of this Tinkertoy-like
construction is restricted to the
buildings primary structure, while
the interior is divided by signature
Pei concrete elements, such as the
angled show managers' suites (facing
page), mezzanine (bottom left), and
columns on the lower level (left). The
insistent geometry of the space
frame is extended onto the marbleand-granite-chip terrazzo floors by a
triangular pattern purportedly
inspired by the Venetian church of
San Marco.
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"I didn't want to segregate the lowerlevel activities in a dark cellar, "
explains Freed of his approach to
designing the exhibition halls,
meeting rooms, and other functions
on the.floors below the crystal palace.
Daylight is transmitted from the
main lobby's lantern through a
balcony-studded oculus located
outside the special-events hall, a
2,500-seat auditorium used for
meetings or banquets (facing page).
Throughout the lower level, the
columns supporting the slab of the
upper exhibition halls, and the shafts
of the "champagne glass" columns
are poured in concrete to meet code
requirements for fireproofing to 20
feet. A special life-safety and
building code was developed for the
convention center by a cityappointed panel to cope with its vas t
size, including the specification of
JOO staircases to meet egress
requirements. From the concourse,
visitors enter the two levels of
exhibition halls via escalators
through portals located below the
trade-show managers' suites (top
right). The raw space of the
exhibition halls is redecorated by
each changing trade show, and
supervised by managers in glassenclosed offices above the floor
(bottom right). Constructed as a
"building within the building, "
according to the architect, the
freestanding, trapezoidal concrete
structure that contains the show
managers' offices and meeting
rooms permits sunlight from the
glassfaced concourse to filter over its
roof to the exhibition hall. Natural
light is augmented in the exhibition
and public circulation areas by
clusters of adjustable metal halide
luminairesfeaturing customdesigned reflectors (right). Glimpses
of the skylit space frame throughout
the building orient visitors back to
the entrances (bottom right).
Jacob K. Ja vits Convention Center
New York City
Owner:

Convention Center Development
Corporation
Architects:

J.M. Pei & Partners-James Inga
Freed, partner-in-charge of design;
Werner Wandelmaier, partner-incharge of management; Charles
Young, associate partner-in-charge
of design; Michael Flynn, associate
partner-in-charge of technology;
Robert Milburn, senior associate
project architect, production;
Thomas Baker, senior associate
project architect, design; John
Coburn, senior associate, resident
field architect; Beatrice Lehman,
Perry Chin, William Rowe, Andrej
Morawski, Peter X Kseizopolski,
Walter Patton, Raymond Searby,
Kevin Montgomery, Kirk Conover,
Phi:tip Toussaint, Julie Salestrom,
Robert Jefferson, Jeffrey Rosenberg,

project team; Vincent Polsinelli,
Robert Hartwig, Rfrhard Gorman,
Michael Moore, Jennifer Sage, Steve
Yablon, plaza team
Associate architects:

Lewis, Turner Partnership-Roger
Lewis, partner-in-charge
Engineers:

Weidlinger Associates-Matthys
Levy, partner-in-charge; Salmon
Associates (structural); Sys/ca &
Hennessy; Pierre A. Dillard
(mechanical/electrical); WoodwardClyde Consultants (soils)
Consultants:

RolfJensen & Associates (life safety);
Jules Fisher & Paul Marantz
(lighting); Travers Associates
(traffic); Cerami & Associates
(acoustics); Robert Schwartz &
Associates (specifications)

Wright at home again

In middle age, having watched several Taliesins grow, and one nearly
perish, Frank Lloyd Wright looked back on his first home and studio, in
Oak Park, Illinois, as embarrassing juvenilia. Referring to a willow tree
allowed to grow through the Oak Park roof, he remarked, "If I could
have covered the buildings all over with greenery, I would have done
so." Wright's misplaced chagrin at what he saw as the callowness of
youth makes the fledgling work only more precious to everyone who
would understand the full achievement of an American master. By any
standard, the Oak Park buildings are national treasures, and all who
love architecture must applaud their recently completed restoration
under the joint stewardship of The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and
Studio Foundation and The National Trust for Historic Preservation.
The residence, constructed in 1889 when Wright was 22, is his earliest
realized domestic design, a variation on the then-fashionable Shingle
Style that testifies nonetheless forcibly to the architect's precocious
maturity and singular vision (at right in photo below left, plans
overleaf). In person, the Oak Park dwelling seems almost diminutive,
reflecting the modest means of a newly married draftsman who
borrowed $5,000 from Louis Sullivan to acquire a lot and pay the
builders. The frame house is in essence a simple gabled cottage, yet one
recognizes an uncommonly skillful hand in the emphatic geometry that
transfigures the familiar archetype into a vigorous play of angles and
curves, planes and volumes, reminiscent of the Froebe! "gifts" of
Wright's boyhood. And there are intimations of things to come in
casements grouped as horizontal "light screens," in the flow of indoor
spaces around a central hearth, and in the orchestration of texture,
color, and shape that weaves the minutest practical details into
coherent patterns of sensual delight. Here is the first interior (the
dining room) in which Wright designed every piece of furniture as well
as the architectural surround; here are also some of his earliest
experiments with built-in seating, indirect lighting, and integrated
heating elements. It was in the studio (below center and right, and
opposite), added on as a professional workplace in 1898, that Wright
evolved these and related ideas and forms into the Prairie Style that
won him international renown. The richly sculptural composition of
entrance loggia, octagonal library, and two-story polygonal drafting
room is itself one of the major landmarks of that style.
While the studio and house are obviously milestones along the path
of an artistic career, their immediate effect on the visitor reaches far
outside the bounds of any neat historical timeline. Most poignantly,
perhaps, one feels the mysterious force of time itself. The inherent
beauty of the architecture requires no chronological rationale, yet
every surface bespeaks the fingers that shaped it or handled it in the
past, while echoes in the inglenook and shadows in the drafting room
evoke the voices and gestures of vanished figures. That the structures
inhabited by the architect, his family, and colleagues can now be
experienced in anything like their original form is almost miraculous,
given the impermanence of the original fabric, and the many,
sometimes radical, alterations made to it by Wright and subsequent
owners. Over two decades, as the young family grew and fresh
architectural ideas emerged, improvements amplified and refined the
compound of home and office: a dining-room wing was grafted on here,
a playroom there, a waiting room refurbished. More drastic remodeling
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Restoration of
The Frank Lloyd Wright
Home and Studio
Oak Park, Illinois

began in 1911, when the house was converted into an independent
rental unit and the studio became the residence of Wright's wife and
children, whom he had left two years earlier for another woman. New
porches, garages, and entries, and internal rearrangements changed
the aspect of the former home, while the studio was barely recognizable
after the open core of the drafting room had been divided into separate
stories and its octagonal drum squared off to create bedrooms. All of
these renovations were designed by Wright himself, which was not the
case with most of the piecemeal tinkering that occured between 1925,
when he sold the property, and 1956, when the last private residents
engaged him to restore fragments of a sadly deteriorated structure.
The present appearance of intact survival belies the formidable
complexity and scope of the 12-year, $2.1-million restoration conducted
by a committee of staff and volunteers at the Frank Lloyd Wright
Home and Studio Foundation. (The National Trust, besides furnishing
technical assistance, provided substantial funding, as did the Steelcase
Corporation, the project's major corporate sponsor.) All research and
design was carried out by the Foundation committee, which also helped
prepare working drawings and manage construction. It was the
committee's decision to return key elements of the site to their
configuration in 1909, the last year when Wright lived and worked
here-a controversial judgment, since it involved the removal of
"authentic" later fabric, but one that gained the approval of historians,
preservationists, and the architect's own family. The opportunity to
interview Wright's living children was one of the restoration team's
primary resources, along with vintage photographs, house drawings
from 1889, various partial drawings and sketches for the studio, and asbuilt records for the whole complex in 1925. New survey drawings and
photographs charted existing conditions.
Painstaking archaeological probes uncovered evidence to fill the
many gaps left by incomplete or ambiguous historical documents:
revelations could be as minute as a critical nail hole or lath mark or as
substantial as a complete bay window encased in brick or murals buried
under crusted layers of paint. No find was more dramatic than the
discovery of a hand-forged "chain harness" still functioning as a
tension ring above dropped ceilings in the drafting room (page 124).
Unfortunately, since building standards in turn-of-the-century Oak
Park were never meant to match the virtuosity of Wright's design, or
ensure durability through the ages, it was imperative that modern
preservationists repair, reinforce, or replace a great deal of damaged
material throughout the site. One measure of the restoration's
methodical care, and ingenuity, is the extraordinary degree to which
these tasks were accomplished without sacrificing genuine substance
from the original buildings, even where it could not be seen; another is
the unobtrusiveness of whatever new construction or substituted
ornament the project required. Structural steel, for example, was
inserted-invisibly-above <lentil-molded beams on the living-room
ceiling, behind bas-relief piers in the office waiting room, and under the
drafting-room balcony. Missing or badly weathered sculpture was
either modeled anew from photographs or recast from extant
prototypes. Wright would no doubt smile at one of the few conspicuous
addenda, a locust tree trained through the roof where the long-lost
willow used to wave its boughs. Douglas Brenner

All of the lower stair landing and
benches (this page, above) were torn
out in 1911, when Wright inserted a
new carriage entrance. The
Foundation's architects had new
steps crafted ofquarter-sawn white
oak, basing their reconstruction on
sketchy 1889 plans and period
photos. Most woodwork had been
varnished or painted over by later
occupants, but untouched surfaces
discovered inside a cabinet provided
a control sample for refinishing. The
restorers contacted more than 100
hardware suppliers in search of
historically correct fittings. Lighting
fixtures include Louis Sullivanderived ceiling reliefs found in situ
or recast, such as one near the livingroom inglenook (opposite top left),
and recreations of missing indirect
lighting panels, such as the pierced
plywood screen over the table and
chairs which Wright designed/or his
dining room (opposite top right).

The passageway linking home and
studio (this page below), now seen as
it looked circa 1909, was blocked off
and completely transformed in 1911.
Rebuilt stairs beyond the tree trunks
(at right) lead to the drafting room
balcony. Probes in the north
bedroom (opposite bottom left)
revealed the existence ofstencils and
pictorial lunettes. Two conservators
spent four months scaling paint off
the murals-{J,n unusually delicate
task, since it was necessar1J to gut the
rest of the room/or repairs.
Fortunately, a mural by Orlando
Giannini in the playroom had not
been painted over, and the vaulted
chamber was never partitioned
(overleafand opposite bottom right).
Wright added the playroom to his
gabled cottage in 1895, along with the
present dining room and kitchen.
The Foundation '.s bookstore and
apartment inconspicuously reuse a
1911 garage wing.
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Between 1898and1909, Wright and
his associates designed Unity
Temple, the Larkin Building, the
Robie House, and more than 130
other executed projects inside the
studio drafting room (this page). The
horizontal chain harness that acts as
a tension ring within the upper
octagonal drum survived in perfect
condition. Vertical links to the
balcony are replicas of chains
discarded when a full second floor
was built in 1911. However; because
roof beams had deflected as much as
three inches, it would have been
hazardous/or restorers to rely on
chain suspension. As a necessary
compromise, the design team elected
to support the balcony on concealed
steel beams. Visible results of
extensive interior reconstructi:on
include an arched fireplace
uncovered beneath a later mantel
and floors tai:d with magnesi:te, a.
once-popular sawdust-and-cement
composition, color-matched to
remnants on the balcony. Walls in
Wright's octagonal ti:brary (opposite)
regained a. cladding ofgold paint.
Zinc window ca mes were rep lated
with copper and brass.

Restoration of
The Frank Lloyd Wright
Home and Studio
Oak Park, Illinois
Owners:
Th e National Trust for Histo11:c
Preservation;
Restored and administered by
The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and
Studio Foundation
Architects:
Th e Restoratfon Committee of the
Foundation: John G. Thorpe,
AJA, William B. Dring, AJA, Donald
G. Kalec, chairmen; Carl J. Hunter,
Karen A. Sweeney, vice chairmen;
Donald G. Katee, director of research
and restoration; Ann A bernathy,
project arch1:tect; Morgan Sweeney,
WilliamJ. Mahalko, Cynthia.
Bolsega-Mueller, Herbert Hoppe,
intern sta.!larchitects
Associated architects:
Th e Office ofJohn Vinci; Robert A.
Bell Architects Ltd.; Fred C.
Burghardt, A JA
Engineers:
P & W Engineers (structural); Bruno
Blachowicz, PE. (mechanical);
Gavlin and Reckers (structural)
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Consultants:
Robert A. Furho.!J (paint analysis);
Martha Scattei·day (landscape
design)
General contractors:
G. A. Johnson and Son; Summer
Sollitt Construction Co.; Frank
Stowell and Sons

Rockefeller Center
Promenade Restaurants
New York City
John Portman & Associates,
Architects

Prometheus rebounded

The underground pedestrian and shopping concourse interlinking all of
the buildings in Rockefeller Center always lacked a focus, becoming
truly drab at the very heart of the place-the restaurants surrounding
the rink/plaza and the passages that encircle them. Having decided to
do something about this, David Rockefeller chose John Portman &
Associates, the firm that reinvented the high-rise atrium, rediscovered
the shaftless elevator, and became famous for its ability to design
commercially successful urban plazas and malls, to remake the center
of the Center.
Today, one glimpses Prometheus and watches skaters in the winter
or outdoor diners in the summer through an undulating bronze and
glass wall that separates the new restaurants from the pedestrian
concourse. Almost every restaurant table offers a splendid view of life
in the plaza, through newly enlarged windows. The surrounding foyer
has been sheathed, floor and walls, in white marble washed with warm
fl uorescent light, its brightness in cheerful contrast to the black marble
veneers of the adjoining Art Deco concourse.
Although the architects took some cues from the magnificent Art
Deco interiors elsewhere in Rockefeller Center, the effect is neither
Deco restored nor Deco transformed. The decor of the earlier
restaurants was not worth renewing or preserving. Reinventing Deco
with the necessary originality, audacity, and verve would have been
well worth a try, however, given the current rebirth of the style as a
rich source of contemporary design inspiration. The Portman team and
the designers of the restaurant interiors (The Office of Phil George)
had a reason for giving such an ambitious goal a pass, wishing the new
restaurants to be perceived as really new, not a warm-up of decorative
ingredients now more than a half-century old.
The new restaurant complex does, however, successfully respond to
more subtle Rockefeller Center themes, namely those of lasting luxury,
wealth, and elegance. The Portman architects have used marble and
bronze unsparingly, forging a stronger link with the older interiors and
Rockefeller Center as a whole than their minor borrowings of Deco
motifs ever could. Vincent Scully in American Architecture and
Urbanism (1969) noted well the underlying opulent spirit which the
new design continues: " ... Rockefeller Center is one of the few
surviving public spaces in America that looks as if it were designed and
used by people who knew what stable wealth was and were not
ashamed to enjoy it. Flags snap, high heels tap: a little sex and
aggression, the city's delights." Today the restaurants at the heart of
the complex partake of the Center's wonderful sumptuousness, but the
style is Portman, not Deco. And it works. Mildred F. Schmertz
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The skating rink/ plaza, banded by
unobtrusive kiosks, each containing
restaurants, is closer to Fifth Avenue an elevator transporting passengers
than it is to the boundaries of
to andfrom restaurant/ayers on the
Rockefeller Center west ofSixth. As
underground pedestrian concourse
function, form, and symbol,
(plan). The perspective drawing
however, it is the center of the Center. (opposite) was made in 1932 before a
It now has a somewhat altered
rink or indeed Prometheus had been
perimeter (below), the restaurant
thought of, and the photo below it
windows having been made as high
shows the space actually constructed.
and wide as the structural grid
Skating was.first introduced in 1936.
allows. On the streets to the north
and south of the rink are two
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The elegant bronze and glass elevator
kiosk (below) is one of two carefully
understated structures that have
quietly taken their places among the
flagpoles on the terraced edges of the
rink. In sculptor Paul Manship s
conception as originally installed,
Prometheus was.flanked by a man
and woman (bottom) representing
mankind, the recipients of his gifts.
In the late '30s these were moved to a
roof terrace of the International
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Building at Rockefeller Center. Now
refurbi:shed, they are back at the
rink. Since window surfaces have
been significantly increased and new
skylights inserted, restaurant spaces
are bright and lively, especially in
winter when the light reflects off the
ice. As the section indicates, the new
glass block skylights occur in the
sidewalks and planters on 49th and
50th streets.

L. Beason
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The undulating glass and bronze
screen (below) between the
restaurants and the underground
pedestrian concourse offers
passersby almost continuous views
of the rink, and an occasional
glimpse of Prometheus. Modest
helpings by the Portman team from
Rockefeller Center's sumptuous Art
Deco feast include bronze display
window frames and related signs
that are similar to those to be seen in
Jaim e A rdiles-A rce photos e.rcepl a.s not ed
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Channel Gardens (the promenade
leading from Fifth Avenue directly
to the rink and the RCA Building).
Various vertical and horizontal
stripings in bronze tubing, neon, or
tiny incandescent lights do not add
up to Art Deco, neither reconstituted
nor transformed, nor do they seem
to have been expected to carry much
historic or nostalgic signification.
The effect suggests contemporary
notions of opulence with little

historic recall. Bronze-sheathed
columns, bronze lighting fixtures,
planters, and railings have been
combined with a beautiful white
marble from Portugal (Estremos) to
luxurious effect.

Promenade Restaurants
Rockefeller Center
New York City
Owner:
Rockefeller Center
Architects:
John Portman & AssociatesJohn C. Portman, Jr., design
principal; Raphael Samach,
architectural project manager;
Allison M. Fleetwood, project
architect;

F. Vernon H Smith, Jr.,
Sam H McPhaul, architects
Consultants:
Rockefeller Center Design/
Planning/EngineeringJames R. Smith, director (design
coordination); The Office ofPhil
George (interior design); Edwards &
Zuck (mechanical/ electrical); Theo
Kondos Associates, William Lam
Associates (lighting); Chermayeff &
Geismar Associates (graphics)

Construction manager:
Rockefeller Center Construction
Company (phase one)
Herbert Construction Co.
(phase two)
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Art lessons

Of the cheerful ironies and oppositions attesting its designers' resolve
that Furman University's new visual arts building "provoke questions"
among sharp-eyed students, the most immediate is the clash-wellcushioned but clear-of the building's self-assured '80s sensibility with
its period-piece setting. Planned in the late '50s when Furman relocated
to a new outlying site, the campus reflected the conservative biases of
the college governors, acceded to by their then scarcely less
conservative architects (the firm now constituted as Perry Dean Rogers
& Partners), in a neat all-of-a-piece composition of brick-clad, slateroofed "Georgian Colonial" buildings, each sporting in earnest of
Palladian intent some variation on the theme of portico and pediment.
The Roe Art Building approaches this pretty if not quite persuasive
anachronism with almost assertive deference. The lines of its facade
and cornice carefully continue those of the next-door auditorium
building to maintain and extend the existing arrival sequence. Its
facing replicates the oversized variegated brick used throughout the
campus. It even boasts the Furman signature portico. Such gestures of
respect, however, are finally coopted by the witty didacticism that
makes the building a working syllabus for the pursuits it houses.
The lessons begin at the front door, which interrupts a long
ambiguously scaled brick slab, otherwise broken only by low punched
windows, with ponderous parapet-high brick pillars that rise closepaired to a precariously balanced pediment, forming a monumental
porch abruptly domesticated by the luminous greenhouse vestibule
tucked beneath and a transparent side-lighted grid tucked behind.
The contrast of the hermetic facade with so prodigal a celebration of
entry is a fitting introduction for the more subtle contradictions of an
interior where the utilitarian, let-it-all-hang-out spaces of a teaching
atelier are formally disposed in a classical plan symmetrically organized
around intersecting axes (page 135). One axis slices from the out-size
south porch to an identical rear construction that gives back-door entry
equal ceremony; the second, the building's primary circulation artery,
stretches its full length. But principal designer Charles Rogers, to
whom a corridor is rarely just a corridor, has elaborated these
necessary links to a lively sequence of spatial and visual events
climaxing in a mock-classical rotunda at their crossing.
The south-to-north route through the building is an orchestrated
progress from the small outer vestibule to a full-height lobby that
narrows to a low passage whose uncomfortably jagged sawtoothed
walls hasten the debouch to the tall top-lit cylinder of the rotunda, from
which the lofty east-west gallery at the building core is revealed (pages
136-137). Twelve feet across, the gallery soars some 25 feet to a ridge
where a continous skylight plays steady north light against shafts of
sunlight from intermittent south-facing openings, heightening the
liquescent shimmer of glass-masonry panels that frame the doors to
classrooms and faculty suites and line the studios' inner walls.
Lest the descent of the muse be discouraged by cramped quarters or
fancy finishes, the studios are big bright lofts, with mezzanines to
exploit their height and broad expanses of factory windows to exploit
the north light. Structure and mechanical innards are exposed,
materials sturdy and modest. Translated to the double-duty circulation
areas, however, the workaday vocabulary-concrete block, dry wall,
glass masonry-is expanded by textural contrasts and vivid splashes of
paintbox color. To point a lesson in scale relationships, the entries from
the main corridor to the exhibit gallery and lecture hall flanking the
south passage are dignified by building-high inward-angled foyers of
glass-block set in iridescent blue surrounds, which diminish to singlestory height when announcing less public spaces. Pattern is introduced
on the walls between, where geometric mosaics of tinted concrete block
frame huge canvases for displaying student work. But the playful
study of light and color peaks at the top of the gallery with the parallel
march of blue industrial lamps mounted on red plates: presto, purplewhich just happens to be, with white, the school color. Margaret Gaskie

Thomas A. Roe Art Building
Furman University
Greenville, South Carolina
Perry Dean Rogers & Partners,
Architects

Anticipating the eventful interior,
the blankly stolid face the Roe
building turns to the campus bursts
to life at the entry portico, where
hefty brick pillars crowned by an
extended gable pull the structure
outward. The resulting void is
layered with a transparent central
grid fram ed by tall slits, "windows"
floating in nonexistent side walls,
and a tidy intermediate porch of
metal-framed glass and glass block.
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To free the Roe build1:ng 's studios of
bulky equ1:pment and messy noiseand heat-producing processes, the
kiln and foundry were relegated,
along with mechanical rooms and
storage space, to a pair of low, gabled
outbuildings that delineate a paved
and grassed rear courtyard where
students can work outdoors in
clement weather (and, occasionally,
break for a quick badminton game).
The passage between the two, marked
by a broad introductory curve,
focuses the approach to the imposing
back porch and the north-south cross
axis that emerges at a twin porch on
the face opposite. Inside the
courtyard, the utility sheds'
domestic square windows, latticed
cypress doors, and open brickwork
offset the factory-like facade of the
building proper, whose big closegridded expanses ofglass bring north
light to the studios within. At the end
walls, slim transparent portals
disclose the east-west corridor
traversing the building length. In
addition to its role as a Main-Street
bazaar where student work is
displayed, this colorful light-filled
corridor is the principal organizing
element in the building plan. Large
studios for ceramics, sculpture,
painting, and design are ranged
along it to the north, with such
necessaries as faculty studios,
administrative office, seminar
room, and faculty lounge clustered
at the cross axis. To the south,
protected from the strong sun but
naturally lighted as needed by
overhead skylights and the small
square windows that puncture the
frontfacade, are workrooms for
printmaking and photography, a
climate-controlled gallery to host
traveling exhibits, the main lecture
hall with adjoining projection room,
an octagonal student lounge
opening to a seminar room, and
three faculty office-studio suites.
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1. Sculpture court
2. Porch
3. Lobby
4. Hall
5. Rotunda
6. Student gallery
7. Design studio
8. Painting studio
9. Administrative office
JO. Faculty lounge
11. Faculty office/studio
12. Seminar room
13. Sculpture studio
14. Ceramics studio
15. Student lounge
16. Slides/ projection
17. Classroom
18. Exhibition gallery
19. Workroom
20. Photography studio
21. Printmaking studio
22. Restrooms
23. Storage
24. Courtyard
25. Mechanical/s torage
26. Mechanicall kilnslfoundriJ
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The north-south circulation aa:is
crossing the Roe building from small
glazed porches beneath the front and
rear entry porticos is composed as a
series of expanding and contracting
spaces to heighten the sense of
movement toward the central
rotunda (photo left) at the focal
point of the symmetrical plan. The
high front lobby (opposite), with its
stepped walls pressing forward to a
low narrow passageway, also
previews the use of pattern, color,
and contrast to enrich homely
materials: polished marble display
cases and smooth flagstone floor
against a backdrop of rough concrete
block in grays modulating from
near-white to slate-blue; red concrete
pavers as base course and insets in
walls and floors; the underlying
module of 8-inch-square concrete
and glass masonry units elaborated
to the repeated play ofsquare on
square. In the rotunda the square
becomes a vertical structure
upholding curved panels and rising
to a skylight at the juncture of the
axial trusses, with light penetration
from east and west limited to
sustain the hierarchical importance
of the north-south axis against the
impact of the long intersecting spine
. (photo lower left). The almost
continuous band ofglass block that
admits borrowed lightfrom the
sky lit student gallery to the studios
opening offit to the north is echoed
on the south wall in narrow glassblock panels framing diagonal
vestibules, which stretch ceiling-high
at the entrances to the principal
lecture room and the exhibit gallery
(photo lower right).

David Crosby
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Opening from the Roe Art Building's
lively student gallery, and sharing
the light and sparkle ofits glassmasonry panels set in deep-hued
frames, are the studios that form the
facility's raison d'etre. Already
generous in size, the flexible
workmanlike ateliers equipped/or
ceramics (above), sculpture,
painting, and design are made still
more expansive by extension to the
rear courtyard and outbuildings
and by room-wide mezzanine lofts
that serve as studios for advanced
students, reached via ships ladders
with concealed storage beneath. The
25-foot-high ceiling also permits the
insertion of a band of clerestories
atop the wall fronting the sky lit
passage to supplement light from the
big square openings on the north
wall. In addition to the student
workrooms, the building includes
smaller private studios with lofts, en
suite with faculty offices.
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Tho mas A. Roe A rt Building
Furman University
Greenville, South Carolina
Architects:
Perry Dean Rogers & PartnersCharles F. Rogers, principal-incharge, in collaboration with Steven
M. Foote, Robert C. Dean, Gabriel
Yaari, David Storeygard, and Lloyd
Dyson
Engineers:
The Piedmont Group
Landscape architects:
Umberto Innocenti-Richard K.
Webel
General contractor:
Argo Construction Company, Inc.

Light and art:
Three exhibitions at the
National Gallery of Art
Lighting design is an art supported by a continually improving
technology. Demonstrating both the art and technique, the masterfully
lit gallery installations shown herein were a part of three temporary
exhibitions recently mounted in the East Wing of the National Gallery
of Art. Collectively, the galleries illustrate a wide range of lighting
dynamics that convey mood while giving sharp visual access to
artworks. The range of effects owes something to recently developed
electrical lighting equipment which in terms of reduced size, ability to
focus, and color-rendering capabilities surpasses anything formerly
available. Accounting for the art in the lighting is more difficult. One
factor contributing to the esthetic achievement of these three
exhibitions and indeed all of the presentations at the National Gallery is
the dedicated collaboration between director, curators, and the
designers for each show. Working together, they form a common
understanding and attitude toward individual artworks and groupings
which manifests itself in astute, evocative presentations. As a result,
art at the National Gallery is made more accessible than it is at many
other institutions.
A key member of the team is the lighting designer, Gordon Anson,
whose concerns for the visual experience, and keen eye, are
contributions that run like a constant thread through all the exhibitions.
Anson bases his design on four criteria: objects should be lit to the
fullest; exhibition spaces should be lit to convey the feeling or idea of
the exhibition; lighting should be done with the visitor in mind; finally,
lighting should be done with the art object's condition in mind-a
conservation consideration.
In lighting museum objects to their fullest, Anson matches the light
of the lamp to the color spectrum represented in the artwork. He then
balances the color characteristics of the room's walls, ceilings, and
ambient light to the color in the artwork. If the artwork is a painting or
drawing in a heavy frame, care is taken to minimize the strength of
shadows cast on the picture from the frame by increasing the number
of lamps, decreasing the strength of each, and diversifying their
position. Sculptural objects are lit to render texture and shape. Steeply
raked light accentuates rough texture. Light that approaches at an
angle perpendicular to the lit surface flattens it, enhancing smoothness.
With three-dimensional objects, Anson controls the depth and position
of shadows within the piece, and the shadows that the piece casts on
pedestals, walls, and floors (photos, pages 146 and 147).
In lighting an exhibition space, i.e. the ambient light in a gallery,
Anson distinguishes between permanent installations and temporary.
In a permanent gallery, ambient light levels are kept high to convey a

sense of stability. And, higher light levels encourage museum visitors
to wander, discovering art on their own. In a temporary installation, the
opposite is often intended: visitors are subtly directed from one object
to another with a pathway of light, or by highlighting some works over
others to effect visual stepping stones.
Anson also uses ambient lighting to reinforce the expressive
intentions behind the artworks; or to account for psychological factors
within the viewer. For example, in lighting an exhibition of old masters'
paintings, Anson will use a low light level in the red / orange range by
using standard voltage Par 38 lamps. Keeping the room in low, warm
light reinforces people's notions of the past-visitors would feel less
comfortable with the art if the setting for old masters was analogous to
the bright, highly lit spaces used for contemporary art. At the National
Gallery there are opportunities to incorporate natural light into the
ambient lighting scheme, leading to wonderful effects (pages 142 and
143). The problem, of course, is what happens at night. We have
illustrated two distinct possibilities: the David Smith Gallery (section
below, photo at right) is rigged with artificial light above the laylights
to simulate skylight during the night. For Rodin's marbles (page 147), a
quiet, moonlit environment was simulated after sunset in the East
Wing's central atrium.
While using light to create an enjoyable ambience in each room,
Anson is also concerned with the pacing of light from room to room.
The variety and change achieved by stepping ambient light levels up
and down in a dynamic pattern reduces visitor boredom and fatigue.
(Incidentally, pacing is a useful device for seamlessly integrating rooms
designed with high light levels with those whose light levels must be
kept very low to conserve light-sensitive artwork.) To ensure that
lighting transitions are smooth and properly registered, Anson walks
backward through each exhibition before it opens, and, at the same
time, double-checks that there are no problems with glare, reflections
on glass or acrylic, lack of full illumination on objects, or overly strong
shadows that might stand between the visitor and the art.
The overall esthetic effects of the National Gallery's lighting design,
along with conservation and visibility requirements, are realized with a
modest vocabulary of equipment: one type of track; a single source for
fixtures; and two basic light sources: parabolic aluminized reflectors
(PAR lamps); and dichroic reflector, quartz-halogen lamps (specifically,
MR-16's). Filtering is done mechanically with screens, clear plastics, or
fabric. Thus, with a minimum of means comes a maximum effect-an
accomplishment implicit when inspired technology supports an art.

Darl Rastorfer
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SPOTLIGHTS PAR 38
{TRACK IN LAY LI GHT
MULLI ONS)
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William Schaeffer/ National Gallery of A rt

In the 1960's, the American artist,
David Smith, created the sculptures
displayed in the gallenJ pictured
above. Made during an arts festival
in Italy, the pieces were originally
exhibited in a Roman amphitheater.
Wishing to recreate the sense of the
sculptures'first public appearance,
the exhibition designers fashioned a
naturally lit, stepped and tiered
gallenJ in the newly opened East
Wing of the National Gallery of Art.
The new wing's architect, l M. Pei,
had designed the natural lighting
system so that the laylight, i.e., the
inner membrane ofglass, could be
raised and lowered on threaded bolts
(section at left). For this installation,
the laylights were set high in the
room. In addition to the daylight,
each piece of sculpture is
illuminated with at least three
lamps, typically two PAR 36 quartz,
250 watt spots from the front, and
one from the back. The "wagon" in

the middle of the gallery is lit with
eight such spotlights. These lamps
have a high kelvin temperature (in
the range of 360 deg), which gives a
wide spectrum of light capable of
rendering the delicate coloration of
the metal sculptures. The.fixtures
were plugged into tracks integral to
the laylightframes- another feature
designed by the Pei office. The spots
were placed at an angle to the
artwork to best articulate their
subtly composed texture. Care was
taken so that no shadows were cast
on the walls. At night, PAR 56
medium floods light the space
between laylight and skyl1:ght,
simulating the ambient light of day.
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The Jacobean long gallery (below),
and the galleries shown on the facing
page, were among the rooms in the
Treasure Houses of Britain
exhibition held earlier this year.
Orchestrated as a sequence of
evocative period rooms, the Jacobean
gallery was built within a long space
that offered natural light from a side
wall. However, lamplight,
originating at the ceiling beams,
provided the primary source

EXIST. EXTER.
WINDOW WALL

LEADED GL ASS WINDOWS

SISAL FLOORING ON MASONITE
OVER MARBLE FLOORS
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(section below), used to both wash the
walls and spotlight the paintings.
Ambient light was intentionally
pulled away from the central axis of
the room to accentuate the sense of
length. For the same reason, light
levels were reduced at the end of the
room, where a painting by Van Dyck
and two bronze busts were spotlit
proportionally higher than other
works in the gallery.

The Lord Burlington Palladian
room (below) connects to a gallery
named the Souvenirs of Italy, and
beyond to the Sculpture Rotunda.
Here, natural light,filteredfrom
above, is combined with artificial
light to create an appropriate
ambience. In the Palladian room, a
scrim was stretched above the cornice
to mask the geometry of the
laylights. The lighting tracks lie just
beneath the scrim. In the tall

Sculpture Rotunda, a scrim was
stretched above the oculus of the oval
dome (section below). At night, lights
above the lay light simulate daylight.
Fixtures around the lip of the oculus
wash the dome and walls with light.
Others light artworks. The
centerpiece of the room, Samson and
the Philistines, is lit through small
holes circling above the cornice.
Light from this angle cuts down on
shadows within the sculpture.
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The case for porcelains, the corner
chimney mantle, and the bookcase
(below), as well as the trophy case
(facing page), all from the Treasure
House exhibition, use MR-16 lamps
as their primary light source. These
lamps are very small and therefore
easily hidden; most of the heat they
generate is discharged from the back
of the lamp, reducing the heat levels
within the cases (a great benefit from
a conservation standpoint); their

color is well-balanced; and,
relamping is easy because they are
removed and inserted without
screwing. Because the porcelain
objects are displayed on glass shelves
(below left photo and drawing), the
objects had to be stacked so as not to
cast shadows on each other. Lights
are located in the ceiling plane of the
case and focused toward the center of
the display. Glare on the glass
barrier is avoided by controlling the
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angle of the light to the plane of the
glass. Avoiding glare required a
more complex technique for the
corner mantelpiece (below, right).
Here, a sheet of clear acrylic ex tends
from wall to wall and floor to ceiling.
The primary light source is a small
slot in the ceiling at the front of the
case. A shield was put on each of the
approximately 50 lights in the
gallery space that would otherwise
have reflected off the acrylic surface.

The shielding rendered the acrylic
sheet so invisible that,
unfortunately, a number of visitors
walked into it. The organic
material-paper and leather- in the
bookcase (bottom left) demanded low
light levels for conservation
purposes. Lit from the top of the
case, an acrylic filter beneath the
lights was used to reduce intensity.
Also, screens were placed on each
fixture for the same reason.

Actually, three spotlight levels are
represented in the case (the open
books receive the least), but the
balance is so good that all objects
appear to be lit evenly. The
equestrian.figure (below left) was the
centerpiece in the first gallery of the
Treasure House exhibition. Made
during the Renaissance, the
polychrome.finish is highly sensitive
to decomposition under strong light.
It was, however, to be the visual focal

point of the gallery. To make it stand
out, despite the dim spotlighting, the
ambient light around it was held
very low. The equestrian was lit with
low-voltage PAR 36 lampsfrom a
variety of angles so that all surfaces
were visible. The "Sporting Life
Case" (photo below right and
drawing), replicates a display case
for trophies typical in English
country houses. The metalware is
placed on pedestals covered with

dark velvet. In the display, the
ceiling of the case was painted to
match the fabric. Each object is
individually litfrom the top with an
MR-16. Several PAR 36 lamps
outside the case give additional light
to the objectsfarthestforward in the
display. The.finale/or the Treasure
Houses exhibition was a circa 1740
dolls' house (bottom left) with all its
original pieces. Again.for
conservation purposes, the light on

the house was kept low. Each object
in the house was lit as an art object,
with tiny automotive dome lights
placed within tfte house giving off
approximately1onefootcandle each.
Th ese lights could be dimmed.
The two house facades were lit from
the top of the case, and several
PAR 36 lamps were placed outside
the case to reinforce the light on
foreground objects.
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One of the largest shows ever
mounted by the museum, the Rodin
Rediscovered exhibition (below and
facing page), charted the career of
the sculptor, beginning with a salon
setting and ending with his last
works, the "Gates ofHell and Its
Offspring" (photo and plan below).
For dramatic effect, the ambient
light in the room was kept low; the
light on the bronze sculpture was
high. Low-voltage PAR 36 lamps (the

exhibition was installed before MR16's were available) and some 250
quartz spotlights were used because
these lamps have the same color
range as PAR 36's. Establishing wellbalanced light was paramount to
accurately rendering the rich greens
and warm brassy colors of the
bronzes ' patina. Bronzes soak up
light, and it took no less than 75
fixtures, placed above and at the
sides, to fully light the gates.

D
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Rodin 's marbles were exhibited in
the East Wing's central atrium,
which presented a garden setting for
the works. During the day, the
figures were bathed in sunshine
from the skylights above. At night
(illustrated in the photo below), there
was a greater play of light and
shadow on the surfaces. Artificial
lighting posed difficulties because
the sources were mounted in the
skylights 65 ft above the floor. Th e

Three exhibitions at the National
Gallery of Art
Washington, D. C.
Director:
J. Carter Brown
Exhibition design:
Gaillard Ravenel, chief designer;
Mark Leithauser, project designer;
Elroy Quenroe, assistant designer
for Rodin Rediscovered and David
Smith exhibitions; John Zelenik
assistant designer for the Treasure
Houses of Britain exhibition
Lighting design:
Gordon Anson; John Olson,

pieces were double-lit so that if one
lamp burnt out, relamping was
unnecessary (the light level of each
lamp was reduced from what it
wou ld have been had there been a
single source). The trees were lit/or
night, as well as the sculptures,
which made them appear to be in
moonlight (precisely the effect Pei
envisioned). Indeed, the pieces are all
the more magnificent when set
among soft, dappled light.

assistant designer for the Treasure
Houses of Britain exhibition
Master carpenter:
Floyd Everly
Master electrician:
Jam es Spicknall
Curators:
E. A. Carmean (David Smith
exhibition, June 1978-July 1985);
Gervase Jackson-Stops (the Treasure
Houses of Britain exhibition,
November 1985-April 1986); Albert
Elsen, Kirk Varnedoe, Ruth Butler
(the Rodin Rediscovered exhibition,
June 1981-May 1982)
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New products

Going beneath the surface
When Susan Grant Lewin of
Formica Corporation invited a
rather eclectic group of design
professionals to take part in the
Surface and Ornament design
competition three years ago, she
wasn't completely sure what
direction the exhibit would
ultimately take. The purpose of the
competition ostensibly was to
promote the design potential of the
Colorcore line of high-pressure
laminate surfacing material. It was
of particular importance to Formica
that the objects created accentuate
several product characteristics,
including the line's expanded
palette of colors and the fact that
the Colorcore line of products,
unlike traditional high-pressure
laminates, is said to maintain its
color throughout and not just on the
surface. The latter point, in turn,
affords r!esigners the luxury of
148
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working without the seams and
black edges that are characteristic
of certain other surfacing materials.
To this end, the Surface and
Ornament designers (architects,
graphic, furniture, and industrial
designers) created an array of
objects encompassing a variety of
styles and architectural
philosophies. The sampling of
designs, shown above, represents
several of the most recent creations.
The Sun Chairs, designed by
Charles Jencks (1), measure 39- by
24- by 19-in. each and feature
Colorcore surface material and
Color-Tiers edge stripes in the
multicolored layering and routing of
the fluted backs. Shiro Kuramata's
Table (2) was designed using glass
leg supports along with Colorcore.
The Eye Dazzler #1 and #2 "hard
rugs," (3) designed by A2Z, were
constructed using Colorcore,
Color-Tiers, and traditional

Formica laminate and measure
36- by 96-in. each. Finally, the
vertical column of light in the Floor
Lamp (4), designed by Robert
McKerrow and Larry Mathies,
draws attention to the inner core of
Colorcore surfacing material. For
three years the competition traveled
to Paris, Milan, London, and Tokyo,
and spawned several related
competitions including, "Material
Evidence: New Color Techniques in
Handmade Furniture" and
"Meeting of the Minds." In the end,
Surface and Ornament seems to
have touched on more than simple
product characteristics. The
competition gave architects and
designers the opportunity to
explore for themselves the
increased design potential of oncefamiliar high-pressure laminates.
Formica Corp., New York City.
Eileen Gabriele
Circle 300 on reader service card

1. Charles Jencks, Sun Chairs,

1985.
2. Shiro Kuramata, Table, 1985.
3. A2Z (Ries Niemi, Sheila Klein,
Norman Millar), Eye Dazzler
# 1 and #2, 1986.
4. Robert McKerrow and
Larry Mathies, Floor Lamp,
1986.
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This Chicago crossroads
address means prestige. But it
also means dirt, noise and
energy expense.
Window replacement by Pella
brings it all under control.
Marking the corner where the Chicago Loop meets the Magnificent
Mile is an important triad of contemporaries: the Beaux Arts Chicago
Tribune and Wrigley buildings and
this art deco landmark. This tower,
Holabird and Root's prototype for
their Chicago Board of Trade building, has been a prestigious address
since the roaring twenties. But by
the eighties, the roaring and the
grime inside came from traffic on
Michigan Avenue. And energy costs
had climbed through the roof.
The problem was 1287 ill-fitting
original steel windows. To replace
them, the building owners sought a
supplier with a reputation for quality
custom windows, energy efficient
design and the ability to handle all
aspects of the project. So they contracted with Pella.
A feat of planning
Replacing over 1200 windows in a
single summer without disrupting
the fully-occupied building was a
major feat of planning and supervision . Pella custom-built the windows
to fit over existing frames and installed them from indoors on all 33
floors, precisely as scheduled. The
owners chose Pella Traditional Double-Hung (TD) and imposingly
scaled Large Double-Hung (LD)
Windows as much for easy maintenance as for structural performance
and historical accuracy. Windows
pivot for easy washing from inside ,
eliminating the necessity for exterior
windows hooks which were considered a safety hazard.
Improves interior environment
In addition to significantly reducing
heating and air conditioning costs,
the Pella TD and LD windows seal
tightly (maximum air infiltration 0.15
cfm at 25 mph) to keep the interior

environment cleaner.
What's more, the owners were
pleased at the considerable reduction of traffic din. One contributing
factor is nearly an inch of insulating
air space between the fixed glass
pane and the removable double
glazing panel. And, tucked safely in
that air space, optional Pella Slimshad e® blinds replace window
treatments that forever needed repair and cleaning. One of seven
glazing and shading options, Type
E Slimshades offer impressive U
and R values (U .23, R 4.35) .
Custom clad colors,
custom windows
Pella's low-maintenance, aluminum
clad exterior can be finished in any
color needed for historical accuracy
or renovation . The baked enamel
finish resists fading, chalking, chipping, peeling and other signs of
age.
Pella provides custom or standard windows which meet requirements for historical accuracy and
code demands. Your Pella distributor can tell you more . Look for Pella
in the Yellow Pages under "Windows". Call Sweet's BUYLINE or see
Sweet's General Building File. Or
send the coupon below.
Please send me the latest literature on Pella
for replacement and new construction.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Firm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

This coupon answered in 24 hours.
Mall to: Pella Windows and Doors, Commercial
Division , Dept. T3116 , 100 Main Street, Pella, IA
50219. Also available throughout Canada .
© 1986 Rolscreen Co.

Pella. The significant difference in windows and doors.
333 North Michigan Avenue , Chicago, IL
Owner: The Wirtz Realty Corporation
Circle 60 on inquiry card

New products continued

Smoke-less signal
Property losses due to fire damage
exceed $6 billion annually and the
United States ranks first among
industrialized nations in fire-related
deaths, according to the National
Fire Protection Association.
Prompted by the severity of the
problem, BFGoodrich has developed
the Koroseal line of wallcoverings,
which features Early Warning
Effect. According to the
manufacturer, the wallcovering can
detect a fire and alert concerned
parties before either smoke or open
flames appear, when it is installed
in conjunction with ionization-type
smoke detectors. (It's estimated
that 85 percent of the smoke
detectors used commercially and
70 percent of those used
residentially are ionization-type.)
The Early Warning Effect is made
with a pigmented polyvinyl chloride,
which is laminated to the fabric.

When the surface temperature of
the wallcovering reaches
approximately 300 deg Farenheit, it
emits an odorless, colorless, and
harmless vapor. This vapor will, in
turn, interrupt the electrical current
present in the detector and set off
the alarm (animation above left).
The Early Warning Effeet system
is able to spot a problem before
smoke or flames are detectable
because the 300-deg-trigger point is
significantly below the ignition
temperature of most common room
materials. For example, newspaper
will ignite at 445 deg, white pine
shavings at 500 deg, and nylon fiber
at 990 deg. On the other hand, the
wallcovering will not be activated
by what is referred to as "nuisance
heat," unfocused or unmagnified
light such as sunlight. According to
Captain Daniel Gardiner, a member
of the board of directors of the
International Society of Fire Service

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Instructors, "If your walls are 300
degrees, you've got a problem."
Typical situations that will trigger
the Early Warning Effeet include
electrical outlet overloads that heat
wall surfaces, electrical fires in
walls, fires in adjoining rooms and
corridors, and fl.ash fires that
spread through the core of the
building. Designed primarily for
commercial applications such as
corporate settings (above right),
hotels, hospitals, and other healthcare facilities, Early Warning
Effeet is available in more than
2,000 of the manufacturer's colors
and patterns, with the exception of
the Tiffany Suede collection. The
wallcovering may be specified in
54- or 27-in. widths for residential
applications. According to the
manufacturer, the wallcovering
may be cleaned, Tedlar-coated, or
ink-wiped without any loss in
effectiveness. The manufacturer

claims Early Warning Effeet can
give occupants additional time to
escape and firefighters more time
to respond to the fire, thereby
reducing potential harm and
damage. According to Gardiner,
"This is a positive example of
private industry dealing with the
fire and safety problem."
BFGoodrich Co., Akron, Ohio.
Eileen Gabriele
Circle 301 on reader serviee eard
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circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Product literature

Leak-detection systems
The manufacturer's line of
TraceTek leak-detection products i
featured in a manual that includes
technical and design information o
leak sensing and locating systems.
Also included is information on
components, accessories,
installation procedures, and
specifications. Raychem Corp.,
Menlo Park, Calif.
Circle 406 on reader service card

Insulation system
A 12-page brochure features the
manufacturer's Thermafiber line of
fire-safety insulation products
designed for fire and sound control
in commercial and residential highrise construction. Specification and
product information is included,
along with photographs of various
installations. USG Acoustical
Products Co., Chicago.
Circle 400 on reader service card
Automatic doors
Automatic sliding, swinging, and
revolving doors are described in a
16-page color brochure. Detailed
specifications, dimensional
diagrams, and construction
information are included in the
brochure, in addition to product
descriptions and photographs of the
doors in use. Horton Automatics,
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Circle 401 on reader service card
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Sunscreening accessories
A 4-page color brochure describes
the manufacturer's line of
sunscreening devices, including
awnings, roller, venetian, and sies1
blinds, designed for roof windows
and skylights. The brochure
includes product descriptions,
photographs, and ordering
information. Velux-America, Inc.,
Greenwood, S. C.
Circle 407 on reader service card

Windows
A 16-page color booklet reviews
several of the manufacturer's series
of windows. Each series is described
in terms of air infiltration, water
resistance, and available options . A
selection chart with window type,
thermal break, frame depth, and
maximum window and vent size is
also featured. EFCO Corp.,
Monett, Mo.
Circle 402 on reader service card

Faucets
An 8-page color brochure features
27 of the manufacturer's kitchen,
lavatory, utility, and bath and
shower faucets. Product
photographs are included, along
with a description of the
manufacturer's production
philosophy. Central Brass
Manufacturing Co., Cleveland.
Circle 408 on reader service card

Space frames
A 10-page color brochure features
the manufacturer's space frame
systems. The literature includes
photographs of more than 24
installations, along with detailed
diagrams and descriptions of the
various systems available. MERO
Corp. USA, Hawthorne, N. Y.
Circle 403 on reader service card

Tube lighting
The manufacturer's Startube lowvoltage tube lighting is featured ir.
an 8-page color brochure. Product
descriptions of mounting hardwan
single- and four-circuit connectors,
transformers, dimmers, and
controllers are included in the
brochure, along with detailed
ordering information. Starfire
Lighting, Inc., Jersey City, N. J.
Circle 409 on reader service card

Floor system
An 8-page manual features the
manufacturer's PerimeterInsulated Raised Floor System .
The manual includes descriptions of
the system and reviews installation
requirements, site conditions, vapor
retarders, ventilation, several types
of insulation, and grading and
drainage. Western Wood Products
Association, Portland, Ore .
Circle 404 on reader service card

Single-ply roofing
A 6-page brochure features the
manufacturer's urethane single-pl}
sheet roofing system. The brochur•
includes a cross-sectional renderin1
of the system with an
accompanying description of each
component. Also included are chart
describing physical properties and
design advantages. Futura
Coatings, Inc., Hazelwood, Mo.
Circle 410 on reader service card

Roofing tiles
Japanese ceramic roofing tiles,
available in a variety of styles and a
range of colors and patterns, are
featured in an 8-page color
brochure. The literature includes
product characteristics, dimensional
data, and photographs of various
applications. Toyo Roofing Tile
Industry Co., Ltd.,
Mountainside, N. J.
Circle 405 on reader service card

Tile
A 28-page color catalog features th
manufacturer's complete line of til•
including three new series that
were recently introduced.
Seascapes, a fume tile with deco
inserts, and Bravo, a 3/8-in. quanj
tile are among the styles included i
the brochure, along with detailed
specifications. Mid-State Tile Co.,
Lexington, N. C.
Circle 411 on reader service card

SHINING SUCCESS.
The assignment: Remodel a
family den to create an Eightiesright multimedia entertainment
center for an active family of four.
The media: WII.50NART Brand
Decorative Metals and Color
Quest '" Decorative Laminates.
The designer: Gerald Tomlin,
ASID, 1.E.S., Dallas, Texas.
Tomlin comments:
"WII.50NART Polished Natural
Aluminum served this space well,
minimizing the bulk of storage
units and adding grace instead of
heaviness.

<>1986, Ralph Wilson Plastics Co. , 1Cmple, TX

"I wanted to create a sleek,
but comfortable feeling throughout this space. The family - a
businessman, his athletic wife, a
college-age son and a high school
boy - needed a room that could
go easily from family workout
center to business client conference area to social center for the

Gerald Tomlin, ASID, l.E.S.
Dallas, Texas

boys, without changes. WII.50NART
gave me the solution."
Throughout the room,
WII.50NART Polished Natural
Aluminum adds light play, from the
recessed bases of couch and cocktail table to half columns on
shelves. The metal provides a
shimmering aura for wall-hung bar
and TV-computer desk units.
To continue the neutral color
scheme and easy maintenance of
Tomlin's plan, he chose to line the
cabinet interiors in WlliiONART
Dove Grey decorative laminate.

The results: Very pleased
clients, with a room which now
supports a purely Eighties family
lifestyle.
HOTLINE:
If you have a project you think
belongs in this space, please call on us.
For product samples, literature
and technical infonnation, call tollfree (within the continental USA) :
1-800-433-3222
In Texas: 1-800-792-6000

Circle 62 on inquiry card

BRANO DECORA TIV E LAMINATE

Bringing new sol11tions to the mrface ™

For more information,
circle item numbers on
Reader Service Card

Product literature continued

Operable walls
The manufacturer's full line of
operable walls and folding
partitions is featured in a 24-page
color brochure. The literature
includes general architectural
specifications for each series of
walls, along with detailed diagrams
and general product descriptions.
Modernfold Doors, Inc.,
Englewood, N. J.
Circle 412 on reader service card
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Software
The manufacturer's computer-aidE
facility management (CAFM) and
facility management decision
system (FMDS) software systems
are highlighted in a 4-page
brochure. The literature describes
individual components, support
modules, and several optional
systems. McDonnell Douglas,
St. Louis, Mo.
Circle 419 on reader service card

Surface material
The manufacturer's residential and
commercial surface material is
reviewed in a 24-page color
brochure. The literature features
standard sheet and shaped products
including vanity tops and bowls .
Technical data, drawings, and
specification information are also
featured. Corian Building Products
Du Pont Co., Wilmington, Del.
Circle 414 on reader service card

Landscape lighting
The manufacturer's Companion
Landscape Systems of landscape
lighting are featured in a 16-page
color catalog. The catalog includeE
dimensional information,
descriptions of available options,
photographs of the systems in
place, specifications, and ordering
information. Devine,
Kansas City, Mo.
Circle 420 on reader service card

Window insulation
A 6-page color brochure highights
the INSUL.film line of thermal
window insulation products. The
literature describes five different
series designed to meet a variety of
requirements. A product solution
chart is also included, along with
definitions of product variables.
Gila River Products, Inc.,
Chandler, Ariz.
Circle 416 on reader service card
Electrical wrap system
The Interam electrical wrap system
is featured in a 4-page color
brochure. The literature includes a
description of how the system
works and is applied, economical
implications, and a listing of
product benefits. A cutaway
diagram of the system and a chart
containing fire test results are also
included. 3M, St. Paul, Minn.
Circle 417 on reader service card
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Flowmeters
An 8-page color booklet reviews the
manufacturer's line of flowmeters,
divided into six categories based on
positive displacement, momentum,
fluid properties, true mass and
inferential. Examples of recent
applications, in a problem/solution
format, are also included. EMCO
Engineering Measurements Co.,
Longmont, Colo.
Circle 413 on reader service card

Acoustical doors
A 4-page bulletin features the
manufacturer's Noise-Lock
acoustical doors and technically
describes three industrial
applications. The bulletin highlights
single- and double-leaf models that
may be custom-tailored to meet
specific design requirements.
Industrial Acoustics Co.,
Bronx, N. Y.
Circle 415 on reader service card
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Insulation
A 4-page booklet features
Foamular extruded polystyrene
insulation products, specifically
with regard to masonry and
concrete wall furring. The brochm
includes architectural
specifications , a chart of physical
properties, and a cutaway diagrarr
of a typical application. UC
Industries, Inc., Parsippany, N. J.
Circle 418 on reader service card
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Industrial adhesives
Structural adhesives for products
such as aluminum, steel, plastics,
rubber, wood, and rigid and flexibl
foams are described in an
information kit that contains
selector guides and technical
bulletins. The kit highlights prodw
features and production data and
includes photographs of applicatio
ideas. Lord Corp., Erie, Pa.
Circle 421 on reader service card
Contract furniture
A 60-page catalog entitled Catalis
15 features the manufacturer's ful
line of contract seating and tables.
The catalog is divided into 12
categories such as contemporary
and traditional wood, bentwoods,
wood and metal stools, metal
dining, office, soft seating, tables,
and outdoor. Loewenstein/Oggo,
Pompano Beach, Fla.
Circle 422 on reader service card

·~

Framing systems
The manufacturer's Versa-Trac
interior aluminum framing system
for interior doors, side lights, and
borrowed lights are reviewed in a
4-page brochure. The literature
includes descriptions of three
systems, installation options,
components, recommended uses,
and available finishes. VT
Industries, Inc., Houston, Tex.
Circle 423 on reader service card
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Between the covers of this new design guide is the most comprehensive, up-to-date collection of acoustical
/
data on laminated, monolithic and air spaced glazing configurations ever assembled.
/
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Fiberglass is the key. Georgia-Pacific's
new Dens-Glass™is the revolutionary
gypsum sheathing with "built-in"
fiberglass matte facings that shrug off
weather, moisture and job-site hazards.
In fact, only Dens-Glass has a
six-month limited warranty against
deterioration due to weather exposure.
That's important when you consider
the time, labor and dollars involved in
replacing damaged, paper-faced panels.
Plus, in independent tests,
Dens-Glass protected framing from
fire damage far longer than paper-faced
panels of comparable thicknesses,
with zero smoke development:
7"ng. Doors. Roofing, Lumber, Particleboard, Roofing, Insulation.Gypsum Board.
'ASTM El 19 Fire Test ofBuildingConstruction and Materi als; ASTM E84 Surface Burn ing
Characteristics of Bui ldi ng Mate rials. Dens -Glass and You Can Build On Our Name are
Trademarks of Georgia-Pacific Corporation. © 1986 Geo rgia-Pac ific Co rpo ration.
All rights reserved.

New Dens-Glass is now available nationwide from over 140
Georgia-Pacific Distribution Centers
and Sales Offices. And that makes the
G-P commercial building products line
stronger than ever.
For Dens-Glass exposure test
results, product information and the
Distribution Center nearest you, call
800-225-6119, or write: Georgia-Pacific,
133 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta, GA
30303.

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card for literature

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card to speak with a sales representative

You CAN BUILD ON
OURNAME:M
Georgia-Pacific
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Manufacturer
sources

For your convenience in locating
building materials and other products
shown in this month's feature articles,
RECORD has asked the architects to
identify the products specified
Pages 92-95
McDonald's Corp. Training Center
Lohan Associates
Pages 92-93-Railings: custom by
architects, fabricated by Johnson Mier.
Walkway roofing: Carlisle EPDM roofing
membrane. Fascia and windows: Custom by
architects, fabricated by Illinois Bronze
Works. Double glazing: PPG (Solex).
Masonry: Belden Brick Co. Cut limestone:
Indiana Limestone. Lannon stone: Halquist
Stone Co. Georgia marble sculpture:
Robert Winslow.
Page 94-Tan leather upholstered seating:
Brunati. Rug: Edward Fields. Stone
flooring: Halquist Stone Co. Perimeter
heaters: Custom Enclosures. Ceilings
(throughout): Ventwood Wood Ceilings,
custom by architect, installed by Fisher
Albright Masters. Recessed lighting:
Edison Price. Wall covering: Boris Kroll.
Page 95---{left) Skylight framing: custom
by architect, fabricated by Super Sky
Products. Glazing: PPG (So lex laminated).
Carpeting: Edward Fields. Files and desks:
custom by architects, fabricated by
Woodwork Corp. of America.
(right) Carpeting: Harbinger. Interior brick:
Belden Brick. Seating: custom by
architects, fabricated by Interior Crafts.
Recessed lighting: Edison Price. Interior
wood doors: Bedard Morencey. Hardware:
Yale Locks.

Pages 102-105
Herman Miller Conference Center
Nagle, Hartray & Associates, Ltd.
Pages 104-105----Wood and glass doors:
custom by Herman MiIIer Design.
Casement wood windows: Pella. Banquette:
Herman MiIIer (Chadwick modular
seating). Upholstery: Herman MiIIer
(Polyknit). Paints: Glidden; Pratt &
Lambert. Carpeting: Suncraft MiIIs.
Pages 106-117
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center
I. M. Pei & Partners
Pages 106-107-Curtain walls: Cupples.
Skylights: Nab/Fisher. Reflective and heat
strengthened glazing: PPG. Precast
architectural concrete: Ken vii N ewcrete.
Elastomeric roofing; flashings: American
HydroTech. Entrance: Flour City.
Pages 112-117-Resilient flooring: Endura.
Elevators: Dover. Escalators: Otis Elevator
Co. Carpeting: MiIIiken. Terrazzo: Magnan/

Pages 132-138
Roe Art Center
Perry Dean Rogers & Partners, Architects
Pages 132-134-Windows: Hope's
Architectural Products. Brick: Old Carolina
Brick Co. (#700 WiIJiamsburg). Glass
block: PPG Mfg. (Decora and Clear).
Entrance Door: Pressed Metal. Panic
hardware: Von Duprin, Inc. Pulls: He>vi.
Hinges: Stanley (CB Series). Canopy roof/
pediment: Indiana Limestone, installed by
John O'Rourke. Cypress rolling doors
(interior and exterior): Perryman Wood
Products. Sliding hardware: Richards
Wilcox. Lead coated copper gutters and

Zero

leaders: Pickens Roofing Co. Roofing:
Carlisle Sure-Seal rubber membrane.
Pages 136-137-Paints: Glidden.
Corrugated roofing: Peterson Aluminum
Standing Seam. Industrial light fixtures:
Keystone Lighting Corp. Carpeting:
Bigelow. Display cases:
Binswanger Glass Co.
Page 138--Work tables: by owner.
Skylights: Auburn Plastics.
Pages 140-147
Three Exhibitions
National Gallery of Art
Lighting fixtures: Halo. Track: Edison
Price. Lamps: General Electric; North
American Philips; Sylvania.

gives you

a better seal by design

when you're sealing doors and windows
against sound, smoke, light and weather
•
•
•
•

Pages 96-97
Two Mellon Bank Center
Burt HiII Kosar Rittlemann Associates
Page 97-{lower right) Seating and
upholstery: American Seating. Aluminum
exterior windows: Traco. Decorative
stencils: Patrinos Painting & Construction
Co. 0eft) Skylights: SuperSky Products.
Interior wood doors: Eggers. Marble
flooring: Cost Corp. (upper right) Tub chair:
Patterson Furniture Co. Upholstery:
Brickel Associates Inc. Chairs, upholstery
and fabric wallcovering: Steelcase Inc.
Ceiling tile: Armstrong (Sanserra).
Projection equipment: Chujko Brothers Inc.
Vinyl wallcovering: Genon.
Pages 98-101
Las Colinas Inn and Conference Center
Harwood K. Smith & Partners, Inc.
Pages 98-99--Brick: Henderson Clay
Products. Curtain walls, tinted and other
glazing: PPG, fabricated by Universal
Glass. Masonry units: TXI.
White oak doors: Sefina Industries, Ltd.
Pages 100-101-Entrance glass and
bronze-finish doors: custom by architects,
fabricated by Universal Glass. Marble:
Skinner Marble and Tile. Custom desks,
tables and architectural woodwork
(thronghout): custom by architects,
fabricated by Sefina Industries, Ltd.
Sprinkler heads: Grinnell. Special wall
lights and chandelier: custom by Wilson &
Assoc., fabricated by Bollinger. Recessed
lighting: Omega. Wall covering:
Decoustics. Paints: Benjamin Moore.

Port Morris. Concrete flooring treatment:
AntiHydro Co. (S/ QBlack). Interior
lighting: Omega; McPhilben; Lightolier.
Ceiling tile: Armstrong. Paints and stains:
Con-Lux Coatings; TNEMEC; U.S. Paint.
Special coatings: Surface Protection
Industries (Zolatone).

STC rated for sound
CFM rated for air
CFM rated for smoke
LISTED & LABELED for
fire doors
Write for our 28 page
catalog today.
Over 200 full scale
drawings featuring zero
systems including saddles.

ZERO INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
•

415 CONCORD AVENUE BRONX, NEW YORK 10455-4898
TELEPHONE: 212-585-3230
TELEX: 239777 ZERO UR

Circle 66 on inquiry card
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... to architects' exterior finish problems
Every exterior design challenge shown above can be
easily met with a Syenergy Exterior Insulating Finish
System. The EIFS inspires creativity - period styles
and contemporary shapes are easy and economical
to custom form. The light, strong surface is durable and
virtually maintenance-free, and a full spectrum of
colors and various textured finishes are available.
The superb appearance of the EIFS is underscored
by its ability to reduce temperature fluctuation, and
thermal shock. The temperature of the wall structure

remains constant because the insulation is where it
belongs - on the outside. Syenergy's EIFS is
protected by a 5-year labor and materials warranty.
For details on the design versatility, energy
efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of our EIFS, call us
toll free today - 1-800-221-WALL.

SYENERliY.ml
INNOVATIVE EXTERIOR SYSTEMS

. 0

Member of the Exterior Insulation Manufacturers Association

ellllQ

SYENERGY METHODS, INCORPORATED
I

1367 ELMWOOD AVENUE• CRANSTON• RI 02910
Circle 67 on inquiry card

Continued from page 153

Workstation
The manufacturer's workstation,
available in two models, is designed
to accommodate personal
computers with or without
detachable keyboards. Both models
feature a self-storing tambour
locking door, a rear panel to provide
proper ventilation and cable access,
and an adjustable storage area.
Wright Line, Inc., Worcester, Mass.
Circle 302 on reader service card

Files
The manufacturer's freestanding
lateral files feature injectionmolded, painted styrene drawer
fronts with rounded edges and
seven color options. The files are
available in 2-, 3-, and 4-drawer
models and can accommodate sideto-side and front-to-back filing.
Herman Miller, Inc., Zeeland, Mich.
Circle 305 on reader service card

Printer
The PagePrinter 8 laser printer,
designed for office applications, is
based on an electrophotographic
engine and features 300-by-300 dots
per inch resolution. The unit can
handle cut sheets, transparencies,
and labels and incorporates a
straight paper path said to reduce
paper jamming. Centronics Data
Computer Corp., Hudson, N. H.
Circle 306 on reader service card
Continued on page 163

Roof drain
The Sure-Seal roof drain comes in
4-, 6-, and 8-in. models and is
constructed of PVC and ABS
plastics. The raised-dome design is
said to provide protection from
clogging. Carlisle SynTec Systems,
Carlisle, Pa.
Circle 303 on reader service card

Chair
The Flying Carpet chair, designed
by Simon Desanta with cover
designed by Dorothy Hafner, is
based on a rectangular design and
is shaped to match the contour of
the body. The chair is cantilevered
from a cast-iron and aluminum base
and has a tubular-steel-frame seat
equipped with springs and a thinly
padded cover. Casaform,
New York City.
Circle 304 on reader service card

Always Fresh ... Always Right
Sealants are our business . We concentrate on
providing the best for specific applications. We work
for demanding customers (you), so our quality
assurance laboratories continually check raw materials
and fin ished products. PTl's research and development
laboratories examine new materials and our
engineeri ng department investigates new processes
to offer you the very best and most reliable sealants.

Our technical service staff consults on special sealant
problems to assure long term satisfaction. Depend on
PTI for fresh sealant. See our ArcMectural Sealant
catalog in SWEETS. Protective Treatments, Inc.,
Dayton, OH 45414. Tel. 1-800-543-7570 or
513-890-3150. In Canada, Rexdale, Ont. M9W 581 .
Tel. 416-249-7234.

Circle 68 on inquiry card
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The Bilco
Automatic Fire Vent.
Designed to Work.
Built to Last.

When you specify a Bilco automatic fire vent,
you call for an insulated , gasketed , heavy gauge
product that is built to last ... a vent equipped
with the patented Bilco Thermolatch'" positive
hold/release mechanism.

Send for a co py of Bilc o's A ut o mat ic Fire V e nting Gu ide.

A nswers questions abo ut ven ting, an d h elps yo u determine
vent sizes and spacing.

-

The Sileo Company, P.O. Box 1203, Dept.

Circle 69 on inquiry card

-

-

New Haven CT 06505

The Thermolatch'" mechanism assures prompt
release when activated in an emergency. And,
just as important , it prevents accidental opening
at other times due to wind uplift forces or vibrations. This is Bilco quality, the quality that means
dependability, long service-life and complete
satisfaction for your client.
Sixteen standard types and sizes of thermally
activated vents with UL and FM labels are
available , as well as custom sizes, and many
designs and modifications for special requirements.

Continued from page 161

What is a Best Western?

Chair
The Presidential Comfort Chair
features the manufacturer's
Swivel Tilt Relaxer and
Automatic Reflex Seat Front.
When the underseat button is
pressed, the seat and backrest
can be tilted. The Automatic
Reflex then adjusts the front
portion of the chair to
eliminate thigh tension and
provide lumbar support.
Charvoz-Carsen Corp.,
Fairfield, N. J.
Circle 307 on reader service card

The right place at the right price.

Best
westerri
INDEPENDENT
WORLDWIDE
LODGING

Make reservations at any Best Western,
see your travel agent, or call toll-free

1-800-528-1234

" World s largest chain of

independently owned
and operated
hotels, motor inns and resorts "

Fabrics
The manufacturer's Spirit II
Naugahyde collection of vinylcoated fabrics feature BeautyGard
top coat which is said to offer
improved surface abrasion
resistance. The fabrics are available
in 68 colors including, pastel
neutrals, medium shades, jewel
tones, and accent brights. Uniroyal,
Inc., Mishawaka, Ind.
Circle 308 on reader service card

Need Research That Utilizes
Computer-Assisted
Telephone Data Gathering?
Want to gather information rapidly using state-of-the-art
computer-assisted telephone interviewing? Need fast
access to tabulated results? Require integrated graphics
with sophisticated analysis? Are you seeking real-time
information?

Call R=s~TcJ-i./:r at
McGraw-Hill Research
_.n.

~ ;i;"i:• ~*'

:

- •.• •J,

.

"

Fireplace surround facings
The manufacturer's pre-cut marble
and slate fireplace surround facings
are available in white marble with
gray veining, dark gray marble
with white veining, and black slate
with natural cleft texture. The precut sizes are said to eliminate
special sizing and cutting. Majestic
Co., Huntington, Ind.
Circle 309 on reader service card

ResearchNet is the leading edge
approach to research that integrates
study design , computer-assisted
telephone interviewing , on-line
tabulation , .and report analysis capabilities as well as real-time data gathering . ResearchNet links together
McGraw-Hill Research project
teams, interviewers' terminals, respondent input, and you-to produce
timely, accurate and meaningful
study results.

For a quote or proposal call
Sheryl R. Fox (609) 426-5946
(Information Data Gathering) or
Joseph T. Collins (212) 512-3264
(Full-Service Research) or
write David P. Forsyth at
McGraw-Hill Research, 1221
Avenue of the Americas , NY,
NY 10020

~'~~

1tnri
If it's a marketing research problem,
we probably pioneered the solution.
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Join the

Architects' Book Club®

Get the competitive edge
with the newest and the
best information in your field
... with books from all the
leading publishers

DESIGN PRESENTATION Techniques for Marketing and Project
Proposals By E. Burden, 256 pp., illus. This book displays today 's most effecti ve presentation and marketi ng
techniques for "selling" any type of design project to prospective clients.

089/310

Pub. Pr., $45.00

Club Pr., $33.50

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR
BUILDING TYPES Edited by J.
DeChiara and J. H. Callender. 2nd Ed.,
1,277 pp., 1,500 illus. Th is massive
source of design criteria for every kind
of building is the fi eld 's unique, bestselling , absolutely indispensable design tool of all time! Covers over 100
kinds of buildings.

162/654

BUILDING DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK F. S. Merritt, Editor in Chief, 4th Ed., 1,472 pp.,
662 illus. This major revisio n of the industry 's most widely used Handbook
shows every established and new procedure and material recommended for
producing quality structures at the lowest possible cost.

4151218

Pub. Pr., $89.50

Club Pr., $62.00

SYSTEMS DRAFTING: Creative
Reprographics for Architects and
Engineers By F. A. Stitt. 245 pp. , illus.
This book shows you how today's profitconscious architects and engineers are
using the new graphic techniques, materials, and equipment to recycle the
constants instead of creating them over
and over again. Every step is described
and shown .

615/500

Pub. Pr., $39.50

Pub. Pr. , $24.95

Club Pr., $18.50

STRUCTURAL AND FOUNDATION
FAILURES: A Casebook for Architects, Engineers, Lawyers By B. B.
LePatner and S. M. Johnson. 249 pp. ,
illus. A malpractice-actions lawyer and
a well-known consulting engineer cite
actual failures and analyze how they
could have been prevented and how
clai ms were handled.

325/847

Pub. Pr., $41.50

s2es

for only
as a premium
with your 1st selection!
Values up to

$89.50

Club Pr., $31.50

BASIC
BUILDING
DATA, 3/e
By Don Graf,
Rev. By S. Blackwell Duncan
Conveniently formulated as a
pocket handbook, this edition
has been fully revised to include
definitive discussions of the new
plastics , advances in floor finishes, up-to-date building code
standards and other recent developments. And of course, the
stunning array of timeless construction facts remain intact.

! BASIC::-~

iBUIL~J~
DAT~-°-~~~

R

~
~

1,

u·..

A $21.95

Value-Yours
ABSOLUTELY

-FREE

Club Pr., $59.95

COMPUTER-AIDED ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS By D. L. Ryan . 448
pp. , 190 illus. Today 's cost-conscious
architect needs no previous experience with a computer to take full advantage of this timely how-to guide. It
will help you become more competitive
by using a computer to perform routine
off ice tasks-from drafting , writing
specifications , lettering, and sketching
to floorplan generation and interior elevations.

582919-3

Pub. Pr. , $49.75

Club Pr., $32.50

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF AMERICAN
ARCH ITECTURE By W. D. Hunt, Jr.
612 pp., 550 illus-incl. 26 color photos, outsized. This lavish compendium
of 200 A-to-Z articles covers the full
sweep of American architecture-significant architects, the building industry,
building components and systems, materials , etc.

312/990

Club Pr., $29.50

ENTOURAGE: A Tracing File for
Architecture and Interior Design
Drawing By E. Burden. 244 pp. outsized, softcover. You'll almost never
have to invent and execute a detail
again l People, cars , trees, boats, airplanes, figures playing golf and riding
bicycles-you need it, the book has 1t
ready for you to trace.

089/302

Any one of these great
professional books

Pub . Pr., $79.00

Pub. Pr. , $62.00

Club Pr. , $46.00

MORE HOUSES ARCHITECTS DESIGN FOR THEMSELVES Edited by
W. F. Wagner and the Editors of Architectural Record. 192 pp. , illus., outsized. More than 40 uniquely personal
houses offer a fascinating galaxy of new
design concepts . . . new uses of space
.. . and daring new experiments in custom architecture.

023/654

Pub. Pr., $38.50

Club Pr., $27 .50

ARCHITECTURAL AND INTERIOR
MODELS By S. Hohauser: revised by
H. Demchyshyn. 2nd Ed., 301 pp. , hundreds of illus., outsized 8 '!2 x 11 format,
softbound . It covers all types of models,
offers a current list of suppliers, and discusses the many new developments in
the field since publication of the original
edition.

583152-X Pub. Pr., $26.95

Club Pr., $19.95

,AR HEATING AND COOLING
ve and Passive Design By J. F.
Jer and F. Kreith. 2nd Ed., 479 pp.,
illus. This revised edition presents
atest methods of selection, sizing,
design of both active and passive
,ms-plus all data for preliminary
r design for heating and cooling
lings.
:63 Pub. Pr., $39.95 Club Pr., $33.95

INNOVATIVE
MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES For Architectural
Design and Construction By A. De
Vido. 216 pp., 262 illus. in black-andwhite and color, outsized 9 x 10 format.
Distilling the experiences of 25 top architects, this book spells out the special
techniques you need for managing your
practice. Includes 45 interesting case
studies.
583126-0 Pub. Pr., $32.50 Club Pr., $24.25

; McGRAW-HILL WORKING
lWING PLANNING AND MAN!MENT MANUAL By F. A. Stitt. 320
Providing a unique, all-inclusive,
:klist-based system for efficiently
ning, producing, and utilizing workjrawings, this practical book pros ways to save time and effort on
y phase of a project.
35 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr., $21.95

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
READY-REFERENCE MANUAL By
J. J. Waddell. 400 pp., 71 illus., handy
4 x 5112 pocket-sized format. Covers
concrete, masonry, plaster, metals,
wood, plastics, paints, and more ... includes data on new materials as well as
the tested veterans ... and makes every
phas.e of your design work involving
materials easier than ever before.
676/496 Pub. Pr., $29.50 Club Pr., $21.95

; PRACTICAL SPECIFIER: A
1ual of Construction Docu1tation for Architects By W. Roeld. 183 pp., illus. With this first onob guide to documenting, you can
imize efficiency and head off those
t job costs. It points out pitfalls and
mon mistakes and shows how to
d them. It's filled with practical tips
techniques to make specifying
er.
1
98 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr., $22.45

TIME-SAVER STANDARDS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN DATA
J. H. Callender, Editor in Chief, 6th Ed.,
1, 184 pp., 1,300 illus. Dramatically revised, this updated edition includes new
technical data and new standards on
such topics as energy conservation,
solar energy, design loads, insulation,
daylighting, HVAC, sound systems,
daylighting, modular coordination, and
more
096/635 Pub. Pr., $85.00 Club Pr., $59.50

DESIGN OF EARTHQUAKE-RESISTANT BUILDINGS By M. Wakabayashi. 352 pp., 267 illus. Presents the
underlying theories concerning earthquakes, discusses the way_s in which
structures composed of different materials will respond to earthquake ground
motion, and provides a broad overview
of the methods now in use to strengthen
them.
677/646 Pub. Pr., $44.50 Club Pr., $33.50

Be sure to consider these important titles as wellTHE MASTER ARCHITECT: Conversations with Frank Lloyd Wright, by P. J.
Meehan
583142-2
Pub. Pr., $29.95
Club Pr., $22.95
STANDARD STRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, by N. Newman
463/45X
Pub. Pr., $55.50
Club Pr., $39.75
SIGNAGE GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
IN THE BUILT WORLD, by c. Mclendon &
M. Blackistone
057/400
Pub. Pr., $39.95
Club Pr., $30.25
THIN SHELL CONCRETE STRUCTURE,
by D. P. Billington
0521794
Pub. Pr., $48.50
Club Pr., $36.25
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN'S REFERENCE HANDBOOK, by J. R. Lewis
582478-7
Pub. Pr., $33.95
Club Pr., $22.50

fhy YOU should join now!

!EST AND NEWEST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD-Books are selected from
wide range of publishers by expert editors arid cons!-.Jltants to give you
ontinuing access to the best and latest books m your field.
llG SAVINGS-Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up
l 40% or more off publishers' list prices-usually 20% to 30%.
BONUS BOOKS-You will immediately begin to participate in our
Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70% off the publishers'
prices of many professional and general interest books!
~ONVENIENCE-12-14 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you

eceive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and
1lternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want the Main
Ielection, you simply do nothing-it will be shipped a_utomB;ti~lly. If_ you
1ant an alternate selection-or no book at all-you simply 1nd1cate 1t on
1e Reply Card and return it by the d_ate specified. Yo~ will have ?-t least ~O
lays to decide. If, because of late delivery ?f the Bul!etm you rec~1ve a Mam
)election you do not want, you may return 1t for credit at the Clubs expense.
\s a Club Member you agree only to the purchase o! 3 books (inc:luding
·our first selection) during your first year of membership. Membership may
1e discontinued, by either you or the Club at any time after you have
1urchased the first selection plus 2 additional books.

er McGraw-Hill Book Clubs:
Book Club™ • Chemical Engineers Book Club® : . Civil Er:gine~rs' Book Club® •
:Ironies and Control Engineers' Book Club®• Mechanical Engineers Book Club®

i

more information write to:
l>raw-Hill Book Clubs, P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

ARCHITECTURAL DELINEATION:
A Photographic Approach to Presentation By E. Burden. 2nd Ed., 288
illus. pp. (16 in color). Shows the most
modern innovations in how to use a
camera to achieve maximum accuracy
and credibility in presentation drawings. The hundreds of projects shown
include a spectacular portfolio of recent award winners.
089/256 Pub. Pr., $41.50 Club Pr., $31.95

WORKING DRAWING HANDBOOK, by R.
McHugh
582514-7
Pub. Pr., $19.95
Club Pr., $15.95

•••

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

NATURAL LANDSCAPING, by J. Diekelmann & R. Schuster
Pub. Pr., $36.95
Club Pr., $26.95

168/13X·

BUILDING ADDITIONS DESIGN, by D. R.
Dibner & A. Dibner-Dunlap
Pub. Pr., $39.95
Club Pr., $31.95

1671613

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:
Practical Drawings, by H. Banz
Pub. Pr., $29.95
Club Pr., $19.95

582807-3

RENDERING STANDARDS IN ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN, by S. W. Rich
583116-3
Pub. Pr.. $32.50
Club Pr., $24.25
AFFORDABLE HOUSES DESIGNED BY
ARCHITECTS, by Architectural Record
Magazine
0231417
Pub. Pr., $44.50
Club Pr., $33.50
RATIONALISM AND ROMANTICISM IN
ARCHITECTURE: A Selected Inquiry into
the Nature of Both Trends, by W. Lesnikowski
374/171
Pub. Pr., $30.00
Club Pr., $21.95

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

McGraw-Hill Book Clubs
Architects' Book Club®
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, NJ 08520-9959

• ••••

Please enroll me as a member and· send me the two books indicated, plus the BASIC
BUILDING DATA sourcebook. I am to receive one book for just $2.89, the other at the
discounted member's price, plus local tax, shipping and handling charges. I agree to purchase a minimum of two additional books dunng my first year of membership as outlined
under the Club plan described in this ad. A shipping and handling charge is added to all
shipments.
Write Code No. of the
Write Code No. of the
Your FREE
First Selection here
Handbook
$2.89 selection here

583335-2
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Name-------------------------~

Address/Apt.#----------------------City, State, Z i p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - This order subject to acceptance by McGraw-Hill. All prices subject to change without
A
notice. Offer good only to new members.

36518

There are stilJ

5reat walls to be built ...

And Robertson
can help you
build yours.
You ca n design your ow n great wall
with today's great wall materialsFormawall® panels from Robertson.
Design in long. sleek. high-tech lines ..
in subtle flowi ng curves ... or break
long rows with sharp o r ro unded
corners. Add our Formavue® windows.
Spectrum® glass. structura l support
systems. and field labor to achieve
single source responsibility fo r the entire
exterior envelope. And create a truly
great wal l ... with today's great wall
materials from Robertson
Let us be part of your build ing
team . We ca n assist you in meeting
yo ur budget and scheduling requirements. For mo re information. ca ll
1-800-428-6501: ask for Rick Brow.
product manager. Or write: H.H.
Robertson Company. Architectural
Wall Systems. Dept A R-9. 800 W.
18th Street. Connersville. IN 4733 1.

Centerpoint
St. Louis. MO
Developer: Tf1e Siteman Organization . Inc.
Architect: Robert L. Boland Associates
General Contractor : McCarthy Brothers Company
Circle 70 on inquiry card

The amazing Casio FX-4000P proalpha-numeric display scrolls to 79
grammable scientific calculator. In
characters and its instant formula
power, it's compa- .--- - -- c-t>S- ,0- - - H -P_ _ _
r i- --, replay feature lets
rable to the most
Fx-4oooP
15c
60
you review, edit and
highly touted calcu- Functions
160
115
124
replay your formula
12 Scrollsto 79 7 + 2
10 + 2
latorS On the market Display
at the tOUCh Of a
Memory
550 Step
448 Step 84 Step
today.
Formula Replay Yes
No
No
button. It even has
It offers you
Compute< Math Yes
No
Some
an answer key that
160 total functions, including 83 scienstores your last computed value.
tific functions, such as hexadecimal/
And to make things still easier,
decimal/binary/octal conversions,
the FX-4000P has a "perfect entry"
standard deviation and regression
system, which allows you to enter and
display a formula exactly as written.
analysis.
Making it easier to deal with
Plus, it has a non-volatile 550
long computations, its 12 character
step program memory with 10 program

divisions. This allows 10 different programs to be stored at once.
And it includes up to 94 data
memories, which are invaluable for
statistical analysis.
Finding all this power at your
fingertips is remarkable enough , let
alone at half the price of some competitors. If you can put your finger
on a scientific calculator that gives
you more power at any price, by all
means buy it.

CASIO®
Where miracles never cease

Casio , Inc . Consumer Products Division: 15 Gardner Road , Fairfield, NJ 07006 New Jersey (201) 882-1493, Los Angeles (213) 803-3411
Circle 71 on inquir y card

Past expe ri ence shows that
windb lown debri s is a primary
cause of g lass breakage in a
hurric ane. Lam in ated safety
glass effecti ve ly p rotects a
buil di ng's interior from wind bl own debri s. Th at is why it was
specifi ed for th e first three
fl oors of Ft. Laud erd ale's new

Browa rd County Main Library.
In the event of breakag e, laminated g lass tend s to remain in its
fram e, min imizin g water d amage
and gl ass-related injuries. For
hu rri cane protection , spe c ify
hu rric ane proved lamin ated
safety gl ass.

LAMINATORS SAFETY
GLASS ASSOCIATION
3310 Harrison, Topeka , KS 66611 • 913-266-7014

Circle 72 on inquiry card

D~rnJ Verlag _

_

~

A new dictionary for architecture and construction
engineering with approx . 7.000 terms , classified into
20 facets and also in alphabetical order. FINDEX is
the control led vocabulary for The International Construction Database ICONDA.*
1. ed. 1985, 304 p., OM 78,--, ISBN 3-8167-0589-8
IRS Verlag Information Centre for Regional Planning and
Building Construction (IRS) of the Fraunhofer-Society,
NobelstraBe 12, 7000 Stuttgart 80, Fed. Rep. of Germany
Phone ( + 49711 ) 68 68 - 500, Telex 7 255 167 irb d
* ICON DA is the database of the Intern ational Council for Building Re search.
Studies and Docu mentation (C IB).

C ircle 73 on inquiry card
®

AIR VENr INC.
4801 N. Prospect Rd., Peoria Heights, IL 61614
PHONE TOLL FREE 800/AIRVENT
Circle 74 on inquiry card

'S
EVEN
HE
BEITER AT
SELLING
B~H Tiot\VELS
.

.

This folk art Indian used to be found outside of tobacconists selling cigars,
but now he's selling towels and housewares at Bloomingdale's.
American Express~ applying one of its Cause-Related Marketing'"' programs,
donated 10~ to the Museum of American Folk Art every time the Card
was used at Bloomingdale's and $2 .00 for each new Card issued. The
response w as excellent.
With a little guidance from the Business Committee for the Arts, both
big businesses like American Express and smaller businesses like First
Vermont Bank, are finding support to the arts can be a nice feather in their cap.
The Business Committee for the Arts will show you how supporting the arts can
improve your public image, boost employee morale and give you tax advantages.
To find out what the arts can do for your business, get
in touch with the Business Committee for the Arts.
·
They'll show you that supporting the arts could mean
good wampum as well as goodwill.

BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS• SUITE 510 • 1775 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y 10019 • (212) 664-0600
THIS ADVERTISEMENT PREPARED AS A PUBLIC SERVICE BY OGILW & MATHER.

Close
your eyes.
Now have
someone
read this
to you.
You are blind. A student. Facing
four years of college. With about
thirty-two textbooks to read. Plus
fifty supplemental texts . How are you
going to manage?
With Recording for the Blind. Since
1951, we've helped over 60,000 blind,
perceptually and physically handicapped students get through school.
By sending them recordings of the
books they need to read . Free.
Recording for the Blind is nonprofit, and supported by volunteers
and contributions from people like
you who can imagine what it's like to
be blind .
Your tax-deductible donation will
help our students meet their educational goals. We'd all be grateful.
If you want to know more about
us, write:
Station G
Recording for the Blind, Inc.
20 Roszel Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Recording fo~heBlind,Inc.
AN EDUCATIONAL LIFELINE .

Introductory s,-m con
90 samples of Marble, Granite
and Travertine in a 12" x 14" x lZ- unit.
'

I

The cost of the
STONE SPECIFIER
Introductory System
is $295.
Patent Pending

INNOVATIVE
D MARBI.ED

DOD
AND TILE INC

Call Innovative Marble and Tiie's
STONE SPECIFIER Department
(516) 752-0318
for additional information.

470 SMITH STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735

Circle 76 on inquiry card

Quality thinking. Quality people. Quality construction.

That's what the Merillattitude means to us.
T

hinking quality is a way of life at
• Merillat In fact, quality is really a
tradition that began here over 40
years ago and is carried out by each
and every one of us every day.
That "Merillattitude"
commitment to the quality of our
products begins in our minds long
before it comes to life on our
assembly lines. It's that commitment
that keeps us exploring, thinking
ahead to the next step-the new
design, or material, or the improved
method. It keeps us building plants

nationwide, as our customers' needs
grow. It keeps us pioneering new
technology, as well.
Quality construction is the
trademark of our company...a

..

reflection of the way we think and
work as a team.
I'm proud of the Merillattitude
reflected in our products. This is the
Merillattitude quality we deliver that
can help you become the best in
your business.

AJV\ERICA'~CABINETMAKER '"

~t41t

Merillat Industries, Inc., Adrian, Ml 49221
Circle 55 on Reader Service Card

Richard D. Meri/lat President
Merillat Industries, Inc.

:flt----"--Dual-Range Speed Control allows consistent performance.

~-- 112-25

Feet Per Minute
50" Throat Width

Ask us for a demonstration .
Call 203-767-0141 or write us for your
nearest BLU-RAY dealer. Once you
see the New BLU-RAY Model 248
in action, you 'll agree this Whiteprinter
has the performance to surpass all
others in its class.

BLU-BRV

Dual-Range Heat & Pump Controls assure quality prints regardless
of media.
·

Manufacturers of Quality Whiteprinters since 1957
BLU-RAY , Inc. • Westbrook Rd. • Essex, Connecticut 06426

Circle 77 on inquiry card

JOINING
fH~ PAYf?Ot..1..~VINGS

Pl.AN

eers You

OFF ON lt-i~
J2/eHT fa?~
FIGOINITZ.

rrs

~IA~THING

'(OU CANT

wAL.KAW'AY
FRoM .

Payroll Savings really works

.. .and that's no CROCK!
It.'
"~

U.S. SAVINGS BONOS DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

AIR VENr ll'IC.
4801 N. Prospect Rd ., Peoria Heights, IL 61614
PHONE TOLL FREE 800/ AIRVENT
Circle 74 on inquiry card

Bishop's
Crook
Luminaire

The brilliance of the renaissance comes
to light with the new SBC, engineered
for energy efficiency, elegance, and
ruggedness . Choice of mercury, H PS,
or metal halide lamp. Available with
Florentir:ie post (illustrated) or other
decorative post in a wide range of
heights. Write or call for the newest
Sentry catalog.

S~

See us in Sweet's

Lighting of elegance
& energy efficiency

Sentry Electric Corporation
185 Buffalo Ave., Freeport, NY 11520 • 516-379-4660
Circle 79 on inquiry card

SPECIFY THE MOST EFFECTIVE ATTIC
AND ROOF VENTILATOR AVAILABLE.
f ilte ent. The name that means year-round
protection from a// ventilation problems.
Filtervent

provides a continuous, uniform air flow along the entire roof
undersheathing. Old fashioned roof vents, turbine vents and power vents
don't. And only Filtervent has the exclusive, patented weather filter to
keep out rain and snow.

Filtervent

draws moist air from the attic in the winter to prevent condensation and ice dams . .. hot ,air in the summer to stop heat build-up
and reduce cooling costs.

Filtervent

looks good and outperforms all other ventilation methods. In fact, 32 ft. of Ridge Filtervent provide more net free area than
11 roof vents, 5 turbine vents or a 1,200 CFM power vent. Superior
ventilation and pleasing aesthetic qualities - in one product!
Join the architects and builders who specify Filtervent - for total
ventilation protection.

rA----------FREE LITERATURE! Please send me full details

Call
BOO·AIR-VENT for
architectural drawings,
specifications and technical
data on the full line of Filtervent
products.
Circle 74 on inquiry card

I
I
I
I
I

on the full line of Filtervent products.
Name _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __

AIR VENr Company
INC.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"
CitY ----,-- - --,--- State _ _ ZIP _ __
Phone
Mail to: Air Vent Inc., 4801 N. Prospect Rd.,
Peoria Hts., IL 61614

·t® ets you

Sometimes a project cries out for aesthetic
dress. With a Dryvit® Outsulation® wall, you can
include detail at very reasonable cost, thanks to
the innate flexibility of the System.
A beautiful example of this is illustrated at
left: One Corporate Center in Omaha. Those
floating panels surrounded by glass would be
difficult to accomplish with anything but
lightweight Dryvit Outsulation. And the Greek
frieze effect was just a simple step included in the
Dryvit application.
Why Dryvit rather than other exterior wall
insulation systems?
You know exactly what you're getting when you
specify Dryvit. It's the exterior wall system proven
in 55,000 buildings over a 17-year period in the
U.S.A. And it's the only system backed by a coastto-coast network of field service and technical
professionals ready to help you with design
questions, engineering know-how and structural
testing data.
Cost-efficiency never looked better!
As this energy-efficient wall goes up, so does the
dramatic detail. Instead of costly labor-intensive
designs of heavy wood or metal, lightweight
dimensional shapes of Dryvit Insulation Board can
be cut to just about any shape on a mass
production basis. The cost advantages are obvious.
And because Dryvit Outsulation's Primus/
Adhesive® and Surface Finish are based on a 100%
acrylic polymer, the System resists stains, fading
and cracking.
For new construction or retrofit - enjoy the
freedom of design and peace-of-mind that come
from working with the proven wall system. Call or
write for more information.
CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-556-7752

dryvTt·

OursuLATI
DRYVIT SYSTEM, INC.

One Energy Way, P.O. Box 1014, West Warwick, RI 02893
Plant Locations:
West Warwick, RI ; Tulsa, OK; Woodlake, CA; Columbus, GA;
Vancouver, B.C., Canada (Dryvit Outsulation System Ltd.)
Look for us in Sweets: 7.13Dr and 7.13Dry
Circle 80 on inquiry card
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WHEN YOU'REREADY TO
INSTALL A POKE·THROUGH.
Flexible Wiring

WOULDN'T IT BE NICE
TO HAVEA POKE·THROUGH
THAT'S READY TO INSTALL?

Motion Sensing Systems

Undercarpet Cable
We certainly think so.
That's why the Hubbell
Fire-Rated Poke-Through
comes fully assembled, prewired,
and completely ready to install.
Out of the box, ours is the quickest, easiest-to-install poke-through
on the market today. Less effort, less
expense . And, because it doesn't have
to be disassembled for removal, it's
also the quickest , easiest, and least
expensive to relocate .
Just as important, the pokethrough that's completely put
together is also put together
better. Only the Hubbell pokethrough incorporates the Hubbell Specification Grade duplex
receptacle. What's more, one fitting can accommodate power, data
and communication requirements .
We even offer a 2-piece unit to
guard against above-floor damage
during construction.

In addition, because of
our UL listing and fire
rating, you can specify our
poke-through with complete
confidence for any application
requiring floors rated for 1-4
hour fire resistance . Even our
closure plug is rated for 4
hours so t he integrity of the
floor is preserved even
when the poke-through is
removed or relocated.
When you consider initial
installation costs , relocation costs , and product
performance , the Hubbell
Fire-Rated Poke-Through is
the poke-through to specify.
For specification details, call
or write Hubbell Incorporated,
State St. & Bostwick Ave .,
Bridgeport, CT 06605 ,
(203) 333-1181.
Circle 81 on inquiry card

Floor Boxes

Fire-Rated Poke-Throughs

Beadex is offering their tape-on trim!

lex Tape-On Corners are
loating. Unlike Nail-On
ers, Tape-On Corners
ot crack along the outer
s if stud movement or
kage should occur.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ease of application
No nail pops
Shallower bead means less shrinkage
More rust resistant
Better surface for joint compound adhesion
Paint adheres better to bead portion than to
bare steel
•Available in 90 degree and 3f.i" radius corners
DIMENSIONS

DESCRIPTION

BEADEX OUTER CORNER
Concealed Metal.
Galvanized
metal corner
--------~
_0._1w
__
19_13_2"_ 27_13_2"_13_11_6"_1_31_16" bead laminated to exposed
paper tape offers an exB-1XW 23132" 31132" 11116" 11 /16"
ce llent bond for joint cement and paint. For use on
any thickness of wallboard.
B·1

15/32" 23132 " 5/8..

5/8 "

--------~

BEADEX SOFTLINE
Softline corner and cove products help create the appealing,
rounded inner and outer corners favored by many designers.
Paper tape laminated to galvanized metal assures excellent
adhesion. The 3f.1" radius adapts well to either 1h" or %"
drywall.

.INE COVE

'DEX MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

11

=

833 Houser Way North
Renton, Washington 98055
(206) 228-6600

ctu red under U.S. Pat. No's. 2,649,890, 2,593,859
atents pending.

Circle 82 on inquiry card

1325 El Pinal Drive
Stockton , California 95205
(209) 462-6600

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Group 4, Inc. now has available the Disk
Library
service
for
MASTERSPEC•
Specifications System. This automated
specification production system will save
you time and money.

PC-DOE
Mainframe computer power for your
tec hnical or engineering staff on your
office PC and at PC prices. The
recently introduced PC-DOE software
is a full-featured PC version of the
DOE-2 mainframe c omputer program
developed by the U .S. Dept. of Energy,
but with user-oriented features and
graphi cs added . A powerful building
facilities ana lysis package for only
$895 . A breakthrough in c ost performance for co mputer software .
State-of-the-art, hour-by-hour design
analysis features :
Energy Use and Costs
Daylighting An alysi s
Attached / External Shading Features
Variable Building Site Orientation
Scheduled Use of Facilities
Passive Solar Energy Systems
Active Solar Energy Systems
Daily / Monthl y/ Annual Simul ations
HVAC Equipment Sizing
60 + Printed Reports
Graphic al Reports
For mor e information and product literature , ca ll or write :

The MASTERSPEC Disk Library is available for use with WordPlus-PC and Word
Perfect word-processing software systems
for IBM and IBM-compatible desktop computer systems. It is available in the Basic
and Short Language Versions.
The Disk Library is easy to use. No special
training is necessary. You can use the MASTERSPEC Disk Library immediately upon
arrival.
Call (409) 775-7472 today for more information on the Group 4, lnc.-MASTERSPEC
Disk Library service.
~

QT?~P
5LH!e2QQ
121 north main s1r ee!
bryan. texas 77803

409 1775- 74 72

Ask an expert

lj
AUTO CAD . .

Authorized dealer for
the world's most
widely-used CAD
software. Hardware,
training, and support
available.
Princeton Consultants
Princeton, NJ
609-683-4400

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
Wood and Steel Beams• Steel Lintels• Masonry Walls•
Foundations • Parapets • Retaining Walle • • • • Masonry
Columns•• Wood Ledgers•• Masonry Beams ••Piers

''' ""MONEY BACK GUARANTEE"""'
for IBM-PC or compatible 16 for

$349.00

ARCHl-DATA SYSTEMS
2421 E. 6th St., Tucson, Arizona 85719

Industria l Design

Symbols Pac ka ges
Lotus In te r face
User Friend ly / IBM PC
Shamrock CA DD
626 High landia
Baton Rouge, LA 708 10
(504) 292·7250

CA SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
143 Union Blvd.
Lakewood, CO 80228
1-800-231-4007 or 303-980-1796

Call now.
Estimate faster,
more accurately
by next week.
With the Dodge
Computer Data Base,
the most extensive
in the industry.
Linked by phone
to your own terminal.
Do Conceptual Budg et Analyses
and Prelimin ary Design Estimates
in minules w ith on-l ine access to :
• Costs for 25,000 bui ld ing compo nents
• Prec ise labor costs/ tim e estimates
fo r 22 trades
• Cost adju stments for 700 zip cod es

For details, call toll-free

1-800-257-5295

• , ~

t-J !

1tn ~

(in N .J. 1-609-426-7300 .)
Cost Information Systems
McGraw- Hil l In fo rmation Systems Company

212/512-2984

The complete GEOCAD Turnkey System based
on the NEC APClll computer, Hitachi digitizer,
Houston Ins trument plotter, complete with
AutoCAD and GEOCAD so ftware, including onsite installa tion and two days of training is
priced at
.$ 12,800
The same system based on the NEC APC IV
computer CAT compatible) lists at $ 15,000
GEOCAD software package
$ 800
GEOCAD generic menu and cus tom symbol
~m~a~s

for detailed information contact

AUlOCAD'"

· billing and Job Costing
using the Apple Macintosh .. _..
Applied Micronetics, Inc
3 Burnt Oak Circle Lafayette, CA 94549
( 415) 283-4498

$ IBO

GEOEST estimating module which estima tes
directly from the drawing and counts all blocks
entities and areas and places them in an
independent spread sheet lists at $ 800

r~~
m

CALLIN YOUR
SOFTWARE
ADS
ILENE FADER

GEOCAD, a low cost dra fting system for
architects, is gaining wide acceptance among
architects and other design professionals. It
is based on AutoCad CTMl the most popular
CAD program in the world.

~r

~~

P.O.Box 186, Laurel Rd.
Pound T~ildg9~'4 N7~4~~g;~

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING &

1

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
.................................
Fully integrated project management/accounting

package; includes Job Cost, Pred1ct1ve Budgets,
Billing, Payroll, Aged AI R, A/P , and G/ L IB=.JM
XT/ATcompatible-link to Lotus 123 tm.
ACS (BOS) 962-4962 PO Box 4811 SB CA 93140

OFFICIAL PROPOSAL

HOSPITAL ARCHITECTS
The New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation invites experienced design firms to submit their qualifications for consideration for the major reconstruction of two of the Corporation's general care facilities in Queens and Brooklyn, New
York.
Architectural firms interested in one of the projects should submit the following:
1. A detailed statement of qualifications to design both new construction and the renovation of large hospitals, knowledge
of the public sector, length oftime in the health care field, and experience working with health care agencies and regulators.
2. A detailed statement of relevant experience of senior management who might be assigned to a project of this type.
3. A list of similar projects completed.
4. Federal Form 254.
Evaluations of the experience and qualifications of firms submitting Statements of Qualifications under this announcement
will be based on your firm's successful experience in completing similar projects. The Corporation is seeking technical and
administrative excellence.
After Evaluation of the Statement of Qualifications submitted under this request, candidates deemed highly qualified will be
asked to respond to a formal Request for Proposals (RFP).
The Statement of Qualifications must be submitted no later than September 22, 1986 to:

Judith Bernstein
Director of Project Management
Capital Programs
New York City Health and Hospitals Corporation
346 Broadway, New York, New York 10013

Are you in
your first
•
•
eng1neer1ng
job?
Are you
thinking
about where
you go
from here?

POSITIONS VACANT

FOR SALE
TREE STAMPS
Treeline's crafted rubber stamps combine
quality of hand drawn trees and people with
speed and convenience of stamps. Write for
free catalog.
Treeline
8 Tappan, Wellesley, MA 02181

Architect, Graduate. Commercial, industrial
and construction. 3-5 yrs. experience. Submit
resume to K. Neel, HWH, ArchitectsEngineers-Planners, 1150 West 3rd Street,
Cleveland, OH 44113. Equal Opportunity Employer.

HIRE 1988 & 1989
GRADUATING ENGINEERS
-NEXT SUMMER!First, it's in our industry's best interest to
By filling out and returning the coupon
hold and encourage its life-blood by below, your organization will be inciuded
providing career-conscious undergrad- in summer job listings to be featured in
uate engineering students with meaning- the January 1987 issue of McGraw-Hill's
ful summer job experience in their future GRADUATING ENGINEER.
profession.
This edition will be distributed to
Second, since there'll always be more 90,000 engineering students on over 300
anxious applicants than openings, you'll campuses by Deans and engineering
be able to select the cream of the crop, department heads.
then evaluate them under "gamePlease supply the name of the person
conditions" with an eye towards hiring students should contact, and a phone
them as coveted graduates.
number for our checking purposes only.
PLEASE PRINT OR TYPE

This book is a practical how-to-do-it
guide from Graduating Engineer that
you can put to use right now-articles
like "How to Get a Good Performance
Appraisal", "The Importance of a Mentor", "The Road to $50,000 a Year",
"Winning at Office Politics"-and many
more. Send for this book today and
begin to move ahead in your career.

Free summer job listing
•

MAIL TO: ARCHITECTURAL RECORD/POST OFFICE BOX 900/NEWYORK/NY 10020

GRADUATING ENGINEER
P.O.B<>x900

NAME/TITLE of Individual to be contacted

Your Signature

NAME OF ORGANIZATION

Telephone (our use only)

ADDRESS: Malling address of your personnel office
TYPE AND NUMBER OF STUDENTS SOUGHT:

Architect

Illustrator

NewYork,NYl002o

.

•i rJ;

~· ~

l.M •

Please send me __ copies of "Moving
Ahead in Your Career" at $9.95 each.
Enclosed is my check/money order
made out to Graduating Engineer for

$__

Mechanical or Civil Engineer/Computer Science/Draftsperson/Model Builder

...............................................................
Note: Last date coupons can be accepted for this year's summer job Ilstlngs Is November 19, 1986

Name
Address

City /State/Zip

AR
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FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

POSITIONS VA CANT

UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM & MINERALS
DHAHRAN - SAUDI ARABIA
COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENT AL DESIGN
CITY PLANNING
Needs
Faculty in City Planning Studios with emphasis on Physical Design, Planning Theory, Transportation and Infrastructure
Systems, etc. Applicants should possess at least a Master's degree in their area of specialization and have professional and
academic experience.

Architects $25,000-75,000 Group On
Search Executive Architectural Recruiters. Ke
positions at all levels with Regional & Nationa
Firms. Experience in Health Care, Commercial
Criminal Just ice, Educational, Institutional
Multi-Family & Residential Projects. Highly con
fidential. No Fee. Include Salary Requirements
38-12 W. Linebaugh Ave. #26, Tampa, Fla
33624;813-969-0544.
Architect - Expanding, award-winning, d
sign oriented firm. Specialty in traditional arch
tecture. Immediate positions. Wide resp's. 2years expe rience. Send resume. Orr & Tayl
Architecture and Gardens, 441 Chapel Stree
New Haven, CT 06511 .

The University offers attractive salary and benefits which are tax-free.
Send resume with supporting documents to:
University of Petroleum & Minerals
Houston Office, Department 517
5718 Westheimer, Suite 1550
Houston, Texas 77057

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
ARC DESIGN CONSULT ANTS
(UK) LTD.
Lon don-based architectural firm with extensive experi ence of large overseas projects offers comprehensive support services to U.S. practices with co mmitments In Europe , the Middle East and Africa.
Take advantage of the favorable overhead and production
costs th at having a base in Europe will give you today.
Our teams are fully experien ced in th e use of CAD for
working drawings, and also provide specification, quantity
surveying and engineering support.
Enquiries : Arc Design Consultants (UK) Ltd .,

1 Cambridge Gate
London NW1 4JN
Telephone: 01-935 3464
Telex:
295617 ARCH G
Telefax:
01-935 5950
(Groups 2 & 3)

SPECIAL SERVICES

THE DALLAS LABORATORIES, INC.

POSITIONS VA CANT

Contact:

David E. Gladney
Dallas Laboratories, Inc.

TELECOPIER

Architect I Designer - Drafting, work drawings, plans, elevations, sections, interior layouts
for resid e ntial projects. Architectural models
and alternative sc he mes for presentation to
clients. 40 hrs./ wk; $20,347 /y r. B.S. Arch. and 3
mos. exp. DOT Code 001060101. Mail resum e
to: NYS Job Service JO #NY8011589, 175 Remsen St., 2nd Fl, Bklyn , N.Y. 11201 .

Architect with broad design skills. Experienced
all phases of Arch itecture, for senior position
with long established national consulting engineering firm in heavy structure; bridges, parking
structures, buildings, etc. Should have capabilities to head Architectural Division of Engineering Architectural firm . Minimum 10 years of
qualifying experience. Have good bearing, be
self-disciplined and can assume manageme nt
assignments. Write in co nfid e nce to: Konski Engineers, P.C., Old En gine House No. 2, 727
North Salina Street, Syracuse, New York 13208.

We offer the following In Metal Curtain and Window Wall
Field Testing and Inspection Services.
•Air Infiltration Testing
• Static Water Testing (AAMA 501.3)
•Standard Hose Testing (AAMA 501 .2)
• Field Inspection of Metal Curtain and Window Walls
•Complete Laboratory Support
· • Legal Consultation Services
• Shop Drawing Review and Structural Calculations
•Limited Size Chamber Testing

XEROX295

Concert Halls, The atres, Opera Houses And
Educational Buildings For The Performing Arts.
Artec Consultants Inc. Seeking architects at all
levels, also candidates in last year of architectural education. Resu me to Russell Johnson, 310
West 85th Street, Ap t. #2A, New York City,
10024.

To enable you to get your Classified
Advertising typewritten copy into
this section at the last possible
minute. we 've installed a XEROX
295 TELECO PIER (which also
receives copy from other makes) in
our New York home office.
If you have a telecopier , just ca ll
the number below to see if your
equipment is compatible . If you
don 't have a telecopier , call and
we 'll help you locate the nearest
one. It cou ld even be in your own
firm or building.
NOTE: The Xerox 295 cannot
accept photos or art, but as always,
there is no charge for typesetting
and layout service .

P.O. Box 15705, Dalleo, TX 75215
(214) 565-0593

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT

COMPUTER DESIGN STUDIO
COURSES, HANDS-ON TRAINING, TUTORIAL
MARINHA MASCHERONI

212-5803804
20 W . 84th St. N. Y., N. Y. 10024

POSITIONS WANTED
Interior Decorator I Shopper. Free lance or
staff. Studying at Parsons. Mature, reliable,
tasteful, flexible. 212-737-1418.

University Of Wisconsin-Milwauk~e, Department Of Architecture - Associate Or Full
Professor - To serve as ma/·or professor in the
Ph.D. program and teach re ated courses. Ph.D.
or equivalent mi nimum qualification and
demonstrated research I experie nce in Environment - Behavior Studies, prefe rably applied
culture and e nvironments. Associate, Assistant
Or Adjunct Professo r - To deliver lectures and
studios at graduate and undergraduate levels.
M.Arch degree minimum qualification and
preference given to candidates with background in desi gn theory, real estate development, computer-aided design, or structures.
Send resume, 3 references and portfolio by Oct.
31, 1986 to: Robert Greenstreet, Chair, Department of Architecture, University of Wisconsi nMilwaukee, P.O. Box 413, Milwaukee, WI
53201 . UWM is an Affirmative Action/ Equal
Opportunity Employer.

CALL (212)
512-6800

Send us your best house design.
If it wins, we'll build it.
If you're an architect, engineer,
designer, builder or student, you're
eligible to enter our design contest.
Object: to recognize innovations
in housing.
First prize is $5,000 and the chance
to see your ideas constructed and
featured in Better Homes and Gardens, Builder and Progressive Architecture. Up to five $1000 Citations of
Merit will also be awarded.
We're looking for single-family
home designs that are appealing
and economical to build. They must
also demonstrate noteworthy aesthetic and structural uses of wood
products.

You can get rules and entry forms
three ways. Send in the coupon.
Call (206) 565-6600. Or write Innovations in Housing, Dept. PA-1084,
P.O. Box 11700, Tacoma, WA 98411.
But do it soon. Because all entries must be postmarked by April
1, 1987.

r-------------1
f

I

I

I

I
I

Please send me _ _ entryforms.

I
I

Name

J

Address

I

Innovations in Housing
Dept. AR-986
P.O. Box 11700
j Tacoma, WA 98411

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

City
State

Zip

I

J

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

L----------~~_J

A design competition sponsored by the American Plywood Association, the American Wood Council, Better Homes and Gardens, Builder and Progressive Architecture.

But the lock still works.

It should. It's a Schlage.
A name synonymous with quality and durability for over60 years.
Starting with our very first product, the cylindrical lock, revolutionizing
the business. Allowing installation in minutes. Instead of hours.
Since then, we've filled the years with innovations.
Like the inter-connected residential lock. For better security and safe~
And our new non-handed mortise lock. Awarded 11 design patents, it's
taking the industry by storm.
Send for a copy of our Architectural Guide to Door Hardware: Sdllage,
IHS Division, 200 Parkside Drive, San Fernando, CA 91340.
And discover some of today's most enduring contributions to
/
American architecture.

The editors of ARCHITECTURAL RECORD are seeking
outstanding, innovative examples of kitchen and bathroom
design to feature in the second annual special interiors section
of RECORD HOUSES. Submissions must include photographs of
completed interiors, plans showing the location of the kitchen
and/or bathroom within the house, and a brief project
description, to arrive at the magazine no later than October 31,
1986. Work previously published in other national design
magazines will not be considered.

Submissions should be mailed to:
Deborah K. Dietsch
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

.
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10: 00 Good morning, Mr. Drew. Your
mission: revi,se montltly market forecast and
update client roster. Fast. Your secret weapon:
an AT&T PC 6300PLUS with Simul· Task.

..

.•.

'I

I
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10:05Asyo11 enter new names ill client
database, this remarkable PC is already tap-

10: 11 Obeying pre-set commands, your
new AT&T PC enters market data in spreadsheet. It will simultaneously run your spreadsheet and print from the database. So why not

ping a Denver mainframe for the market fig-

get some coffee?

ures you will need .

26 MINUTES IN THE LIFE
The machine is AT&T's PC 6300 PLUS. At its
heart, a bit of technological lightning that per mits the
computer to do several tasks at once.
This AT&T breakthrough is called Simul-Task. It
mightily expands the usefulness of the PC experts
already place in the first rank of today's more powerful "80286" machines.
One manager likens Simul-Task to having an
assistant handle one chore while you get on with
another. With Simul-Task aboard, the AT&T PC 6300
PLUS can comb through a database for the figures
you need while you update a memo ... or print out a
report while you set up a spreadsheet.

SIMUL-TASK: THE SOUL OF ABETTER PC
There exist few machines that can match the
power of AT&T's PC 6300 PLUS. The speed is intoxicating, the graphics razor sharp. Look hard enough,
and you may find a similar machine. But you will find
none that can awly its power to one of your existing

PC programs- and to other jobs at the same time.
Caveat emptor: You can pay plenty for softwar
that lets you look at several programs at once. ATi
Simul-Task runs several programs at once. It's the
difference between wiildow shopping-and gettin
things done.
The secret: Simul-Task unlocks the full potent
of the "80286" processor chip. So you have all the b
efits of today's PC software, without the limitatio
today's PCs.
Simul-Task gives anyone who sits down at an
AT&T PC 6300 PLUS the ability to do more-and
faster- than users of other PCs. But there is mor
the Simul-Task story.
Item: Simul-Task opens the door to better da
communications. Two keystrokes can tap you in to
a mainframe 1,500 miles away, or the PC down
the hall.
Item: Even as you run one, two, or three busi

10: 16 Th e spreadsheet is almost don e,

but you needn't wail for it to finish. AT&T);
Simul-Task lets you update your cover letter
while other programs run.

10:20 Send FYI report to branch
managers via electronic mail. One command
reminds the PC to back up files during lunch
hour.

10:26 Boss stops by. Hard copy just
happens to be ready. lli?ll done, Mr. Drew! And
welcome to the world of Simul-Task.

~DAY'S MOST PRODUCTIVE PC.

p:-ams, the PC 6300 PLUS is open to receive and
e electronic mail or data someone else is sending
m. No matter what programs you are running,
·"mail" is just three keystrokes away.
Item: You put your computer on "automatic pilot;'
ung time-consun1ing jobs like database sorts after
~s. Rather like setting a VCR to tape
orrow night's movie.

COMPUTERS WITH THE FUTURE BUILT IN

Most of today's 19 nilllion PCs are islands unto
nselves. But tomorrow is con1ing up fast. For
e companies, the next step is tapping a remote
tbase. For others, it is networking one PC to
;her. Or uniting all their computers in a larger
;tellation.
Here Simul-Task shines. For many companies,
T's PC 6300 PLUS with Simul-Task can be the
lge between today's personal computer applicas .. .and tomorrow's company-wide applications.

When the time comes to take the next step, you'll
be ready. AT&T makes the pieces fit.
How much 'Will all th:is cost? The exact figure
depends on how you equip your system, but most companies have been pleasantly surprised. And right now
(for a lin1ited time) you can get even more for your
money.
To learn more, and to arrange for a Simul-Task
demonstration, please contact your AT&T Account
Executive, stop by any authorized AT&T supplier, or
telephone 1800 247-1212.

--

-

ATs.T

The right choice.
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>dge Microsystems...
5oftware That's Updated Quarterly - To Put
You On Time And Target On Every Jobi
~stimate

Faster, More Precisely -And Save Money 7bo !

='or estimating software that always gives you current
-;onstruction cost data - YOU NEED DESIGN ESTIMATOR II .
rhis distinctive estimating program is derived from the Dodge
:onstruction Cost Data Base - with essential information on
)Ver 6,000 building materials, paired with wage rates and
)Utput for 22 building trades and costs indexed to 720 U.S.
-:ind Canadian cities.
rhis software package requires only an IBM PC or compatible
~quipment and a printer. Once you run the program in your
)Wn office, you '11 be ready to ...
• Change and compare materials costs and wage rates.
• Estimate accurately for special materials or unusual structures .
• Print out reports for Trade, UCI or CSI master format applications.
• Include basic sitework in your Cost Estimate .
• Write in up to 100 unique components or even extra costs
into our estimates.

Z\ DESIGN ESTIMATOR II Demonstration Kit is available for your
)Wn test run . See how easy it is to prepare precise estimates!

ro place your order now for either the Demonstration Kit -

)r the complete program - call :

l-800-257-5295.
n N .J. call 1-609-426-7300 and ask for Rita Prince at either number.

/
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P.O . Box28
Princeton, New Jersey 08543
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The National Building Museum. A home for all members of the
building community. A place to exchange ideas, information,
and opinions. A rallying point to celebrate and promote building.
A center to enhance public understanding and appreciation of
the building arts and sciences.
The National Building Museum's program of exhibitions,
films , and publications covers all aspects of the built environment.
Its information center supplies the building industry with current
and historical technological data. Its documentation center collects
both written and visual materials to aid writers , teachers, and
researchers.
The home of NBM is the century-old Pension Building in
Washington, D.C ., an architectural and engineering marvel whose
Great Hall is pictured above.
A nonprofit institution, NBM needs your support in order
to support you . Join us.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ __
Regular $15
Contributor $25

Sponsor $50
Benefactor $100

Patron $500
Student $5
Overseas $22

Make checks payable to :
National Building Museum and send to:
M embership/National Building Museum
Pen~i?n Building
.
Ljudictary Sq~...:_N.W. , Washmgt:.' DC 2000~ ---

NATIONAL
BUILDING
MUSEUM

00

~~ '

smudges ~"0 nicks
Spiro& liner™

parallel ruling
cutting straightedge

WITH STANDARD FEATURES FOUND IN NO OTHER STRAIGHTEDGE .- ONE MOOEL OOES IT ALL!
ELIMINATES SMUDGING: Elevated slightly above the drawing surface . SPIROLINER glides on
wheels at each end of the blade . No rollers in bottom to smudge drawing.
NICK-PROOF CUTTING EDGE: The hardened anodized aluminum SPIROLINER blade
provides "nick-proof" cutting edges when ruling edge is removed .
TRANSPARENT ACRYLIC RULING EDGE: is removable and replaceable.
DUAL BRAKE/LOCK SYSTEMS: Standard on all SPIROLINERS provide
friction braking and cfead locking si multaneously.
TOP MOUNTS TO ANY DRAWING TABLE: Versatility, elegance
and competitive pricing makes SPIROLINER the first
choice of architects , engineers. and graphic designers.

CALL 800-342-2063

Spiroll International

Massachusetts 413-499-4209

326 Sp rings ide Ave ., Pittsfield , MA 01201
Circle 89 on inquiry card

PRESCRIBED RF.ADING

ANJ~1~EMmrnc
TRF.ATMENTS. FREE.

Introducing two valuable reference works on solid board paneling
with Western Wood. The Original
Miracle Product.
Included are a design workbook
that explores aesthetic strategies of
paneling patterns, textures and fin-

ishes. And an illustrated manual that
details the more technical aspects of
installation.
Both books are yours, free, with
this coupon. So fill in your name and
address, and we'll fill you in on the interior design potential of genuine Western Wood. Plastic surgeons
need not apply.
wP

oo•

WESTERN WOOD.
THE ORIGINAL MIRACLE PRODUCT.
Circle 90 on inquiry card

Advertising index

For detailed data, prefiled catalogs of the manufacturers listed
below are available in your 1986
Sweet's Catalog File as follows.

(G) General Building & Renovation
(green)
(E) Engineering & Retrofit (brown)
(I) Industrial Construction &
Renovation (blue)
(1) Homebuilding & Remodeling
(yellow)
(D) Contract Interiors (white)

M
Mapes Industries, 2 page advertising
supplement included with Eastern
and Central copies only.
(800) 228-2391
Manville Corp. - Mineral Panels Div.,
86; 54
Manville Corp. - Roofing Systems
Div., 20-21, 189; 11, 87 [G-E-I]
(303) 978-4900
Marvin Windows, 72-73; 52 [G]
(800) 346-5128
Merillat Industries, Inc., 174; 55
[G-L]
(517) 263-0771
Monier Co., 32Sa; 32 [G-L]
(714) 538-8822
.
Monsanto Saflex, 157; 63 [G-E]
(314) 694-2672
Montgomery Elevator Co., 32; 22 [G]

s

N
Naturalite, Inc., 44; 41 [G-I-L]
(800) 527-4018
Nichols-Homeshield, 64; 49 [G]
(312) 851-5430
Nucor Corp., 74-75; 53 [G]

T
Thoro System Products, 16; 9 [G]
(305) 592-2081
.
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Air Vent, Inc., 171, 173, 175, 177;
74 [G]
(800) 243-8368
Alenco, 56; 45 [G]
(409) 779-7770
American Gas Association, 149; 59
American Marazzi Tile, Inc., 62; 48
[G-L-D]
(214) 226-0110
American Olean Tile Co., 28-29; 17
[G-D]
(215) 855-1111
American Plywood Association, 185

D
Dryvit System, Inc., 178-179; 80
[G-I]
DuPont-Hypalon, 49-52; 30 [G-E-L-D]
F
Farb-Design-International EV, 198;

94
Firestone, 14; 7 [G-E-IJ
(800) 428-4442
Florida Tile Div., Sikes Corp., 54;

44 [G]
1 (800) FLA-Tile
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Andersen Corp., 26-27; 16 [G-L]
Architect's Book Club, 164-167
Architectural Precast Association,
32Ea-32Eb, 320a-32Cb; 25
Armstrong, Cov. II-1, 2-3; 1, 2
[G-DJ
AT&T Information Systems, 190-191;
[G-E-I]
1 (800) 247-7000

B
B&M Finishers, Inc., 38; 38
(201) 241-5640
BeadeX, 181; 82 [G]
(206) 228-6600
Best Western International, 163
Bilco Co., The, 162; 69 [G-E-I-L]
(203) 934-6363
Blu-Ray, Inc., 175; 77
(203) 767-0141
Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc.,
30; 18 [G]
(818) 764-1000
Bradley Corp., 5; 3 [G-E-I]
(414) 251-6000

c
Cafco, 46; 42 [G-E]
Cangelosi Co., 32Sc; 33
1 (800) 233-5188
CARADCO, a Kusan, Inc. Co.,
32Eg, 32Cc; 24, 27 [G]
(217) 893-4444
Casio, Inc., 170; 71
Clearprint, 15; 8
(415) 652-4762
Clorox/Olympic, 58; 46 [G-L]
CNA Insurance, 40; 39
(312) 565-2424
Consolidated Aluminum Corp., 88-89;
57 [G-IJ
(314) 878-6950
Cost Information Systems, 192-193;
88 [G-E-I-L-DJ
1 (800) 257-5295
Crown Metal Mfg. Co., 32; 21
(312) 873-3833

G
General Electric Plastics, 17 to
19; 10 [G]
Georgia-Pacific Corp., 158; 64, 65
[G-I-L-D]
Grace, W.R. & Co., 31, 65, 69; 19,
50, 51 [G-I]
(617) 876-1400
Greenstreak, 198; 93 [G-E]
010

H
Hewlett Packard, Cov. III; 95
1 (800) 345-6366
Hoggan Health Industries, Inc.,
32Wa; 29
(801) 572-6500
Homasote Co., 22; 12 [G]
(609) 883-3300
Hubbell, Harvey, 180; 81 [E]
I
Innovative Marble and Tile, Inc.,
173; 76
Intergraph Corp., 48; 43
1 (800) 826-3515
!RB-Verlag, Stuttgart, 171; 73
Iron-Craft, Inc., 32Wa; 31
(415)632-4612
K

Karastan, 10-11
(212) 980-3434
Kim Lighting, 36; 37 [G]
(818) 968-5666
Koch + Lowy, 42; 40
L
Laminators Safety Glass Association,
171; 72
Letraset USA, 32Nb; 35
Lighting Services, Inc., 197; 91, 92
Loadmaster Systems, Inc., 32Sd; 34

p
Pannier Graphics, 32; 20
(215) 672-3600
Peachtree Doors, Inc., 8; 5 [G-L]
(800) 447-4700
Pella Rolscreen co., 150-151; 60
[G-L-D]
(512) 628-1000
Presray Corp., 181; 83 [G-E-I]
(415) 321-6002
Prime Computer, Inc., 12-13; 6
Protective Treatments, Inc., 161;
68 [GJ
(800) 543-7570

R
Raymond E. Enkeboll Designs, 177
Raynor Mfg. Co., 176 78 [G-I]
(815) 288-1431
Republic Aluminum, 32Cf; 28
(312) 525-6000
Robertson, H.H. Co., 168-169; 70
[G-E-IJ
(412) 928-7508
Russwin, Inc./Hardware Div., 90; 58
[GJ
(203) 225-7411

Sentry Electric Corp., 177; 79 [G]
(516) 379-4660
Schlage Lock Co., 186-187; 86
[G-E~I-L-D]

(415) 467-1100
Shakertown Corp., 6; 4 [G-LJ
(800) 426-8970
Sloan Valve Co., Cov. IV; 96 [G-E-IJ
Spacesaver Corp., 181; 84 [G-I]
(414) 563-6362
Spiroliner, 195; 89
Steelite, Inc., 32Eh; 26 [G-I]
(412) 734-2600
Sto-Industries, 25; 15 [G]
(802) 775-4117
Sweet's Div., McGraw-Hill Systems,
68; [G-EJ
Syenergy Methods, Inc., 160; 67
1 (800) 221-9255

u
United Airlines, 76
United States Gypsum Co., 24, 34;
11;., 36 [G-E-I-L-D]
(312) 321-4180
United States Mineral Products Co.,
46; 42 [G-E]

v
Varitronics Systems, Inc., 87; 56
Vent-Axia, Inc., 32Ec; 23 [G-E]
Victor 0. Schinnerer & Co., Inc.,
152; 61

w
Western Wood Products Association,
195; 90 [G]
WilsonArt, 155; 62 [G-D]
(800) 433-3222
Wiremold Co., The, 60; 47
(203) 233-6251

x
Xerox, 23; 13

z
Zero International, Inc., 159; 66
[GJ
(212) 585-3230

Sales offices
Main Office
McGraw-Hill, Inc.
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Director of Business and
Production
Joseph R. Wunk (212) 512-2793

Publisher/Vice President
Paul B. Beatty {212) 512-4685
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Camille Padula (212) 512-2858
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Louis F. Kutscher
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Development
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Paul R. D'Armiento
1750 K Street NW
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THE AIR&SPACE LIGHT
This architecturally unobtrusive modular
system can expand, adopt, even relocate
quickly and without tools. It remains
unnoticed by thousands daily at the
National Air & Space Museum.
For an information kit, write on
your letterhead to: Lighting Services Inc,
150 East 58 Street, New York, NY 10155

ISi
LIGHTING IS
EVERYTHING
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Overseas Offices
Frankfurt/Main
Elsa-Brandstroem Str. 2
Frankfurt/Main, Germany

Tokyo
2-5, 3-chrome
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo, Japan

Sheffield
146 West St.
Sheffield S14ES, England
Milan
Via Baracchini No. l
Milan, Italy
Paris
17, rue Georges Bizet
75 Paris 16e, France

THE 1,000 E
South America
Empresa Internacional de
Comunicacoes Ltda.
Rua da Consolacao, 222
Conjunto 103
01302 Sao Paulo, S.P. Brasil

With this Q-Lens Beamshaper you can
produce limitless variations of quadrilateral
or round beam patterns, precisely framing
paintings, signs or photographs for
remarkably dramatic effects.
For an information kit, write on
your letterhead to: Lighting Services Inc,
150 East 58 Street, New York, NY 10155
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Use your
STAC card!
ARCHITECTURAL CONCRETE
GREENSTREAK FORMLINERS
Fast. Simple. Beautiful.
Greenstreak's Formliner Systems offer the
look you want at the most economical cost.
Wide Selection of Patterns and Textures.
1-10 Time Use Ranges.

N

eed product information fast? Your Architectural Record Subscri
Telephone Access Card can help speed information to you about a
product or service in these pages.

CALL 800-325-9504
See Sweets
3.5/GR

Missouri Residents 314-225-9400
Box 7139 • St. Louis, MO 63177
Circle 93 on inquiry card
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When you key your more-information requests directly into our computer
touch-tone telephone-through Architectural Record's exclusive ST
system-you save days, even weeks of mail-deli ve ry, handling and proce
ingtime.
The day after you call , advertisers can access your request by phone from
computer, and begin the process of mailing you the materials you request
When you need information for a right-now project, fast , free help is as clo
as your STAC card. And STAC service is avai lable to you 24 hours a d
seven days a week.

3rd International
Colour Design Prize

1986-87
Th e Farb-Design-Internationa l eV
invites entries for the 3rd International
Colour Design Prize held once again
under the auspices of the
design ce nte r stuttgart .
Wanted: Outstand ing co lour
applications in the fields of
1. architecture 2. industrial desig.o.
3. contributions to didactics
In addition, for the first time:
an awa rd for exa mples of colour
design of th e workp lace.
Th e pri zes t otal:
Intern. Colour Design Prize DM 40.000,Lacquer-Va rn ish Industry Award DM 10.000,-

BEFORE YOU DIAL:

1

Write the Reader Service num-

bers for those items about
2• which
you want more infor-

mation in the boxes in Step 6
below. Do not add Os.

CALL STAG :

3

Entry forms from :
Farb-Design-Inte rn . e.V
Danneckerstr. 52
D-7000 Stuttgart 1

Using a standard touch-tone
• telephone, call 413 / 442-2668,
and follow the computer-generated instructions.

ENTER YOUR STAG NUMBER
AND ISSUE NUMBER:
the recording says ,
Enter your subscriber
4 • "When
number... " enter your STAC
number by pushing the numbers and symbols (#
or") on your telephone keypad .
Ignore blank boxes. Enter:

Number, including symb
from your list below. lgn
blank boxes. Wait for the pro
pt before entering each sub
quent number (maximum
numbers).
1.DDDD[!][!]
2. DDDD[!][!]
3 . DDDD[!][!]
4. DDDD[!][!]
5. D D DD[!][!]

s.D D D D [ ! ] [!]
7 . D D DD[!][!]
s . DDDD[!][!]
9 . DDDD[!][!]
10.DDDD[!][!]
11.DDDD[!][!]
12. D D D D[!] [!]
13.D D

DD[!][!]

14. D

D

DD[!][!]

DDDDDDDDO~~

15. D

D

DD[!][!]

When the recording says,
magazine code and is5 • "Enter
sue code ... " enter these num-

16.D D

DD[!][!]

Closing date for entries: December 1, 1986
Jury:
E. J. Auer, W.-Germany
Dr. U. Co nrads, W.-Germany
Prof. K. Dittert, W.-Germany
Prof. Dr. Gebessler, W.-Germany
William Kessler, USA
Ha ns v. Klier, Italy
Agneta Lilj endahl, Sweden
Prof. Dr. A. Nemcsics, Hu ngary
Prof. Dr.A. Roth, Switzerlan d
Douglas C. Row land, Canada
Davorin Savnik, Yugoslavia
Prof. F. Seitz, W.-Germany
Prof. K. We idemann, W.-Germany .

Write your STAG ID number, as
• imprinted on your STAG card, in
the boxes in Step 4 below. Do
not add Os.

bers and symbols :

0

~ [!] ~ [I][!] [!]

ENTER YOUR INQUIRIES :

6

When the recording says ,
• "Enter (next) inquiry number... "
enter the first Inquiry Selection

17. D D D D [ ! ] [ ! ]

END STAC SESSION :
When you have entered all y
Inquiry Selection Numbers
7 • the
recording prompts, "E
next inquiry number," End
call by entering:

DD~C!J00

If you are a subscriber and need assistance , call 212 /512-3442. If you are
a subscriber, fill out the subscription card in this issue, or call Architect
Record Subscription Services at 914 /628-0821 .

What if..
YOU COULD PULL OFF
A PERFECT DRAWING
FOR ONLY SS,400?
Ah, the big idea. Everyone has
one. But not everyone can afford a
plotter to plot one on. Which got
us thinking. What if there was an
HP quality plotter so reasonably
priced you could afford to hook
one up to every PC CAD workstation in the office?
Introducing the HP DraftPro
Plotter. Now for only $5,400
any architect, engineer or designer can create perfect plots
time after time. Consider what the
DraftPro can do:
It can draw straight lines,
smooth arcs and perfectly-formed
characters . All on C and D-size
drafting film, paper or vellum,
using eight different pen colors .
Furthermore, it works with just
about any PC, like the HP Vectra PC
and IBM PC's. As well as popular
PC CAD programs like VersaCAD
and AutoCAD.
If the idea of having HP
reliability with a low price tag
makes sense to you, call us now.
For a brochure and sample plot,
call 1800 367-4772, Dept. 6248.
The HP DraftPro Plotter: highquality drafting for only $5,400.*

A . 2864

40.6" (H)
40.9" (W)

A 1. 3826

This diagram is an unretouched reproduction of a drawing
produced on the HP DrattPro with VersaCAD sottware.

F//'09

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

·suggested U.S. hst pnce
HP VectJa PC is a uademark of HewletH>acka1d. IBM PC is a registered trademark ot lnternat1ooal Business Machines. VersaCAD is a reg1sterc<I traoemark or T & W systems. AutoCAD is a registered t1adcmark or Au1o0esk, Inc. Cl 1986 Hewlett-Packard Co.
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uBob Chinn's Crab House Restaurant offers
seafood excellence and unusual customer
convenience thanks to Sloan OPTIM~ faucets!'
As owner of one of the nation's
best seafood restaurants, Bob
Chinn knows that customers may
want to wash up after enjoying
dishes like fresh Alaskan King
Crab and Hawaiian Mahi Mahi.
That's why
his Crab
House
Restaurant
dining
areas include the novelty of five
hand-washing stations featuring
Sloan No-Hands automated faucets.
The Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands
system uses an electronic sensor

••

''~

that "sees" the user and automatically turns the faucet on and offonly as needed. This eliminates
hand- or foot-actuated faucet
controls which can get messy or
are awkward to use.
The results : A faster , easier way
to wash up. Reduced water usage
and maintenance. And greater
convenience for customers.
The Sloan OPTIMA No-Hands
system meets all building codes
and easily adapts to existing sink
and plunibing h ookups. The
system is also compatible with
soap dispensers , hand dryers,

toilets, and urinals.
Ask your Sloan
representative
about Sloan
No-Hands
automated
systems. Or
write us.

ff1-D
l l
SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
10500 Seymour Avenue, Franklin Park, IL 60131

A Tradition of Qua/icy and Pride
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